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The- financial questioh affords an instance
of a wind that blows from the same quartersas the war wind, and of an opposite
and vastly stronger wind from the popular
quarter. While,I think, I see that the more,

ESTABLISHMENT

Washington
8%., Dover, N. H.

B. STEWART. Publisher.

of educated and devoted ministers of re- the hope of doing something for Mr, {val
Jligion. The indefatigable Secretary of the and his small band of Baptists in that city.

Liberation Society, Mr. C. Williams, is Providence has singulacly ' favored the Soeqllly explicitin his testimony, but less ciety. Just as funds were voted to sustain
measured and less guarded in his phraseol- an evangelist, Canon Grassi, an eminent
ogy. - He comes back to England, he tells priest of the Romish communion, sededed
us, with no" desire to destroy the English ‘from the Papal church, and was baptized

monarchy, and nojwish to transfer
by Mr. Wall. “The Canon has
can political institutions to English
soil and the time ‘being, the missionary

like d spirited and determined warrior
whom no defeat can daunt. Speaker Blaine
made a short address,embodying much historical data with the expression of his siv-

cerest thanks fof this honorable distinction.

Washington Correspondence.
{
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WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 10, 1873,

THE SALARY QUESTION.
The salary question is calling forth a pretly

and it now looks as though
Mr. Dawes then administered the oath, after lengthy discussion,
which the members elect were duly sworn cousiderable’ time would elapse before it is set:
tled. It may:be brought to a vote in the House
become,for in. It was a novel and significant sight, within a day or two, hut the Senate will not be

»
ko

of the Gen- when, after loyal members were sworn in, in-a hurry to pass it. The precise salary which
The
story
of
his conver- fifty gentlemen came up to the bar to take sipill be allowed is causing muny conflicting
must prevail on the former question (whethmor ty, &o.,
be sent.
All communications
It was a sort of sion he tells with wonderful simplicity and the modified 0ath. Prominent among these, opinions. ' Shall it be $5,000? If so, sball the
vdasigned for p blication should be addressed to the er the government humiliates or honors the as well as admiration.
we
paradise of rgligious equality. There were power. It is impossible rot to contrast it was Alexander H. Stephens and other mem- perquisites be. restored in shape of mileage frank- |
ear; ororIf
If ppaid strictlyly IN AD- flag), it is evident, at uny rate, that the
ing, stationery, &c.? Under the old law the pay .
v Worms:
$2.50 $3.00 peryear;
bers who had taken up arms or aided very of members, including perquisites, amountedto
popular demand for currency-inflation is no privileged and state-endowed clergy, with the story of Dr. Newman's conversion
Canon ‘Grassi reads the New largely the rebel forces. When the dele- about $6,000, and to some who, lived
vg invidious distinctions held and accepted to Rome.
‘MEMAITTANCES must be made in money or- teo much for the intelligent influence of thé
far away
ders, bank
a, or dr
if
possible.
en
Testament, and is convinced that man is gates from the territories were sworn in, in Oregon and California it amounted to $8,000 neither of these can be
seni the money In a business public proper.
If the whole pow- between church and church. Lord Bishops
justified by faith, the * Vicay of Christ is Mc. Merriman objected to its being adminis- or $9,000. The question now comes up, if it be
letter. All Postmasters
are obliged to
er of the commerdial centers as such, of did not rear their mitred fronts in courts
r letters whenever requested
to do so.
the Holy Ghost,” that “Christ himself is the tered to Mr. Cannon, delegate from Utah. reduced, how shall it be equalized so that those
and
parliaments,
and
members
of
churches
be at our
. Otherwise
the government influence, and of the lesof those sending them.
'
Pontifex”
of the church, and so he comes Quite'a lively discussion ensued,after which far away on the Pacific slope shall get no more
had
not
to
speak
of
thejr
ecclesiastical
conorders,
ban
a
4 _BO 2 tho +
for m mon
rde
bank
son and opportunity of the present crisis,
out
from
the
Papal communion; Dr. New- it was decided that this was not the proper Lthan the members from Maryland and Virginia?
chiecks, and Post Ofios money pie
Behan
hg vel
I judge by what I perceive of the tone of feel
shall prove sufficient for a breakwater nections with * bated breath andgwhisperi |
from the amount due, when thus seni. Agents
man studied the fathers and,convinced that
uested to make their remittances
time to adopt whal was uncertain evidence, ing in the House, that the salary will be reduced
are partic anlar
against the popular furor for more curren- ing humbleness.” Baptists worshiped in
. a8 large as Poneibte andthus save e
until an explicit order is cy, so that we may escape from the present marble churches, and called their ministers sacraments were channels of grace, that and at last, Mr. Cannon, no ways abashed by to $5,000, with an additional amount to pay
wI-Papers gare forwa
for r their
received
“Pl
nuance,
clergymen; and only High-church Episco- the one holy, catholic, apostolic church was the fact that he owned four wives and was traveling expenses to and from the Capital once
and until payment’ of hil arrearagesis made as re- session of Congress without inflation - bepaliang
were exclusive and unbrotherly. the church of Rome, he goes over to the one of Brigham Young's apostles, received each session, and that there will be no perquisquired by law, =
yond the amount of the $44,000,000 reEach subsorfber 18 particularly
uested to note
Working
men were not alienated from | Lady of the Seven Hills, Canon Grassi de- the solemn oath to the disgust of Mr. Mer- ites,~_Such a bill may be put through the House
serve, it will be a great victory, a sort of
the date on the label/for the expiration of his subany day,
but its fate in the Senate is not so clear.
cides to be ‘‘with the Bible outside the riman.
soription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
:
Gettysburg, for conservative finance. If places of worship, and yetit was considered
year, without farthef
reminder from this ofice.
SOUTHERN, WAR CLAIMS.
Following the disposal of Mr. Cannon,
the ideas of the average commou-school respectable to® go to a place of worship. Roman church,” just as Newman decided
The
dommissioners
on the southern claims
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
| citizen * within my survey at this poiat are The clergy were well paid, and found to be with the fathers and Popes within it. the bigamist, the drawing for the seats be- have made to the House of Representatives J8
For
the
question
lies
here:
Are
we
to
follow
"1, Any person who takes 8 newspiper regularly
gan.
At
the
suggestion
of
Mr..Platt,of
VirAmerica a very land of Goshen; while edtheir third annual report. From this it will be
from the post-oMce—whether directed fo his name or analogous with those of his congeners in
God's word and the light of conscience, or ginia, a seat in the main aisle, directly op- seen that they have passed upon 2,466 claims.
another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
other places generally, as I see no reason ucation was wide-spread, and the schoolresponsible for the payment.
house, the church and the bank were built a church and the dim light or ancient di- posite the Speaker,
was reserved for Alexan- One thousand three hundred and seventy-three
2. Ifa person orders lus paper discontinued,
he to doubt, it must be conceded that the presmust
pay all arrearages,or the publisher may con- ent American
in every nook and corner of the land. Re- vines? Are infallible Popes or apostles der Stephens. Many of the most prominent of these claims are disallowed for causés set
idea
is
that
money
can
be
tinue to send it until
paymentis made, and collectthe
and prophets to command our faith ? Is the members fared badly. Fernando Wood was forth in the report. The amount claimed in the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken fronithe
cre;
by act of Congress, and hence, of ligious feeling and activity were more connumber of cases reported is $4,718,801.
sNoeornot.
authority of councils or of Scripture to be so fortunate as to get his old seat.
Gen. whole
coarse, that when money is needed, Con- spicuous than with us, and religion entered
8. The courts have decided that refusing to thks
The amount allowed in settlement of the apmore largely into the national and every- supreme P Newman goes one way, Canon Butler’s name was among the last drawn, proved claims is $644,865. This is an average
newspapers and periodicals from the
post-oftice.
gress ought to create it. Nay, many of us
comoving
and leaving them uncalled
for, is prima
day life. Instead of such a spectacle asa Grassi another. Our sympathies must be and when he marched over to the Demo- allowance of about $500 to each claimant. This
tacle evidence of intentional fraud.
, here in New
York are much milder than
national thanksgiving—like that when the with the latter, and what he calls ‘the cratic side with his short, thud of a step, he report under the new rule goes to the new comthat, firmly believing, beyond all possible
&& When Agents receive
premiums, no percenta
mittee on war claims, of which the Hon. Judge
Queen went in state to St. Paul's, to return church of the Catacombs, the church of the
5)
was loudly cheered.
Bessie BEECH.
+ om moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition. ge confutation, that a government paper mill
Lawrence, of Ohio, is chairman. The Commis#9 We send no books out to be sold on commisthanks for the recovery of the Prince of martyrs, the primitive apostolic church in
EE
dif
JE——
Sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
of sufficieny horse-power is all that is needsioners have determined that they will not reRome.”
:
open any of these disallowed. claims, until they
ed to supply, by direct issue, to every needy Wales—being impossible, Americans had a
Events
of
the
Week.
national thanksgiving day every year.
A remarkable revivalistic work ‘is going
I
have received and examined a sworn statement
citizen, the amplest means of happiness and
Sunday on at Newecastle-on-Tyne.
Mr. Moody and
from the claimant setting forth specifically what
virtue. And you may bray all these fools Sundays were better observed,
pEATH OF SHOP ARMITAGE. ~~
His-unjust or erroneous in the disallowance, what
;
in a mortar among wheat, with a pestle, schools flourished, | religious newspapers Mr. Sankey are holding prayer meetings
Right Rev. Wm. E. Armitage, Episcopal’ new facts can be produced to sustain the allegawere numerous and much read, and the and religious services, and preaching or
from now until A. D. 1900, yet wilj“fiot
civilization and culture of the people rested singing the gospel, and almost every Non- Bishop of Wisconsin, died in New York on tion of error or injustice, what witnesses are
their foolishness depart from them.
“Conrelied upon to prove the new facts, and why the
" WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1878. sequently, in this country we shall have upen a Christian foundation. “So much and conformist church is stirred to new life and Sunday of last week, being suddenly pros- same were not called upon to testify before the
trated by congestion of the lungs while submission of the claim for decision. This is a
tribulation to the end of our days, probably more Mr. Williams saidin an address, an visited with a gracious ‘awakening. — The
journeying frédm Maine to his field of labor. necessary precaution, und will prevent much
Quakers
have
been
holding
a
convention
hour
long,
at
a
soiree
given
in
honor
of
his
to the end of fhe world, and we may as
Adoration.
%
return. It would do some of our Bishops in London and are waking up to new Dr. Armitage was the second Bishop of fraud which newly trumped-up testimony might
well settle down to it with resignation.
:
Wisconsin, and was the eighty-second of induce the commissioners to allow.
and Cabinet ministers good to travel inthe evangelistic efforts and larger missionary
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
1 love my God, but with no love of mine,
THE COLORED CONVENTION.
States, and see how well able religionis to enterprise.— Mr. Bright has returned to the American succession. He was a man
For I have none te give;
The management of the public schools take care of itself without the patronageiand public life, and there is a renewal of con- of profound learning, and was noted for his
A national convention of colored men fis now
I love thee, Lord, but all the love is thine,
in this city, like almost everything else control of the civil power.
:
fidence in the present Gladstone ministry, gentleness of character, Christian piety and in session in this city. The object of the meetFor by thy life I live.
i
here, under the system pf local seif-goving at this time is understood to be to urge the
Bright is once more in it. — fidelity to the trusts of his office.
Dr. Landels has been assailed from va- because
I am as nothing, and rejoice te be .
passage’
of Mr. Sumner’s Civil Rights bill or
ernment
by
the
lower
classes,
has
exhibitThe
denominational
party
have
gained
a
Emptied, and lost, and swallowed up in thee.
PROHIBITION CONVENTION.
rious quarters, as he predicted would be
some kindred measure.
The convention is comed marvels of absurdity and corruptness the case, through the publication of his ad- triumph in the new School Board election
Thou, Lord, alone, art all thy children need,
The New Hampshire Probibitionists met in posed of many of the leading colored men of the
by
turns,
and
often
both
at
once.
A
few
in
Manchester,
and
suffered
a
signal
deA1id thee is nove beside ;
;
dress on Ritualism, at the Baptist Union, at
convention in Concord last Wednesday, and country, and is a significant sign of the times.
years ago, corporal punishment was freely Nottingham. The Chairman of the Con- feat at Birmingham.
— Mr. Disraeli, in renominated John Blackmer, of Sandwich, It shows how rapid is the progress our colored
From thee the streams of blessedness proceed,
In thee the blest abide.
administered by all teachers, and as most
gregational Union has written a rejoinder his inaugural address as Lord Rector of the for Governor, and David Heald, of Milford, fellow citizens are making. On going into the
Fountain of life, and all-abounding grace,
of them were employed at low salaries, to Dr. Landels’ reply, and makes additional University of Glasgow, warned young men
meeting I could not but exclaim, How great the
for Railroad commissioner. The convention change! The nation’s Gapitol, once disgraced
Our source, our center, and our dwelling-place!
while the order of children in the schools revelation of the inherent weakness of his against the spirit of the age, the desire for
— Madame Guyon.
was addressed by Rev. John Russell, of with the slave pen and slavery, now a free city,
was largely such as demanded first-class case. He declares infant sprinkling ‘sym- equality which, he says, is as a moaning
EE a A
TE
——
Michigan, the last Prohibition candidate for and colored men, once slaves, can meet and disability to govern in any way, the evils of bolic of truth, and gives it an educational wind rising in every part of Europe, and
Vice President of the United States. The cuss all questions which have reference to the
New York Correspondence.
the indiscriminate power to flog had be- value. But this only bears out Dr. Langels’ may soon become a furious storm !
resolutions
adopted call for honest govern- liberty and welfare of their race. Really, “What
C—O
come very manifest.
As a result, the powTHOMAS GOADBY.
assertiop that infaht baptism is ** a ritualisment,
equal
taxation, salary repeal, mprohi- hath God wrought!”
/
New.York, Dec. 10, 1873.
er was restricted to the principals and vice- tic act or it is nothing.” The Noncon
——
SE Ee
ee
HOUSE COMMITTEES.
bition of manufacture and sale of liquor,
principals. The experiment worked well, formist newspaper closes the discussion as
PUBLIC OPINION ON WAR WITH SPAIN.
Special Correspondence.
honest voting, &c. The party is working
There
have
been, within a few days, some
rl
pp le
Different sorts of winds blow from dif- and the rod wus therefore removed entire- far as its columns are concerned, but a furearnestly, and its principles deserve to suc- very sharp criticisms indulged in by parties here
WasHINGTON, Dec. 5, 1873.
Improve- ther letter appears in the Baptist.
Dr. |
ferent quarters. Breezes of national hon- ly from the female departments.
in respect to the appointment of committees by
ceed.
:
SIGHTS
FROM THE GALLERIES.
raent
continued,
and
further
restrictions
of
Landels
somewhat
unsparingly
calls
aftenMr. Blaine. It was hardly to be expected that
EDUCATION.
or, justice and sympathy, like that excited
The opening day of the first session of the
any selection the Speaker made would dive satby Spanish atrocities in Cuba, do not orig- punishment were made. Finally, as the tion to the fact that Mr. Dale, in. his ConThe House committee on Education bave isfaction to all concerned. Many undoubtedly
iate in the popular masses, at least, not of result of all these experiments, it was con- gregationalist, sweeps-away the dedication Forty-third Congress brought together im- agreed to report the bill of George F,:Hoar, feel
slighted and do not see why they have been
a locality like New York or its suburbs. cluded, on the principle of 8 well-known theory in a most summary manner, and yet! mense crowds, and before ten o’clock,A. u., setting apart the net proceeds of the ‘public passed by and others taken whom they think are
Irish
bull,
that
to
abolish
corporal
punishevery
desirable
seat
was
taken;
and
at
a
Mr. Dale is an ex-chairman of the CongreAlthough in a case like this, that takes a
not as well qualified as themselves. It willbe
ment entirely would make the schools per- gational Union. This * shifting of rea- little past eleven o'clock. there wag: not a lands to educational purposes. The act does seen that in the appointment to chairmanships,
deep. hold on human nature itself, the exnot affect the pre-emption of homestead
citement, if fed by continuous occasion, fect. * An’ is it half the wood yer new sous for a religious ordinance, this laying vacant seat except in the diplomatic gallery. lands or in any way limit the granting of the Speaker has, in almost all instances, selected
men
of
much
legislative experienve.
Mr.
stove saves ye? Be the powers, I'll buy hold first of one thing and then of another, There was invasion even of the reporter's
must extend to all classes; yet thus far, it
two of them and save all me wood!” The as the ground for infant Baptism, is not,” gallery, and spectators filled the corridors bounty lands to soldiers. One half the pro- Dawes upon Ways and Means, Garfield on Apis worthy of mention, there is no strictly
propriations, Butler on Judiciary, Coburn on
result of our Hibernian resolve now proves says Dr. Landels, “the spectacle which and doorways until one standing might be- ceeds are to be distributed each year to the Military Affairs, Maynard on Banking and Curpopular, American excitement here on the
States,
Terrifories
and
the
District
of
Coto be that the insubordinate Young New should be presented to the world by a great lieve himself lifted in mid-air, by the pressVirginius affair. The many are more con- |.
lumbia, on the basis of the population be- rency, Judge Orth on Foreign Affairs. If stgtes
:
York snaps his fingers at school authority, religious body, least of all by one which ure of circumstance
expect to bear away upon these important comcerned with their private interests than
The scene on ie Jor of the House wag tween the ages of four and twenty-one, mittees, and to be largely influential in shaping
knowing that it can not make his hide claims to regulate its belief and practice
with the honor of the flag or of humanity, smart, It is like abolishing capital punThe members entertained them- provided that for the first five years the dis- the legislation of the country, they must keep
by the Word of God alone,” Dr. Burns, in lively.
and the common tone of remarks amongst nishment.
Settle it that there shall be no a letter which has appeared in several news- selves in exclianging cordial congratulations, tribution is to be made on the basis of the their representatives in Congress till they are
numbers who can not read or write. States qualified by long experience for influential poworking people is cool and indifferent, cal- killing by officers of the law, and you |
papers,deprecates the whole controversy as and every moment the murmur of voices
are
to have charge of theif individual funds, sitions on committees. Though the people are
culating, and averse to anything that will break down the fina! support of authority,
unreasonable and unsuitable. Nonconform- increased until the gavel fell, and brought and the bill, which is carefully guarded, scarcely aware of it, it is nevertheless true, that
cost money, raise prices, or interfere with and compulsion of scoundrels is at an end.
an almost instantaneous hush. One of the
almost all legislation is done in committees, and :
indubtry. From my observation of the If they can’t be killed, they can kill, and ists and Evangelical Christians generally most prominent among that august body was drawn after correspondence with the that the chairmen of committees are very potenshould,
he
maintains,rather
join
their
ranks
lower and broader stratum of sentiment that without peril or restraint, and unarmwas the Hon. Alexander Stephens, of Geor- leading educational officers of all the States. tial in this regard. Men and some s:ates;will
against the encroachments of Popery and
here, which is probably governed by the ed law must go to the wall in a contest
think themselves slighted by Mr, Blaine's sglecgia. He is but sixty-three years of age ; but
FREEDMEN'S BUREAU AFFAIRS.
Ritnalism, than contend with each other.
tions, but they will get overt in time.
v
same general principles as elsewhere, I am with armed lawlessness, If the rod is takwe
should
call
him
eighty
from
his
feeble
The Secretary of War has sent a commuMassachusetts has the chairmanship of five
not surprised that Congress exhibits no en from the right bands, it is only to put it The Baptist hardly treats Dr. Burns with frame, his white locks, his pallid face and
nication to the House of - Representatives committees, and the entire South has only eight,
courtesy, considering that Dr. Brock, Mr.
such warlike mood as many were confidentinto the wrong hands. The new Board of Vines and other leading ministers of the diminutive hands, that look as lifeless as setting forth that grave irregularities exist and many of these ure unimportant. The realy expecting. Our people are not very inEducation are thoroughly examining the denomination also think with him, and his though he were dead. His keen eyes still in its financial accounts. Claimants com- son for this is obvious. The old Bay State, not
flammable anywhere but in their pockets,
glow and glisten, and he has about him a
generally, strong and able mea to
subject of corporal punishment in our letter is temperate and reasonable enough.
plain that they have not received their dues, only sends, but it keeps them there till they are
and in a case that appeals to the sentiments
Congress,
masterly
presence
which
marks
the
scholar
schools, and will probably restore the powalthough vouchers and other papers are experienced legislators, and in this way makes
mainly, we can be trusted for the last ex- er (under restrictions), the existence of But Dr. Burns has, I fancy, mistaken the and statesman. During the session he wore
The
filed showing that the claims have been her power felt in the counsels of the Nation.
argument.
his hat.
His crutches, his weak voice, his
treme of moderation. The Virginius ex- ‘which, even while inactive, is indispensa- exact point of Dr. Landels’
paid. Accounts explaining the use of one
Ritualof
evils
the
of
denouncer
RICHARD YATES.
eloquent
pallor, and his history made him conspicu. citement has been confined to the classes of ble as the ultimate support of authority.
whole fund of $121,000 are missing, and the
ism,
did
not
say
we
could
not
join
with
feeland
It may not be in the direct tine of my duty as
ous. Dawes
was as solemn and serene
somewhat cultivated intelligencé
Vip1.
Congregationalists in common defense of as ever, and to him was awarded the honor whole sum that needs accounting for is your correspondent, to notice the distinguished
ing, and to a portion of the foreign-born
$278,573.66.
‘The late commissioner
has man whose name iz atthe head
Pa
Sw.
of this para~
the spirituality of religion, but that .no de- of administering the oath of office to the
and floating population in whom excitabilthe knowledge graph. His recent death, under a cloud, has
of
informed
promptly
been
Quakers
and
Baptists
the
save
nominations
The
Speaker. Poland was conspicuous, grand of these irregularities, and also that they called to my mind a touching incident which I
ity predominates over calculation.
_ English Correspondence.
came to the conflict with clean hands.
and stately in his blue dress-coat and brass
:
newspapers represent these elements rather
——
were to be sent to the House for investiga- will relate.
fahighly
been
has
Mission
Fernando Wood looked from his
Orissa
main
The
buttons.
the
Yates, as he was familiarly eslled,
Dick”
“
than the slow materialism of
;
§
tion.
CuiLwEeLL COLLEGE, ENGLAND,
was a noble man. He had a great beart and »
vored during the last few months. On Sep- precision and dignity as though he had occumasse, Hut there is little doubt that the
Nov. 21, 1878.
{
LONDON FOG.
brain, and was generous to a fault, tis
great
nts
orceme
re-inf
pied his seat during the whole interim. His
tember the 10th, additional
latent spark of national pride and martial
very generally known thatat times he was very
to England of recent distinreturn
The
last
dense
the
so
tightly,
up
was
and
buttoned
London
world
ip
was
old
fog
coat
the
The
frock
from
brown
out
sent
were
fire will be set aglowing soon by
intemperate, and equally well known that be
visitors to America has occasioned
nd the reso- guished
new. On that day your new helpers sailed and his moustache was primmer if possible week that there wefe several collisions on regretted thishabitas deeply as his most uth
insolence of the dons in
institu,
n
lives,
a new consideration of America
from New York, and on that same day, by than a year ago. Beek had a pompous air, the Thames, involving a loss of three:
mate friends could desire, and made many strug.
lute lead of our own government. I have
Our newspapers tell us much of
from
tions.
collision
railroad
a
Gen,
also
miswas
court.
new
there
foreign
and
a
three
with
ence,
familiar
if
as
coincid
les to free himself from the dreaded wie.
able
remark
a
not doubted for a moment, that the sanguine
the “impressions” of different representa- sionaries, with Rev. Thomas Bailey (viz. Butler was at his old post,ready for antago- the same cause, in which quite a nunber of While in the United States Senate,he made ses after
Spain,
with
peace
hopes of honorable
tive men whom relaxation or the Evangel Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Smith, and Mrs. T. nistic contest even with Mr, Hoar, who persons were seriously injured. Locomo- eral attempts to break the cords thint botmd him.
the opportunity afforded by the Virginius
he sigoed the
joal Alliance has just drawn to your shores. Bailey), sailed from London. But still fur- came up to his desk with the serenity of a tion in the streets had to be’nearly sus. At the beginning of one session
for the exhibition of the (excusable) Spanpledge, and joined the Congressional Temper
readers to learn
'your
surprise
not
will
It
only
of
that
Lyman Tremaine,
pended, the fog being so dense
ther aid goes from England. On tbe 7th of summer morning.
ish contempt for our flag, were based on
ance Society, of which Senator Wilson was PresFi
that churchman and non-conformist alike this month the Rev. John Gregory Pike, of New York, moved about as if conscious of those who carried lanterns could move ident. It was given out that the Senator would
ignorance, or forgetfulness of the Spansysy
voluntar
the
y
admirabl
evening in the
declare how
London, with his beloved wife set sail also power enough to deliver a murderer from about with any safety and freedom. London ‘address the Society on a Sunday
«sh character—its want of conscience, its
tem works in the United States. In our
of the House of Representatives. Aoccordball
.
of
visitations
such
on
to
his
just
doom.
His
imposing
presence
will
d
grands
arroaccustome
the
quite
and
is
is
y
Pike
obstinac
Mr.
passion,
Orissa®
for
unreascning
ingly, there was an immense g thering, every
Oks} efforts for the disestablishment of the An- the founder of the Orissa Mission, and he be suited to the prominent position he will
BAZAINE SENTENCED TO DEATH.
gance, its cruelty, and its treachery.
to
seat and every inch of standing room being ocjustice
of
e
measur
8
as
glican church
mission work in: his probably occupy in the House.
for
apart
set
was
telar and his associates are cultured and
Mr. Yates took the rostrum, and almost
cupied.
the
Marshal Bazaine has been found guilty
other-chuyches and of gain to religion,
Soon after the House was called to order,
ther's chapel at Derby with many
grandfa
he did was to read a despatch from
thing
homauized men, not Spaniards, and they
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*‘ The-young

man” whom Mark represents these

women

as seeing. in the tomb, was ** clothed in a

Similarly attired
long ‘white garment.”
Luke speaks,
whom
of
men
two
were the
and whom John describes Mary Magda-

The magnificence which

lene as beholding.

maintained unconcealed

for a season, after.

28:

M
stone removed, what did M
John 20: 2. What did the rest do?

lene
Luke 24: 3.

but for ‘this incidental

found at variance,
formation, when

and hence, as this in-

given, does but disclose a

harmony of facts existing independently
of it, we must acknowledge the agreement
of the facts in such a case as this, where
the information necessary for us to recognize the harmony is not given.
The evident

accord

of the

four evangelists on all

went,

in

absence

the

of

Mgry,

into

the

sought for the Lord, and while they were
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prospect. In the distance a background of
blue hills, the landscape dotted with pretty

and the

farm-houses,

white

~ Com.

College. In her, too, the College found one owil reward,
grateful for the opportunity of an equal colt-

neatly cul-

tivated ridges sloping and green

[

conipléted the Classical Course in Hillsdale she served, from the toil of earth to Heaven's
ure

to the

with those of the

sterner

sex,

and

in

f her they had an example of one who wore
water's edge.
these honors gracefully, and who met the
emigrant sighs for his green islet home,
As we enter the harbor, a busy scene responsibilities which such an equality con1 no longer wonder that the

greets the eye. The steamers from Liverpoot, Pice, Glasgow and Barrow arrive

fers, with the dignity of a true, Christian
woman, Of a strong mind, she possessed

there are “many beautiful streets and fine
buildings.” * A ridge of high hills extends

year, but owing to its peculiar duties and
the consequent strain upon her vital forces,

|

Sermons and Texts.
———

In the Bibliotheca Sacra

3

'

Prof. Park is

publishing a series of articles on Preaching,

which are very suggestive, and have lessons

the added worth of being content worthily for the pews as well as for the pulpit. Here
to fill the position already occupied by are some of the interesting items which he
that
woman, rather than grasp other responsi- embodies in one of the later articles,
:
same hour in the evening. Belfast is an
instraction :
as
well
as
humor
offer
enterprising and pretty city, the center of bilities which are, at least, problematical.
Benaiah, died,”
of
son
the
“Pelatiah,
Her course of study completed, she was
trade for the north of Ireland and the greatEzek. 11: 13, was the passage selected for
“The, appointed Assistant Principal of the Ladies’ a forenoon’s discourse containing some asest linen emporium in the world.
houses are built,of brick and stone, and Department. - This position she filled for a
about the same time and moor in a rdwroy
along the same wharf, and leave about the

along

the west and

north,

beautiful.

majestic

and

she resigned and took a year for rest. Dur~ | ing this year she received an invitation

The linen factories are very extensive,
a single estiblishment employing 2,000
bands. But just now the mills are nearly
all closed, the hands having struck, or been

“locked out,” It is said that 25,000 are
out of employment, and the manufacturers
have promised to yield to their demands, in
i part.

from the Board of Education

at Sandusky,

0., to become

of the

Preceptress

High

sertions repugnantto the views

of a cleri-

cal hearer, who replied to them, in the afternoon’s discourse of the samme day, from
the words, ‘‘Pekahiah, the son of Menahem, began to reign.” 2/Kings 15: 28.
We read of one German divine preaching
on the immunity of turnpike roads as free

School there, She served them in this cafrom robbers, and taking for“his text the
pacity for four years, proving herself so efthe good Samaritan; of another
ficienta teacher and so valuable an acqui- parable of
on the importance of men's rediscoursing
sition to the interests of the school and comto only one article of
themselves
stricting
munity, that, without any demand on her
text for his preachthe
and
part, her salary was increased each year food at a meal,

Daring the third year a ment was: ‘““One thing is needful.”
Of still another enforemng the .duty of
series of meetings was held,in which a large
and I um expecting a real Irish welcome.
number were converted, and, owing to the walking into the country for exercise, and
It was still early in the morning when I faithful ‘efforts of consecrated teachers, the his text was: ‘Behold two of them went
landed, and } wondered how I should find |
work became gnite general among the pu- that same day to a villige called Emmaus,
The General Assembly is still in session,

‘during her stay.

the whereabouts of the three friends supwhich was from Jerusalem about threescore
pils of the school. Daily, many voluntarily
I saw the sexposed
to
be
in
attendance.
¥
‘BY REV. J. M. W. FARNHAM,
remained, after school for prayer and relig- furlongs.”
expelled
was
Scotland
|
ton
of
the
church
where
the
Assembly
was
in
his
church
of
a
When
brightness
the
let
angel
the
Christ,
Christ
When did
fous conversation. So ‘interested was this
6. What was said to them?
in session ; he referred me to one of the teacher in them, and so earnest did they be- from ite time-honored sanctuary, and driven
THE ENGLISH LAKES.—BELFAST.
He had purposely
arise from the grave? When had he said that he face shine on thenf,
could
How
19.
20:
21;
16:
Matt.
should rise?
his splendor until they were well
Leaving London by the ten o'clock ex- elders; lie was absent from the city,and his come in their inquiries after the way of sal- to hold its Sabbath worship in the open air,
Christ come back to life, after death? : John 10: hidden
18. What is meant by ‘the place where the in the tomb,
lest they should have been press, we traveled on the Great Northern wife sent me to another; he recommended
vation, that sonietimes a score or more each the pastor preached a melting discourse
Lord lay”? When the disciples came to the frightened, and before hearing the words,
me
to
call
on
one
of
the
pastors
living
at
a
to
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The
road
is
in
fine
day
would send notes asking prayer on their from Heb. 13: 18. “Let us go forth, there7.
6,
20:
tomb, what did they find? John
as
I-mijght
church;
the
from
Why?
distance
them?
great
«
He
is
risen,
as
he
said,”
have
precipitategiven
was
7. What message
condition, und the train moves at greater
behalf; and it was her privilege, under fore, unto him without the camp, bearing
‘Where ghould the disciples meet the Lord? Com- ly left the place.
whom they speed than is usually attained in the Unit- well go there as sit still, so off 1 tarted. God's blessing, to lead the faltering steps of his reproach.” The scene itself was an exangel
This
pare-verse
16.
position and a peroration for the sermon.
ed States. It has been a great treat to see-so He received me cordially,but his hduse was many into the way of life.
8. What did they do? The reason of their joy? discovered had an attendant. John 20: 12.
all torn up and his family at the sea-side—
‘Who first saw the risen Redeemer? John 20: 14. Why
When Dr. Steinkopf was taking breakMatthew
mentions
but
one
we
can
much
of
the
lovely
English
scenery.
After
riseu,
not
At
the
close
of
the
fourth
year,
she
was
had
Jesus
If
‘Who next? Verse 9.
he
seemed
afraid
of
having
to
offer
hospihe
Now;
because
fast
at the house of Henry Ven Elliott, a
15:17.
probably
but
Cor.
1
?
say,
definitely
followed
a
pleasant
visit
with
numerous
friends
in
not
have
what would
again urged to accept the position of Lady
1
that Christ has risen, what is our assurance?
do not Newcastle, leaving the rést of the party tality, and urged me to call on another passtatements
remarked
His
one.
but
of
of the host's family
knew
member
Principal in Hillsdale College, and after
Cor. 15: 20—22. . How does the resurrection of
Jesus comfort those bereaved? What must we deny those of Luke and John, because less
there, I went to attend the meeting of the tor, a great friend of missions who' could prayerful deliberation, deciding duty from that they had begun their meal without
do to make our resurrection glorious?
ample.
So far as they go they are correct. [*Jpish General Assembly, in session in Bel- probably tell me where my friends were the good she hoped to be able to do, rather saying grace. The guest arose at oncé and
—
Doubtless, too, the sepulcher was, at the fast.
I took a through ticket across” Eng- | quartered. It was pearly time for the than from the amount she should receive prayed: “Lord, pardon thy servants, who.
NOTES AND HINTS.
time of the. resurrection, full of angels, land to Furness-in-Barrow, and then by forgnoon session of the Assembly when for her labors, she consented. The decision can begin to enjoy any of thy mercies withI reached this minister's. He was ona was a difficult one. That post was by no out first thanking thee. Bless the Lord, O
The crucifixion ends in the death, _the witnessing this wonderful scene, and greet- steamer to Belfast, with the understanding
benefits.”
committee then assembled at his house.
ing
the
return
of
the
Lord
to
life
again,
The
Jesus.
that
I
would
reach
my
journeys
end
the
of
ion
resurrect
means an inferior one, and to remain was to our souls, and forget not all his
death in the
He could not tell me where my friends continue pleasant associations, to perform This use of Ps. 103: 2, was as novel as if
but,
at
sound
of
human
footsteps,
or
after
next
morning.
But
imagine
my
disappointwere
doctrine
his
and
Christ
which
in
tomb
one.
supposed to be buried forever from the the departure of Christ, they became un- ment on reaching Leeds,to learn the steam- were—said he would meet me at the church lighter service than that to which she was he verse itself had been an unfamiliar
At
the
church
—but
did
not
invite
me
in.
Theological
candidates
in
Germany
were
seen.
How
Christ
rose
from
the
dead
can
boat
train
had
left,
and
I
could
their
not
proceed
of
proof
invited, and for a compensation
almost
‘world, farnished the grandest
I received a warm welcome from the class- double; a service, too, under which her once accustomed to choose for their trialdivine origin. Out of death came “life not be known. The mystery of the return farther till the next morning. It however
of his spirit to the body is less than of its gave me opportunity to look about the mate whom I had not seen since we parted
health had greatly improved. - To change, sermons such texts as 2 Sam. 10: 5; Mark
and immortality to light.”
see city and make a trip to the ruins of an sn- in Princeton thirteen years before,and from
Come,
‘¢
body.
the
in
incarnation
first
began
it
as
on the other hand, was to accept responsi- 9:49; 2 Tim. 4: 13. A theological candi1. “In the end of the Sabbath,
the missionary of the Irish church, I had bilities which had materially shortened the date in England, who has been imitated by
the
where
the
Lord
lay.”
This
would
cient
abbey
a
few
miles
away.
I
also
deweek.”
the
of
day
first
the
to dawn toward
The other friend
when
parted with in Chioa.
life and made a permanent invalid, during at least. one candidate in America,
Mark says, ‘ And when the Sabbath was strengthen their faith in his resurrection, | termined to spend the next day among the
had
gone
home,
hoping
to
see
me
there.
the
curiosity.
before
natural
sermon,
a
their
English
lakes,
which
lie
almost
directly
in
preach
satisfy
to
and
called
her absence, of one of the worthiest women
past.” It was the Jewish Monday, or -our
I was introduced to the chairman of the
clergymen
who
were
to
decide
upon
his
fitmy
way.
Leaving
Leeds
on
an
early
train,
dawn
to
7.
“
And
go
quickly,
and
tell
his
discibegan
it
as
ever
called
to
such
a
post
of
duty.
Yet
so
Sabbath. Instead of *
Committee on missions, and other leading
ness for the ministry, discoursed on the
I
reached
Lakeside
station
at
the
foot
of
Luke
week,”
ples
that
he
is
risen
from
the
dead.”
These
great
was
her
interest
in
her
Alma
Mater,
the
of
day
first
the
toward
members, some of them inviting me to
and such was the opportunity to influence wotds: “Ye are spies; to see the naked
says, “Very early in the morning,” and were the first to know; of Christ's resurrec- Windermere, in time for the steamer, and
share
their
hospitality
and
preach
for
them
spent
one
of
the
most
lovely
days
I
ever
This
dark.”
yet
was
it
tion, and these, as all the disciples besides,
for good those young ladies who seek cult- ness of the land ye are come.” Gen. 13: 9.
John adds, * When
In 1688, when James II. of England orIt experienced among the lakes. Winder- on Sunday. There was scarcely any one ure within the walls of our own Cellege,
early hour, while darkness invested the were surprised at this announcement.
Neither
present besides the members.
that she cheerfully made the sacrifice of ease dered his clergy to read from the pulpit, on
earth, prevented them from distinctly see- is strange that what the enemies of Jesus mere is about ten miles long, if I mistake
ing the state of things at the sepulcher un- remembered concerning his promised res- not, and from half a mile to a mile wide. the moderator nor any one else who spoke and pecuniary reward, and of what proved an appointed Sabbath, one of his obnoxious
while I was present commanded the attento be her own life; for, in the words of one declarations, and many of his gergy refustil they had arrived close to it. The group urrection, his dearest friends forgot;
It The scenery is very beautiful, reminding
tion
of the members, who, through it all,
me
more
of
Lake
George
than
anythingl
of the ministers who officiated at her funer- ed to violate their conscience in reading it,
of women consisted of Mary Magdalene, was, to the latter certainly, a matter of incontinued
to
talk
together
of
other
matters.
have
seen.
About
half
way
of
the
lake
the
JoanSalome,
al:
‘She died a martyr to the cause of Samnel Wesley, a curate in London, one of
terest. To the disciples Jesus repeatedly
Mary, the mother of James,
Tt
was,
with
the
exception
of
a
New
Engsteamer
stops
at
the
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of
Bowness
and
the
to
belonged
who
women
Christian
education.”
It was during her the recusants, and father of Jobn and
other
had
said
that
he
should
*
rise
from
the
na, and
land meeting, the noisiest assembly I ever first year here, that the series of meetings Charles Wesley, *“took for his text that day
company of believers. Luke 24:10, 22. dead.” Peter, James and John ought to then proceeds to Ambleside at’ the head of
the lake. Here you take a coach and ride saw undertake to do business. I was told was held, in which about a hundred souls the noble answer of the three Jews of the
The absence of Mary, the mother of Jesus, have remembered it, for, as they descended
they had spent a day or two discussing the were converted. To her,perhaps more than Chaldsen tyrant: ‘Be it known unto thee, O
over
a beautiful road to Grasmere, about
Bethany
at
dwelt
from
the
mount
of
trausfiguration,
he
told
who
sisters
and of the
question
whether churches should be allow- to any other human agency,
was to be attrib- king, that we will not serve thy gods, nor
‘may be accounted for,—of the first by her them of it. Matt. 17: 9. To the other dis- two miles distant.
It
was
found
so
ilear
a
ed
to
use
organs.
On
the
way
you
pass
the
residence
of
disuted the success of the work ; for, her con- worship the golden image which thou hast
ciples he had been equally plain. Matt. 16:
relation to Jesus, of the others by their
tie
thai
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thought
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to
withdraw
the
Harriet
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Hall,
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of
object
The
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21. Yet John states that, ‘‘ As yet they
secrated heart at once compassed the young set up.’” Dan, 3: 18.
tance from the sacred
question and leave it where they found
It is a tradition that a strong minded
ladies placed under her care, and in answer
this early visit was to coniplete the offices of knew not the Scripture -that he must rise Mount, and the late residences of Wor dsit.
worth
and
Coleridge.
This
is
called
the
man, a ringleader in the irreligious
young
to her prayers and urgent entreaties nearly
burial left unfinished on the evening when from the dead.” The statements of Christ's
My
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so
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that
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Belthe community, was struck down
of
most
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and
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ride
in
the
plots
could
Jew
own
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and
of
the
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inspired
No
all became the subjects of Divine Grace. So
the entombment took place.
fast that evening, reluctantly declining urearnest was she in her yearnings for their as if an electric shock had prostrated him,
touch a dead body without defilement, and tongue seem equally distant from their lake district. Rydal lake is seen on the
gent invitations to remain over Sunday.
Hence, these women were west, a pretty little sheet of water perhaps
salvation, and so unceasing in her efforts and was prevented from execating one of
' .defilement took away the right to observe knowledge.
.
a
mile
or
less
in
circumference
Grasmere
day
the
in
told
to
inform
his
disciples
that
their
Lord,
late
in their behalf, that about thirty of them his mischievous schemes, by the tone in
Besides, it was
the feast.
were converted,and of those rooming in the which Dr. Emmons repeated, and by the
when the bodies were removed from the their leader, their divine friend, had risen is but little larger. In the village of GrasMiss H. Laura Rowe.
College building,
but two were able to with- pointed comments with which be accomcross, and time was wanting to perform from the dead, and would meéet them in mere,at the north end of the lake of the same
name,
is
an
ancient
church
edifice
with
would
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appeals,
and resist the Spirit's panied, the words: ‘Then Saul (who is alto
intelligence
Galilee. This. amazing
the duties which the Jews usually paid
~ Miss H. LAurA RowE, A. M,, late Lady
square
embattled
tower.
In
the
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strivings.
In
addition
to her usual necessary so called Paul) filled with the Holy Ghost,
as
no
more.
startle
the
disciples
than
it
did
Hence,
burial.
to
‘the dead preparatory
Principal of Hillsdale College, died in Hillsyard
a
plain
blue
head-stone
marks
the
duties,these labors so nearly prostrated her, set his eyes on him, and said, O full of all
the next day was the Sabbath, they waited these women who first learned of our Lord's
dale, Mich., on Friday, Nov. 21, 1873, aged
grave
of
the
poet
Wordsworth,
and
near
that,
but for the kindness of friends in pro- subtlety, and all mischief—thou child of the
mastery
of
death,
and
were
the
first
to
prountil Monday before coming with their
-84
years,
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und
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days.
by is a neat monument over the last resting
viding a carriage, she must oftentimes have devil, thou enemy of all righteousness—wilt
:
“‘gweet spices to anoint him.” Matthew claim it.
Miss
Rowe
was
born
in
Ionia
Co.,
Mich.,
to
back
way
the
On
Coleridge.
been compelled to remain away from the va- thou not cease to pervert the ways of the
8. « And they departed quickly from the place of
omits to tell the chief object of this early
her
parents
being
among
the
first
settlers
of
3
Ambleside,
the
residence
of
the
late
Dr.
rious religious services.
Bro. Avery, who Lord?”
”
sepulcher.”
They had been told to go
visit. They came ** to see the sepulcher
that county. Belonging to a family who conducted the meetings, observed her devowhich rendercircumstances
were
Arnold,
the
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master
of
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school,
There
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of
body
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for
quickly, but the command did not propel
not only, but to care
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Liverpool to
of
Raffles
Dr.
for
proper
it
ed
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the
foot
of
the
Western
tion
and
remarked
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pastor:
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Miss
They did not come to witness the resurrec- them. It was a natural impulse; for they
of a thorough education, she, at the early Rowe is doing her last work, for God will preach a sermon on the single word, ‘“Forhill,
- tion. The idea of a resurrection was not went forth ¢ with fear and great joy.”
age of thirteen years, in company with two
in all their thought.
The fear originated from the sight snd | This is the favorite 1egion for summer older sisters and half a dozen others, at- not suffer one of his children long to be ex- ward,” and for William Jay of Bath to
“\residences,
and
much
wealth
has
been
lavercised so deeply for the salvation of souls.” preach on the word “Ebenezer.” There
2. * And, behold, there was a great earth- presence of the angels; the joy fromthe
tended Michigan Central College, then lo- Before the close of the year she gave notice was, however, a puerility in the feats of
ished
upon
these
naturally
beautiful
landHe declaration of that empty tomb and of the
quake.” This is peculiar to Matthew.
There are two steam yachts on cated at Spring Arbor, Mich. Owing to the of her intended ‘ resignation, but upon the clergymen, who still did not intend to trifle
gives it as one of the supernatural signs of heavenly messengers announcing, ¢ He is scapes.
making several trips each day. removal of that institution,she remained for urgent request of the Faculty, and with an with the sacred volume, when they disthe resurrection, and certainly if it was an not here, for he is risen, as he said.” Then Windermere,
In
returning
I
stopped an hour or two at one year only, and continued her studies at encouragement which promised aid in her coursed, one on the phrase ‘‘O wheel,” one
appropriate attendant of the death, it was « they did run to bring his disciples word.”
village on the east Olivet. It was while here that Miss Rowe,in department, she concluded to remain an- on the word “Mighty,” ome on the word
beautiful
a
Bowness,
also of the restoration to life of Jesus. After they were gone Peter and John, havshore,
built
on
the
hillside,
embowered in a seriesof meetings held by the revival Evan- other year. Disappointed in this aid, how- “But,” one on the uninspired word ‘‘Selah,”
« For the angel of the Lord descended ing been told by Mary Magdalene of the,
good view of “Eelist, Rev. J.T. Avery,became a Christian, ever, che continued to fail in health, till at another on “Aha; still another, when he
a
commanding
from heaven.” The descent of the angel supposed plundering, from the tomb, of Je- trees, and
As the steam- | andan on her return home united with the its very close, on Commencement day, she delivered three or four sermons on the word
scenery.
mountain
and
lake
* And came and rolled sus’ body, running with all speed, came to
was not.visible,
er
approached
the
wharf,
my
attention was Presbyterian church of which her parents was obliged, during the public exercises, to “Amen” and another yet, when he delivback the stone from the door and sat upon the sepulcher, John first, then Peter, who
called
to
poet
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book-stand were menibers. Her outward life had been leave the church, which she never again en- ered eleven long discourses on the interjec. it.” He appeared at the tomb and, regard- entered the tomb which John had only ven:
For five tion “0!”
and umbrella shade,and stealing along with so exemplary that no visible change was tered as a living worshiper.
less of the Roman soldiers who guarded tared to inspect from without. John also
one
manifest,—
who
had
been
moreor
less
inSeveral
preachers,
on
the
Sabbath
after
Ina
months
she
lingered
and
suffered,
when
her
|
.
the spot, seized the great stone which form- went in, and the two saw ‘‘the place where a cat-like tread to the steam yacht.
timately acquainted with her, remarking lamp of life went out, and her spirit went to their church edifices have been burned,
he
offered
quiet
and
unobtrusive
manner
ed the door and rolled it away with ease. the Lord lay,” having all the hopes of our
Her rare ability, both have interested their audiénces by sermons
for sale his literary productions, in sheet that he never knew, her guilty of an impro- its eternal home.
The women had said to themselves, as they immortality at stake on the issue of his
esbest
its
at
that,
knew
she
But
priety.
patural
and
acquired,
her good judgment from Tea. 64: 11. “Our holy and our
I
much
regret
I
did
and pamphlet form.
drew near, * Who shall roll us away the death. There were ‘“ the linen clothes” in
‘the carnal mind is enmity against and excellent taste, coupled with her amia- beautiful house, where our fathers praised
tate,
not
purchase
one
of
his
works
that
I
might
stone from the door of the sepulcher ?” and which Joseph and Nicodemus had wrapped
Like all God,” and she deliberately chose the service bility and perfect consecration to the Mas- thee, is burnt up by fire, and all our pleasgive a’ specimen of his rhyme.
though not knowing how this difficulty was him, and here was * the napkin that was
for of Christ as the only right way of living. ter's service, made her a means of much ant things are laid waste.” Such texts
persecution
to be met, they pressed on, hoping to find about his head, not lying with the linen great writers he suffered
After teaching some years in the vicinity of good, and won her many warm, personal are appropriate.” The dignity of the occasought
the
libel.
He
has
more
than
once
help in some way not clearly seen by them- clothes, but wrapped together in a place by
her
home, still possessing a desire for friends. It was known to but few that she sion warrants them. But when the commislaureate,and still hopes
But ** they found,” says Luke, itself,” Mary returned while they were in appointment of poet
i gelves.
had looked forward to the Foreign Mission sioners of a city in Great Britain had. been
knowledge, she came to Hillsdale,
greater
an
appreci4 the stone rolled away from the sepulcher.” the tomb, for she had not strength nor the government wil) show Such
and at’ once entered upon the Classical as her future field of labor, and that she had compelled by economical reasons to extinthis
him
give
to
either
as
talent
bis
of
Matthew, as we have seen, explains how speed to keep up with them as they ran, or ation
| Course,—a course not at that time completed once offered her name
for that purpose. guish nearly all their street lamps, and one
The angel seen else after their departure. The language office or a pension.
the stone was removed.
in
the
Institution
by
any
of
her
sex,
and
“Those
recently
gone
thither
will remember of the city clergymen devoted the next SunPunch
notice
a
by
flattered
He was much
‘ But
in the tomb must have removed the stone of John makes doubtful which.
gearcely begun by an.
The study of the her missionary spirit, and how she called day to a sermon on Matt. 25: 8," “Our
the
that
see"
not
did
he
though
him,
gave
for their accommodation, and not to set Mary stood without at the sepulcher weepstyle was a close imitation of bis’ own New Testament Scriptures in the Greek lan- the young ladies together to read to them a lamps are gone out,” he violated the profree our Lord. ‘At first, the angels of whom ing, and as she wept, she stoopeg’tiown
guage led her to an investigation of the letter she had received from some already prieties of the pulpit.
Matthew speaks, sat on the stone, until the and looked into the sepulcher, and seeth verses. He was, however, very “indignant subject of baptism, and after much prayer- there. We are told that she urged them to
affrighted watch had fled into Jerusalem. the two angels in white.” ‘Where were that Punch should call his verses ‘* dogger- ful research she was, at her own request, give themselves to this work, and who
Lakeside station
~ It was a thrilling scene when the angel de- these celestial ones when Peter and John el.” The steamer reached
Inspiration.
Farness Abbey. immersed, and received into the Freewill knows but some one may have been influv
to
train
the
~~ ‘scended out of heaven, glowing like the were examining the tomb?
Why. were just in time for
fat church. Conscious of hér obedience enced to take the ‘place she gladly would
of
pale
red
built
is
e
structur
ancient
This
uu; Yosplonden: with the purity of heaven, they hidden from these two disciples, and
ib the command concerning this ordinance, have filled? Rev. J.’T. Avery writes since
Who will read the sayings of Luther and
:
, burling back the rock from the tomb, revealed to Mary?
Why did our Lord sand stone in a deep, shady glen. It was and thus more perfectly following Christ, her death, that, considering her qualificaletters of Calvin, recollecting at the
the
Normanfrom
peopled
and
1127
in
‘seated himself on it. No wonder the vet- conceal himself from his apostles and meet founded
tions
as
a
Christian
teacher,
in
such
an
In.
she
experienced
a
satisfaction
akin_to
that
same time how Europe awoke at their
first this weeping woman ?
He waited dy. There isa window in good presererans of Rome were terrified.
‘which
she
felt
when
he
first
gave
Hefheart
stitution
as
this,
he
advised
her
not
to
enter
from a slumber of superstition and
of
words
another
and
of round Norman,
8,4. The angel revealed his glory. ‘* His until evening before ha appeared to the vation
the Foreign Mission. He says: * In all my worldliness that seemed about to settle into.
'
Gothic architecture. The moss and to him,
face was like lightning,” that is, shone with eleven, for reasons subtle, defying our 'de- pointed
travels, for years, I have found few, if any, the stupor of spiritual death, and dare to
As
a
student
she
always
held
a
high
rank,
striving to conceal the old stones,
the brilliancy of lightning. On the mount tection. It will be noticed that Matthew ivy seem
so conscientious, consecrated and ripe for say that no breath of “divine inspiration
even
in
those
branches
generally
supposed
the
towers,
from
ns
fon the face of Jesus * did states that Galilee was appointed as the and hang in festoons
Heaven, and withal so wise, judicious and dwelt in those men? Who that bas felt his
to
require
masculine
powers.
Being
mainly
turrets,
and
arches
s the sun.” ‘‘ Moses put a veil over place of meeting between Jesus and his
efficient
to win souls.” “One who previously inmost heart touched by - the strains of
dependent
mpon
her
own
resources,
she
There are two or three rival lines be"to hide from the dazzled eyes o f| eleven disciples, and that he records a
occupied
a similar position in the College, Christian singers, who that has been contaught
several
terms
in
the
Public
Schools
his illumined countenance ,| meeting in an appointed mountain there tween the western shores of England and
re
and
who
knew
well how to appreciate her seious of a refreshing in the hymns of the
City, maintaining, at the same time,
t Sinai he had caught. This between ithem. But Luke locates thesfirst Belfast. © The steamers leave at five or six ofherthéposition
worth,
wrote
to
her a few days before her Christian churches like that which visited
in her class, and yet endured
the Irish
wisitant revealed, by his unearth -| meeting’ at Jerusalem. To be able to har- o'clock in the afternoon, and cross
death,
saying:
*‘
Could you only have your the heart of the Psalmist amid the green
the
whole
so
well®bat,
on
the
day
of
her
at
the land from whence he came. monize this apparent contradiction, and to sea during the night, reaching I Belfast
health,
you
could
do for us what no other pastures and by the quiet. waters to which
was on graduation, in 1865, she expressed to a
‘raiment contributed to this rev- show how to remove the apparent disagree- six of seven in the morning.
one
in
the
denomination
can.” But she has his Father led him, will affirm that no touch
friend
her
gratitude
to
God
for
the
perfect
item stated deck soon after the Irish coast was in sight,
a sign of his celestial na- ment, we must have some little
done
her
work
and
has
been
called by the of inspiration ever thrilled in a human bohealth
she
enjoyed.
And
be
it
said
of
her,
I
have
seltogether constituted him a now lost, some knowledge of a. trivial de- and watched it with interest. more beautiful thatshe was the first lady who began and Great Master, whose she was and whom sora exoept in those of the ancient Hebrews?
in the account. The Script- dom, if ever, looked upona
How many angels does Luke mention? Luke
%: 4. Why do. Matthew and Mark not mention
both ?

4

often,

entering the place where the Lord lay,

1—8.

tomb. Here they met the angel who. said
angel say to them? Where to them, ¢* fear not.” Luke 24: 8: In the
5. What did thd
was this said? Mark 16: 5. What trouble bad
dawn, they
* they anticipated? Mark 16:3. On seeing the gloom of the sepulcher, at early
do?

!

would

matter, told by some one of the writers, be

SE

When did
by their becoming ‘‘as dead men”?
this occur? Were the Jeepers at the sepulcher
.
arrived?
when these women

H
i

ures

It the essential truths of the resurrection
It brought should win -our attention to them. What
illumined that gloomy spot.
GoLpeN Texm—He is not here; for he celestial light to remain forever in the grand doctrines the resurrection of Jesus
establishes. By it his mission and his charis risen, as he said, Come, see the place tomb of our Christian dead.
acter are proved to be divine, for this reswhere the Lord lay.
5,6.
*
The
angel
abswered
and
said
unto
@
f
urrection was effected by the power, and
the women, fear not.” This was said tothe
>
in
attestation of the truth, of Jesus. Itis
h-.
appreac
QUESTIONS.
*°
women in the tomb. When they
evident
that no man could conquer death.
reb¥
by ed the sepulcher they were disturbed
1. What is here said? What day is meant the
The conqueror of death rolls b¥k a mighty
‘Who came to
the
remove
to
inability.
ithe first day of the week”?
their
membering
Mark 16:
law prevalent and defiant over all the world
Who was the * other Mary”?
tomb?
Luke 24: 1. stone from the door, but, looking, they dis1. For what object did they come?
and before the highest orders of creation.
stone
the
was
Mary
How
Wg had taken place?
ce
covered that the stone was gone,
Immortality, now no longer a conjecture
What use did this stone serve? Matt,
removed?
and,
it,
discover
to
first
the
was
27: 60.. Was the angel sitting on the stone, as Magdalene
and uncertain hope, becomes a glorious
y
they came tothe tomb? Mark 16: 4, 5.
taking it for granted,—not that Christ had
Ina
8. How is the angel described? What is meant risen from the dead, but that the tomb had fact for the comfort of a dying race.
How are heavenly beings
by * like lightning”?
word,
the
Christian
religion
rests
on
the
1:
to
Acts
away
fled
749;
she
Dan.
dead;
its
clothed?
of
to be
been robbed
usually said
resurrection of Jesus, rises squarely from
«10; Rev. 7: 13, 14.
1,
20:
John
story.
this
with
disciples
the
‘4. How were the keepers moved as they saw
it and glorified by it. 1. Cor. 15. him? Who were * the keepers”? What is meant 2. The rest of the company, remained and
MATTHEW

A

bef

M

‘the angel dashed on the eyes of the keepers,
as he suddenly appeared at the tomb, was

ERY
THE

guarding the tomb of Jesus.
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been guilty of such indignities to the dead

and frightful being to the soldiers
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‘* Lonisa ! Louisa! see who raps at the
door! 1 wonder who can come, such a

to glorify her Master with, and
often when!

to call,

Aud

Jong

k

I cherished repellious thoughts,

ar wife, their names are also writ

n the Book of Life above |”

Itis a great misfortune,

¥

under certain

circumstances, for a minister to be endowed with extreme sensitiveness of the ludi-

crous faculy,

I have often had painful ex-

periences of this; but never was solemnity
such a difficult problem as it was the other
day, at the funeral of one of my congregation. It usually assists a minister, in his
remarks

¥

on

such

an

occasion,

to know

. something of the character and history of
the deceased, and, as it happened in this
particular instance, I was in a state of almost total ignorance, only being aware of
the bare fact that the de
matron ha
been accounted a true Christian for many
Years, I stopped in the doorway of the
before entering, to make a few inquiries of my deacon concerning
the circamstances of her religious experience:
‘¢ She
.been a faithful Christian for
twenty-live years,” said the deacon, * and

what is rather singular, she was converted

while milking
He said it with the utmost gravity,
being an imperturbably grave
man ; and yet, can you wonder that to one
who sees a comical side to almost everything under the sun, the remark proved
like an electric shock to every serious sentiment ? I bit my lip, forced my facial
muscles into rigidity by sheer wili-power,
entered the house, and speedily the hush of
the darkened rooms settled my mind to
equilibrium. A moments reflection satisfied me that I must confine myself to generalities in speaking of the IHligious character of the departed saint.
Suggestive
as was the fact which the deacon had narrated, yet I could not trust myself to tell
it, nor my audience to listen to it. My
public duty performed, I walked to my
study, soliloquizing upon a religious phenomenon so singular, In the ** Conversion of Paul,” as Rubens has rendered it
upon canvas, there is a character of dra-

matic dignity. The circumstances are all
in keeping with the sublime, spiritual fact
which is centraland all-solemnizing. But
would Rubens dare trust bis reputation
with a faithful bodving-fouth of this scene,
and register it on
catalogue, ** The
conversion of a dairy-woman”? You have
the whole in your mind's eye, my reader,
a composition of simplicities all through;
a barn-yard, a milk-pail, a woman with abelaneor’ look ; half on- earth and half toward heaven, the devout cattle around, and

angels overhead, vailed in the fleecy clouds,
I put this against the conversion of Paul,
as not aywhit less sublime, however home-

ly its Nutoudings.
Now, my friend, let me talk to you about
this matter for a moment, for [ am sure
that you are of the number, not small, who

account

religion "to be a thing of ti ne snd

circumstances, rather than of the interior
soul. Convertedin
a barn-yarda! Whynot ?
Converted over a iufilk-pail ! Certainly;
and what should bibder?
Theught und
love are not imprisoned ia horizons. They
are denizens of the whole earth; yes, of
the heavens too.
They consecrate all
places, and hallow all industry.
You have
thought, have Jou not, that
Paul's conversion was sqmehow in the dazzling sun, and

the lurid clouds overhanging, and the convulsed elements? IL is a mistake; these
were merely contingent. In that sentence,
“ Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?
was the key-note of immortality; no, not
in the sentence either, but in
the affection, the resolve which

.

the thought,
lay behind

and

immortality comes to the flood. Where-

ever you

are, when you

read these lines,

right (here is an altar whese hearth is wait-

;

ing for the oblation and the incense of love.
You may signalize the most critical moment
of your life at the plow, the bench, the
counter. I grant you that there is a choice
of favorable ontward conditions, but if you
are not careful, you will be beguiled by this
truth into false security.
' Did you ever think, my friend, how one
single new thought or affection of the soul
,
has power to liftup the whole of life in
‘an instant from contemptibleness to sub< limity P
Hein

*

deurs by the one silent thought which do-

pated it to God. Dear ‘old George Her
bert has put the idea in apter’ words
than

will ever clothe it again ;—
:

|

* Teach me, O God, my

Ti all things

#0
.

lation to his temperament.
It isa trustful
réss well-grounded that makes him slee
wheu other men wake.
It was just To
peace that Paul felt when he said, ** know

not know ‘what to say,

|

3

king,

theo t see."

do in anything,

dosit.as to thee,

** A servant with this clause
:
Makes drudgery divine ;
;
‘Who sweeps a room as for thy laws,

Makes that and th’ action fine.”

:

he can neither be cast down. by

recautions.

His peacefulness has no re-

whom I have trusted.

I knéw his ability to

adversity,

nor puffed up oy prosperity : but walketh
on evenly, and keepeth the highway, and is
able to bear and overcome. all troubles, yea,
even death itself, forin spirit he walketh
in
the paradise of grace and peace.

|——————
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and harsh viewsof the love of God; they
felt the same yourself? Undertake noth- generous terms with our subscribers indiare all devil's lies; “there is no truth in
1y4l
ing
without
first
seeking
direction
from the cated below.
them.
If you were moved now to retarn
Lord;
and
whem
anything offers that is
These semi-monthlies are published
DESCRIPTION.
this minute to the great God, in whose
425 A MONTH! Horse and carriage furnished.
plausible and inviting, beg God to disapby the FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINT$
Expenses paid. H.B.'SHAW, Alfred, Me.
heart nestles all futherhdod, and mother13t40
point you, ifit be not according to his The first of these Chromos is a Floral
ING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
hood, too, he would receive you straightpaper of a very superior quality, and
mind. You can not safely rely on your own Piece, entitled, “ A Boquet of Flowers.”
way into the embrace of his Slmipiey
eir mechanical excellence is equal to
judgment, after God has told you, * He
HORACE WATERS & SON
love.
The love of God 1s the biggest
thing
pu
of any -qther paper of their
It
is
a
large,
rich
and
varied
collection
of
A
Great
Offer!
431
Broadway,
N.Y,
wil
that angels know. I heard lately one tell that trusteth in his’ own heart is a:fool.”
dispose of 100 Pianos, Melodeons and OrAll communications intended for
this story: ‘ It was my happiness to know Tole advice relates to all important changes the finest products of the parterre, with the gans, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at
publication should be addressed to
in life.
very low prices for cash, or part cash, and
something of the enduring and indestrucform and coloring perfect, and the appear- | balan ce in small monthly installments. New %-octave
“ The Little Star,” or * The Myrtle”
tible character of a mother’s love. She
first class IPiamos,
modern improvements, for
Dover, N. H.
auce all that could be desired. A fine vase’
225 cash. The Waters Concerto Parlor
All orders and remittances for either had much trouble when [ was young. My
rab-Tree Christians.
rgans are the most beautiful in style and
ect

3

WORKING CLASS

“The

x

Little Star,”

“The Myrtle.”

we soon found out

holds the flowers, which wear all the fresh-

One trouble came after another, and

ness and glory of life. The picture is just
completed, is large, and shows the fruits of

father died

early,

and

that be died a bankrupt.
sold.

Things bad to be

my widowed mother had as much as she
could bear in the way of anxiety and toil.
At

last, to crown all, her

eldest son, whe

should have been her prop and stay, ran
away in very distressing
circumstances.
I well remember the early years of that
cruel separation, Sitting by the fire in the
long winter nights, my. mother would speak
to me and the other children calmly and
quietly of our poor father that was dead;
but if anybody named the wanderer, she
could not endure the anguish ; and so, after
a

time, his

name

was never heard.

I re-

member how in the night, when the wind
was raging round our
humble cotiage on
the hill, making it treble to its founda-

tion, I used to hear my mother, for her bedroom was over mine, pacing the floor all

night,

boy.

sobbing and praying for her lost

She did nét know

and, for

the sea.

aught

she

where

knew,

he

was,

he might be on

Fourteen years passed away.

All

of us were scattered except two, who were
twins, now men, but little more than babies

when
early
sitting
open.

their brothers went away.
‘Twas
summer, and they and mother were
in the little parlor with the window
To the window, with a halting step,

came

a

great, dark-bearded stranger.

looked in, leaning on the window-sill.
mother

looked

at him, and

My

did not know

him at first. But the big tears were running down his face, and
she knew him
through the tears. She sprang up and bade
him instantly come in,
‘No, mother!

they receive a sign ‘fron heaven.
number of these oppressed souls

at asto be appalling,

The
jis so

and it suggests

thas there must be something wrong in the
popular presentationof truths relating to
repentance.; Certainly there is wide-spread
error, or there could not be this widespread disease of despondency. Much ofit,
perhaps, may come out of physical temperament or disorder. Very much of it, we,
fear, may be laid to books of biography, in
which the depressions of morbid saints are

detailed with reverential minuteness.
But one of the capital errors

is the

mis-

taking of animal cheerfulness for God's
ace. Older Christians often detail for rePious

experience Joys that

have

their

people whose very over-hopefulhess makes
them lead sunny lives, and other people
gometimes fancy their own Christian experience lacking because they are not thus sanGod is. something
guine. ‘But the peace of
r
deeper than this. Paul was not a man o
constitutional
great
sunny temper, or of
hopefulness. He saw the clouds, and keenpelting of the storm. He was a
ly felt the
man of bilious constitution and of energetic
unrest. The placid repose which some

people . find ‘never came to him.

If there is one virtue which most commends Christians, it is that of kindness; it
is to love the people of God, to love the
church, to love the world, to love all. But

how many have we in our churches of crab-

tree Christians, who have n:ixed such a vast

amount of vinegar and

uantity of gall in their

He was

such a tremendous
constitutions,

that

they can scarcely speak one good word to
you. They imagine it impossible to defend
religion except by passionate ebullitions;
they can not speak for their dishonored
Master without being angry with their opponent ; and if anything is awry, whether"
it be in the house, the church, or anywhere

else, they conceive it to be their duty to set
their faces like flict, and to defy everybody.

They are like isolated icebergs, no one cares

to go near them. They float about on the
sea of forgetfulness, until at last they are
melted and gone ; and though, good souls,
we shall be happy enough to meet themiin
heaven, we are precious glad to get rid of
them on earth. . Be

ye

not thps.

- Imitate

Christ in your loving spirit; speak kindly,
act kindly, and do kindly, that men may say
of you, ‘ He has been with Jesus.”

skill and care.

It measures

tone ever made.

15 1-2 by 21

I. D.

‘REMARKABLE SUGCESS
|
nasi:
the Wonders beneath the great Oceans.
Wanted for this and the history of

Iivingstone
Also

our

HUBBARD

splendid

28 Years
new Bible, just

no more

in Africa.
Address,

The Promise.

bean

In the winter, on a very slippery day, a
boy was helping an aged lady down some
steps.
“ Aren't you afraid of falling down?”
said he.
“¢ No, dear,” said the old lady ; “Im as

Xo

careful

as I can be; and there's a

promise

in the Bible that helps me: ¢ He keepeth
all his bones; not one of them is broken.’ ”
‘¢ He didn’t keep mine,” said the boy; “I
fell down once, and broke my leg.”
¢¢ Perhaps that was because
you didn’t
ask him, my dear. Suppose
Mr. Brown
should promise, in the newspaper to-morrow, that he would give a suit of clothes to
every child in New
York. Now if you just

TO PASTORS

13t40

AGENTS

up

club

orders, for the

Catalogue of
lished

ment.

livery.
y
Andy

them

all

represent

THE

Nay, indeed, it brings

"When I am pressed with

God to us.

thoughts

worldly or home cares, I take a

about

Psalm, or a

saying of Paul, and go to sleep on it,
“ To him who gives willingly
it shall
be given.” Therefore, dear
Kathie,when
we have no more money, we must give
the silver tankards. "Rest in the Lord ; wait patiently for Him.
Be silent to God, and let him mold thee.
Keep still,

ard be

will

mold

thee to .the

i

right shape,

7 thou art a lily and a rose of Christ,
since thine abode must be amongst thorns,

geek and strive with a single heart for the
| welfare of others, lest by impatience and
harsh judgment, or

by

hidden

pride, thou

thyself become x thorn,
God deals not otherwise than as a father
with his son and his servant.
The son he
corrects and smites far oftener than the servhe is gathering a
meantime
ant, but
treasure for him! to inherit.
But a bad,

tempest-tossed within 4s well as without. | disobedient servant he does not smite with
Paul's stormy nature found always
: pi
1¥

.
wl

’

cts.

additional

the

different

for

promptly

attended

to.

Box 597, Dover,N.

Also at No. 68 Daniel 8t., Portsmouth, N. H.
Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and
ranted.

Prize

Books

just

Printing

war-

1874 The Register. 1874
HE Register for 1874 is now out of press, and
will be ready for delivery as fast as they can
be bound, at this ofice.~Price, by mail, post.
d, single copy, 10 cents; dozen copies, $1.10;
00 copies, $8.15.9 At the office. or by express,
dosen copies, 96 eents; 100 copies, $7.00.—Send the
orders to this office.
.

we will send
any two of the Chromos; for
90 ots., any three; for $1.20, any four; for
$1.50, any five; for $1.80, any six ; for $2.
10, any seven; and for $2.40, the whole

eight.

CHROMOS MOUNTED.
reference
3

Series.

Series.

.

Child’s

Series.

Day

Series.

Pompeii and Herculanenm,
Archibald Hamilton,

Starlight

Series.

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,

3

MisceManeous.

3S

Apgmvtes off Animals,
loomfleld, y
Glencoe Parsonage.
ly Choice,

150
160
108
17

Strawberry Hil,

i»

Overcoming,

25

Perfect Man,

100

Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over
Midian,
When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued frem Egypt,

455
$55:
90
55
125
290

Claudia,

3

90

Child Life,

0 ;
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage
on receipt of the price,
i ‘

Parties desigmngto get new Sabbath Sghool Li
braries, or to replenish old ones, can send us their
orders which will be immediately filled with our own

publications,or will be filled with the books of other

ENTITLED

The Sacred Melodies
has been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type throughou

It has a large number of sélected and choicé Tunes
as well as many of our best Hymmus. It is compac
in form, can be easily earried in the pocket, and
is well adapted to use in social meetings, Price

per singfe book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per
doz., $3,84, Price per single book, when bound in
thick pasgteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz., $2.88,
Postage (extra) on a single copy,4 ots.; on a des,
48 ote.
Address,
I. D. STEWART,

DOVER, N, H,
-\,

pub-

Establish«

*

The Christ-Child,
Geod Little Mitty,
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,
Bright
Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,

H.

TEE WORK

ping and postage,—~we will send any one
of these Chromos that may be selected.
For 50 cts. in addition to the subscription,

stated above have

Mail

wrap-

tion in advance,—with the 10 cts, for wrap-

The terms

Baptiet

Luttrell,

Mrs.

SOMETHING NEW!

ping, postage, &c., and to any old subseriber who shall, before January 1, 1874, pay
all arrearages and remit a year’s subscrip-

THE

Sunday School

These Books are now ready for sale and de~

Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,

THE BEST ARTICLE YET INTRODUCED.
For House Drains, Town and City Sewers, &c.,
Railroad Culverts, Well Curbing, and Chimneys,
théy are better and cheaper than wood or brick, as
they will not decay, but continually
grow harder
nd smoother. They have a joint which gives no
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement
Pipe can be cut at any time. and branch in two.
i
r. SHEA has had ten years experience in manu.
fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.
:
hy
DENNIS SHEA & CO.
ty
All orders at Factory on Cocheco Street op by

i

S. S.

New Year,

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.

To every new suljscriber to the Siar,
sending a year's subscription in advance,—
10

DOVER

* ¢Manufacturpd of Hydraulic Cement, for

"WHAT WE OFFER.

$2.50,—with

New

tlie Freewill

-

CHURCHES

:
Rainy Day
A Ray Day at School,
Birthday Present,

Cement STONE Pipe,

from each other in specific design and de‘tails,
and in tbe objects represented. They
do you a bit of good. Bat if you go to his
store and say: ‘ Mr. Brown, you promised are of uniform size, being 8 by 12 inches.
a suit of clothes to every child in New Each is complete in itself, though any two,
York ; please give me mine;’ that would be
trusting his promise. And that's the way or three, or the four may welhenough be
we must trust God’s promises. Try them, regarded as companion pieces. They are
and be sure that in some way he will more:
distinguished from each other as No. 1, No.
than fulfill them.” °
.
2, No. 8, No. 4. They accurately and admirably represent the famous_ scenery that
Sayings of Luther.
renders the Alps so impressive.

away.

by

- -

TO

Sabrina Hackett,
» Aunt Mattie
‘ Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

read the promise and go about
your play,
and don’t think any more about it, it, won't

1t tribulation takes all away from us, it
still leaves God ; for it can never take God

OF

Shinmg Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell,

stand out in fine contrast with the wild and
magnificent mountains rising majestic and
snow-crowned in the rear. Each of these
pictures has features and merits peculiar to
itsclf. They sre alike in the artist's intehtion, which makes

on money

Superintendents of

wanted in town and coun-

try to sell TEA, or get

embrace,

Swiss Summer; but are’ whelly

percentage is allowed

application,

largest Tea Company in America; Importer’s prices
and inducements to agents. Send for circular.
Address,
ROBERT WELLS,
13t40
43 Vesey Street, New York

are four Chromos representing ¢‘ Summer
Among the Alps.” They give us four different and exquisite views of the famous
scenery of Switzerland, in which the warm
and picturesque beauty of the valleys, and
the streams and lakes which they

on 10 copies or any numbes

AND

EA.—-TEA

r

ol the

sent us for either of these papers.
Sample copies will be sent free on

Goods
for ladies’ and children’s wear. They sell rapidly,
and give perfect satisfaction. Active agents can realize small fortunes. Send for our illustrated catalogue. Address LA PE
RUBBER CO.,%
St., New York.

a.0igl
single

[stare is payable at the office of deivery. The volumes begin with Jan
mary.
AA
wf

R

Chambers

vi

on a

between one and 10, when sent to one
address, than on a single one. The

LADY AGENTS
Wanted to introduce our celebrated Rubber

shown in their real relations to each other;
the cultivated fields, golden-hued with grain
which the harvesters are gathering, suggest the richness of the intervale; the purpled hills rise in the distance to meet the
fleecy clouds and the blue sky, and the peculiarly rich tints of the autumn foliage
are brought out with admirable effect and
reflected in the water. Each of these pictures measures 8 1-2 by 13 1-2 inches.—

N. H.

Little Star
or Myrtle, ov
Bo the
new law, is 24 cents a year;
and

BROS, Pub’s, 53 Washington St., Boston.

y

these the water and the land are

Ig
e pos

More Agents

ready.

should be addressed to

ART, y Dover,

Terms :—
Single copy,
per year,
- 30 ots.
Ten copies, ¥
to one address, 20 ots.
each,—payable in all cases in advance.

OCEAN'S STORY. AaPertuses peat

inches.—Next, we have three Chromos rep-

In

of the Sapo

1y3s

in 4 days, and another $458.00 in 8 days, selling

resenting Autumn in New England. The
first is ¢ Harvest on the Banks of the Saco ;”
the second is * A View on the Kennebec Pr
tise third is ¢ Chocorua Lake and Mountain.”

Illustrated Catalogue mailed.

Last of all,but by no means least attractive,

e

Our poor dairy-woman needed not to foundation in placidity of temper, or health“Jeltgh her milk-pail, and seize the pen of a iness of physical constitution. There are

: pact. or the scepter of a queen. Her life
e invested with all the possible gran-

i,

but finally that keen deceiver, who is ever
waiting for an opportunityto lead astray,
came to her assistance, and she boldly
said that she had * no time.” She did have
time, however, after her visitor left, to sit
with folded arms and gaze into the fire for
a full hour or more; and while she gazed
she thought—and her thoughts
ran somewhat in this wise:

When thé ‘will not believe that God accepts them until

first makes appeal, and the second gives
affirmative response, then the tide of life

’

that some inward or outward sign be given
him that his bank is safe. His cheerfulness
does not come from any afflatys.
He does
not go and beseech the bank to take of what
it keeps for him.
He does not superadd

that. I find people in my pastoral walks
every day who are waiting for some artificial combination of circum@Statees to pro- sdid he, ‘ I shall never cross your threshject them into a religious life.
When old tiil you have, told me that you forgive
there is a lull in husicess ; when there is a me everything. My mother said, ¢ Why,
t tempest of religious excitement; dear! I've forgiven you long, long ago.
when fiery judgments are raining out of There's nothing now to forgive, save that
heaven; when the barometer and the al- you've stayed away so long.’ "—Rev. H.
manac register thus and so, then will come T. Robjohns.
the favored hour when the soul will celebrate its wedlock with God. What folly
The Peace of God. ik
Is this! I tell you, my unconverted neighRll
bors, these fancied “are only the devil's pretexts to seduce you into a procrastination of
About once a week there comes to us the
that which is-the one duty of Soar life, story of some one who desires to serve God,
to wit—to give your heart to
, your but whose heart is
pppressed with a longHeavenly Father. Go wherever you and I ing for that peace which so many Christians
may list, and the {wo conditions
sonyels Poses, Such persons have reformed their
sion go with us—the righteous law of God, ES ives
;, they have become devout, but the

and the faculty of submission.

Christain peace founds itself in a reason-

| they're very interesting, and I'm
sir ou’
something ‘that you would fee
n.
a the od I will venture to sa hat
your work would be easier every day, if
you would only go with me.”
:

The-widow did

80 when I take this sacred book
- Where God bas writ His will,
1 can read in peace my children’s names,
‘While I say, ** My
, be still 1”
And the dear, dear band that wrote those names
rasps mine in trust und love;

Religio‘in
n a Barn-yard.

This evening she made a special

ing for a while, took her kindly by the | able trust. The man who has money in a
sound bank sits him down in quietude in the
to -our Friday evening prayer meetings i midst of financial fright. He does not ask

Before Souldlearn to say,
©“ Blessed be the Lord. 'Twas He that gave,
“Tis He that hath taken sway.”

-

ng, but had never had time

that God loves them, or receives them, or is
their Father, until he works a wiracle, and
gives them a cheerfulness of disposition that
oes not
pertain to their temperament.

of

sins ; peace, a quiet and joyful conscience.
When the
grace
and peace of
are in
the heart,
then is the man ‘strong, so that

is
what many people do. They éan not believe

hand ‘and said: ** I wish you would come

©

-

woman

remission

1873.

sEssEEsE

Though he
grew t manhood tall,
‘When they told
|
He bad taken
my all;

widow

visit to the widow’s house ; ‘and, after talk-

For the other—* my baby” T call him still—

*

noticed this poor

the

mounted and varnished, ready for framing,

ERT

And divided not fa death

She had

Grace :containeth

ofChristian-

CEERI

I think of them when I read the words
old, old book which saith
ere lovely and pleasant
in their Ii

his cause,

to build up

iy.

whole sum

RANLROA!

»

With two, the record of lif¢. was short,
Like a summer’s day of joy;
I can see them Bow, With
dim, old eyes,

ntain in them the

MAINE

ARRANGEMENT,
r—

@

The Lord hath given and taken away,”
But * blessed be J His name. ¥. 4

©"

impenetrable.

FALL
4

and

hand,

: While the heart was breaking with pain,

-

an

BOSTON AND

wish them

pyr

to-night in
old arm-chdir
my Wibie a
knee
:
#1 read from its Teco record Pago of birth
© The names
of children three; .
And written beneath, in the same strong

.

in

come from

laaatantt

ing
> ns

‘“

how to be cast down

melancholy, cased, no doubt, by physical
‘has run in 80 exhaustion ; but when cast do
0. was
water.”
| not destroyed. . Perhaps no Christian ever
_ “1s your mother at home, little girl *”
suffered more from outward batules and in‘“ Yes'm; mother! come here;
here's a ward depressions than he, and perhaps none,
Tpdy Waals to see you.”
HE
ever had a more continuous and life-long
The lady waiting was one of the daugh- victory.
j
:
ters of a Wwanlihy dry goods merchant,
For one thing, Paul did not let his faith
whose wealth and ‘kindliness of heart the in God depend on his state of mindor body.
graceof God had led her to look upon He did not insist that he would believe
in
as only means to an end. They were hers -God only when he felt che rfull
This

iv,Whe

———

& peace within the storm, and a victory over the rod ; lie drives him from tlie house and to the Chromos plain, as they
RA,
:
#he shipwreck. He could glory in tribula- gives him no inheritance.
‘tion and triumph over defeat, He knew “2: These two words,
and
peace, do the press. Should subscribers

fearful night-as this; the
that the floor is covered with

The Birth Record,

.

to Come In. 4

——

Ww

Selections.

Compel Them

publisiters, and will be furnished to Sehbath schools
in Libraries.at wholesale prices.
I. D. STEWART,

;
Dover, NH.

In an

‘

OUR
cently

publis

calls

i

wit vilat Fred vt Te ihre!

a four-page tract, NEW
brief way, an outline of our history as a denomination, its

trinal basis, its
benevolent

in

plain,
|
ting forth, ina

.

.

churoh polity, and some of its chief
tions. They are fitting things to

put into the hands of those who aks
to
means of a few words, what are the peculiarities of
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those

who order them for this purpose. Prioe—84
per 1000;

50 ots. per 100; 7 ots. per dozen. Send orders to

I. D. STEWART,
DOVER,

NH

|

THEE

© The Worning Star.
EES

G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
All communications designed for publication
suould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
buginess, remittances of money,

&c.,

should

be

ad

dressed to the Publisher.

A

——

Special Word.

living,

be found on the third page of this’ paper.

sympathetic,

make

Those offers interest olfhand new snbscribers alike, they refer toa list of beautiful
things which have been selected ‘with care’
and yield very high satisfaction to those
who receive them. - Will not our readers
call the attention of their friends to both the

even

yearning

common

simple sentence

soul

words weighty,

from

the

A

Plymouth

lip of him who,

give

it point.

uninformed,

forces, it will reach

the heart and stir a kindred life.
will

and its shrewdness,
but most readers, even the

Going from the heart, and

charged with its best

have the

Sincerity

definite aim will
The strong
pucpose will impart momentum. If the fidelity makes iu hurt, the attending sympathy
will tend to heal. Above all, God's Spirit
will attend and follow up such human work
as this, and make it fruitfal.—Be, Instead
of seeming. Let fit speech photograph sol-

several good ends at the same time, and by

aE

Our old subscribers will observe that the
time during which the special Premiums
are offered to them, expires Jan. 1. We

id chiiracter,
tice.

Let

The

sanctify words.

poing -is

venerable Dr. Tyng deplore the
something quite needless, and

it

order

they

sake,

by

in the plain form, and let it be mounted

schism
regard

as
its

“ Physician, Heal Thyself.”

seceding Bishop has shown more impatience

The debate in the House of Representatives at Washington last week, over the
salary bill, had’ many noticeable features.
for the sake of the moral lesson it teaches.

ty. They doubt the value of his offered fedher.
nity to other denominations,
when it involves
so violent a blow at his own brethren,
They generally meet the project with a
sharp protest, rather than look on it with a

Judge

calm and charitable silence that might be

We

refer ta

by the stand-

Lawrence,

of

Ohio,

was

forward

their own purses at the expense of the
country,as well as of justice and honor.
Bat, in the eourse of the debate, the fact
came out that he had, in a previous Conof which

he

was a

member,

to

done

“house came tumbling about his ears; his
confident and virtuous air gave place to
confusion, to blushes, to ‘nervous irritation,

to an enforced and ignoble silence; while
the floor and the galleries overwhelmed
him with peals and shouts of derisive
laughter. He will not probably attempt

to leclure the House or the country agaiu
apon the meanness of avarice, upon the
shame of abusing public trusts, or upon
the great ueed of honor and virtue in po-

Should he attempt it, he willbe

sure to find impatient auditors even if he is
listened to at all; he will more likely be
choked into sudden silence by the stinging
and

fits himself for those pursuits. Napoleon,—
we use his name because every young per-

ually

the thought

and

a

foundation of his career during

is greatly stirred.

strongly

should be without

a good,

paper,

themselves

maudlin

tablish

tears wet his cheeks and his

history

thick

which

churck

the gencral

assumed

sentence,—‘* Now,

one

and

all, don’t do as I do, but ydo asI say.”
There was something really added to his

exhortation

by

ment

own

of his

his indirect acknowledgsin;

but we never heard

of any conversions following the efforts

this man
but

of

who got his talk out of ‘the Bible

fashioned

his life after

the patterns

found in the rumshop.
We always demand Christian character beWithout it, the
hind Christian speech.
speech will be feeble even when it has fer-

vor and fury.

Men

will soon discover its

.hollowness, or, if nt, they will miss something essential to the best effect, This is
true of the speech of both pulpit and pew.

of
the

that heard in public and in privale, of
formal

address and the familiar collo-

men to repentance when it is seen that we
varry with us unconfessed faults; to preach

Christian public, the original

The Evenings.
a

his-

effort at a wretched

from the movement; but most of them take
the attitude of calm and fair observers,

gonsecration while we show that we are in-

~ tent on self-aggrandizement;

unity!)

Every evening this winter may

be made

learn what Congress

to urge the

real good to the great cause of Christian
truth and living.
:
:
[)

we follow the lead of the

Tae LessoN Papers. Once more we
call attention to the importance of sending
orders promptly for the Lesson Papers,both

@ we are penurious and exacting ;

the duty of self-denial
and

and

robust

cxperiénce

from

the contact.

children.

‘We ghould have the orders hore

at the very earliest possible day, so that|
; | there need be no failife to receive them in
| | time.

il

it’ is

public confidence, and the sneer in the tone

their

miljce, and ‘worst
be persisted in,

of foreign countries.

Works

Above all, do not trust

to

future

both'the charges and the verdicts
be confined there, would be proof {uch greater evil, as it would in
bring decper public humiliation.
an investigation, while it suggests

moral rectitude on the other, and the public

chance

or fortune to do for you what you have not
previously undertaken to do for yourself.

No chance will take the destiny which we
may let loose upon the world,

and

in any

tent. at sunset

on the

desert,

‘loose

thy

camel and commit him to God.” “Brother,”
replied Mahomet, ‘‘tie the camel

and

com-

t him to God.” Honof and usefulness
are not thrust upon one. They come only
as the result of patient and faithful effort.
These evenings furnish the preparatory opportunities. Let each one resolutely improve them, and we will risk being charged
with putting too high a value upon their
worth.

Investigations.
\

$

—A—

* This word became so notoriously significant in a special direction a year ago, that
the bare sight of it is painful. The eountry

but little
whom

they

had looked upon as statesmen were also
quite as likely to be knaves at heart.
Since matters stood just as they did, perup the disagreeable topic again, were it not
for a movement that just now seems to be
making some headway in Congress. That
is, that the investigations last winter so
greatly shocked the public conscience, and

so weakened its faith in the servants of its
choice, that ‘more harm than

good

was the

practical result, and that therefore the public should be kept in igporance of official
misdeeds.
The movers in this matter say
that Congressmen are thus obliged to work
under great disadvantage, since there is the
lingering suspicion that this Congress may
be no better than the last one, and, however

well the members may do, they will still be
suspected of swindling.
Now,

there

is doubtless

some

force

in

these representations.
The public faith
should never be needlessly weakened. And
frequently there may be no real benefit in
publishing to the country the failures of its

to have a standing committee appointed, to
and before which, in a private way,

come all the charges that may
against

should

be made

the conduct of Congressmen.

;

As much as one may deplore the results

real preparing process is of a different na- mouth of foreign countries,—still,
these form
ture. Nothing but work will bring any suc- in no sense an adequate reason for shielding

cess, and itis with this that the evenings wrong-doers or in any way concealing from
should be filled. But even in this,some refer the public a knowledge of the personal charDr. Armstrong says,

choice. acters, in their official acts, of its servants,

0

~—‘Tawhate’er you sweat,
Indulge your taste,
He ch
best whose labor entertains
His vi
fancy most,”—

It is indeed

deplorable, not

only that we

were obliged to know of such moral debasement a8 became manifest last winter, but
that our Congress should be held before the

a worn-out

superstition.” * Can it be a sound

mind that presided over

the utterance of those

‘sentences?

;

~—AMONG the lost by the Ville du Havre calamity, was Rev. A. Carrasco, of Madrid,
who
was returning from the meetings of the

gelical Alliance.

Evan-

Mr, Carrasco founded the first

Protestant chrirch in Madrid. When only sixteen years old he was sentenced to the galleys
for life, on account of his religious opinions, but

was afterwards released and banished from
Spain. Recent events admitted of his return to
his native country, where he was an efficient
Christian worker.
—THE National Temperance Society of New
York has inaugurated an important national

movement, and issued for genéral circulation a
petition to Congress asking for an official Commission to inquire into and report upon the
whole question of the alcoholic liquor trafie—
its relations to crime, pauperism, the public

health,
ete. ; and also as to the results of prohibitory, license, and damage-law legislation. The
value of a thorough, impartial national inquiry,
such as is proposed, is obvious.
:
~PRESIDENT GRANT told a delegation from
the national colored convention in Washington
last Wednesday, that a Civil Rights bill would
probably be passed during the present session
of Congress, but
if not, it would

extreme
claiming
men.”
chusetts

be

because

measure would be urged “ by a
Yo be a particular friend to the
Why dide’t he mention the
Senalor by name, and so make

mutter of it?

an

person
colored
Massa.
a clean

~THE last Bowdoin Orient says:= We [the
students) claim to be men, and our

to be¥ ae

treated as men.” And the same
contains accounts of the Bible being stolen from the
chapel, the oiling of the black-boards in the
mathematical recitation room, the * ducking”
of several Freshmen with buckets of slop, and a !
midnight serenade with fish horns trom the

for

a moment,

lake,

ness seems out of place in the presence of
such sweet, white things. And this reminds us to say, that we know of no
wore
instructive companions, both for
the head and heart,
with which
our
readers can surround themselves during
these winter days than a selection of choice
flowers. Their very silence is suggestive,
and then one bus in them the miracle of
life constantly developing before his eyes.
We feel free to say that we patronize Briggs
Brothers, Florists, Rochester, N.Y., but they
will not feel slighted if you give your orders elsewhere.

Brief Jottings.
Sr

—PROFESSOR

AGASSIZ,

the greatest natural

~THE President makes no

allusion

evening,

to Divine

Providence in his message.

—ANZXZSTHETICS

will

soon.become

if their recent

synony-

fatality

continues,
2
—J EFF. DAVIS may prepare to join Stephens
‘at the Capitol.
amnesty.

Congress has
:

declared universal
i

=IT is already whispered that the ‘salary bil]
can be repealed only on condition that Franking
be restored.

=REV.
Associate

DR.

CHENEY

Bishop

in

accepts
Bishop

church.

the

Cummins’s

the temper-

~FATE, or rather the elective franchise, effects striking contrasts at Yale.
A college Professor has been elected to one branch of the
New Haven city ‘government, and the colored
college carpenter to the other,

Congregationalist is waiting to know

if * the millennium will find our

and

choirs able

Congregational

to sing

simple

and

common psalm tunes of ordinary meters without
a week’s previous notice?”
—THE present hard times find a practical cure
in the example of a young lady in Boston, who
countermanded the Paris order for her wedding
outfit, that she might give the making of it to

working girls, who were thrown out of employ-,
ment

at home.

—REv.

LYMAN ABBOTT is n’t sure * whether

it was an instantaneous conversion, or 8 gradual

sanctification," gat led Dr. Storrs to“abandon’
his notes fof éxtemporaneous
he mean

to imply that no

to be performed to Purgatory, and

for

the

lowing reasons :—* The

horror of the

the

fire,

vehemence

prayers and

of

the

the

the heart-rending

fol-

prison,

+

supplicating

lamentations

those souls, will render us more

fervent

of

in our

invocations in their Mvor.”-0f Gourse this is to
be a pilgrimage of the spirit, nearly all the
earthly shrines having been visited during the
summer.

The

season's

folly

reaches

a fitting

climax at its close,

i

~—DR. MATTHEW HALE SMITH, of New York,
bas issued a pamphlet setting forth his reasons
why Gen, Grant should be elected to a third
term.

Some

of

them

are

rather

forcible, but, &o far as they urge the fitness of
the man for that office, we do not see why they
would not apply equally well to scores of other
men in the country.
He does, however, present
one
reason
which seems to have a special

nature, and
found

the

that is, if Gen.

line of policy

that

Grant
leads

bas really
the

country

‘from the evils of the war, he could better follow out his

own

line

than

any

one

else

.

could for him. But it remains for the people to
decide that matter. [Perhaps we might do worse

than to re-elect him.

:

Denominational News and Notes
Home Mission Society.

new

ance pledge as unscriptural.
He should make
the acquaintance of Mr. Underwood, mentioned
below.

churches

~—THE last pilgrimage of, the season in France

REPORT OF SECRETARY AND TREASURER.

~AN Euglish Bishop denounces

—THE

away

is, according to the Pilgrim#’ official newspaper,

position of

’

then

and

across toward Mont Blane, and at last shook his
head. Suddenly, a new idea seemed to strike
him, and he lifted his eyes toward heaven I”

Presidential

—

4

tops

the

harsh-

.

.

hopelessly up and down

all

mous with Euthanetics

those

of promise, Like the Paganism of Rome, Christianity is destined to become an obsolete faith—

*“ the clerk looked at him

sincé

trusts, the public confidence became shaken,

even

in a pamphlet, entitled * The influence of Chris-

ment and gentle conduct,

ist of the age, died of paralysis, Sunday

integrity, but that

2

of the dormitories,—~which manly acts were all
performed by these manly students,
.
* =THE Christizn Union ie responsible for
the statement that Joaqurn Miller, the poet of
the Sierras, being in Geneva lately, and becoming disgusted with the company of his own eountrymen,went on board a boat and asked the clerk
if be * would be so kind as to take him where
there were no Americans.” And it adds that

was obliged,
for a whole session of Congress,

them that not only had this class

=

|

SumMMER IN THE HOUSE. , We wish all
our readers could step in and inbale.the
odor of some tuberose blossoms that fill our
house with sweetness. It is as though the
fragrant breath of summer had lingered in
each room, making one forget that it is winter, reminding him only of morning walks
in dewy gardens. We find they exert
a sort
of moral influence, inducing to kind treat-

to endure the spectacle of its public servants
brought before a bar of their own associates,
Jo answer grave charges.
As the questioning proceeded, and as one after another
of these men, many of them hitherto esteemed and trusted in all the relations of
life, were shown to be false to the highest
and a painful suspicion seized it, that it
has even hardly yet shaken off. Men everywhere found themselves querying whether
there was any conscience in politicians, and
the admission was too often forced from

pf of

¢f all that they
:
%

tianity on civilization ,”” that “* The future is fu

moral obliquity on the one hand, assures of

of. fiction,

is disgraceful

~REV. B.F, UNDERWOOD—who 8 he says,

iating accompaniments of these public investigations ; but bringing wrong-doers only before a committee, with the understanding that
were to
ductive
the end
Besides,

It

chargedto Senator Carpenter. It is still more

pre-

certainly

them.

to be guilt
ofy”
the conduct

Sisgruceful or suuly charges to be wade

=

should

of foreigners,
are indeed sufficiently humil-

to morally hurtful practices or associates, of those late investigations,—especially the
can have no rightful place on your list.
suspicion that has attached te the public
But those are only the incidentals; the service, and the bad name that we got in the

+ ‘while we shrink from bard those intended for advauced classes and ence should be had to personal
those meant for the use ot the young
fret and whine over each real

enough
for a man

might be left to use its own discretion in

But be sure that your sports get only their be ‘talled the Committee on Investigations,

spite of all its defects, will finally issue in Any game or amusement that would lead

ry way;to call for prayer when the closet
is a strange place to us, and our public - devotions
run
to stereotyped forms; to insist
J

~

news-

and

re-elected presi-

Tribune’s charges against him seem t6 have
en quite unfounded,
but that: paper does n’t

to that public, and not to'a committee that |

haps these conclusions were not uufair.
worth a hundred dollars an hour to many of But that would be no occasion of bringing

waiting for ample evidence before fashion - proper share of time, and that your social
ing a confident verdict. Somehow,
we gatherings are characterized by nothing
hope and believe that the movement, in that any sound goodness would shrink from.

study of the Bible while we seldom turn its
Jeaves #nd then in a formal and perfancto-

sige

on

Teed Ja ee

has been

See fit to withdraw

current

reliable

CARPENTER

sell its verdicts as practically to give them
little weight with thinking people P—not al-

ing with the best opinion in the country.
The servants of the public should account

officers. But the way in whigh it is projournals that represent other denominations in the world. One should touch life on all posed to meet and remedy the matter seems
encourage and prophesy important results its healthy sides, if be would gather g broad to wear suspicion on its very face. That is,

_ quy. It doesn't amount to much to call

—MR.

dent pro tem. of the United States Senate. The

serve “its ‘integrity, —and

familiar with the history of his own country
especially, and, as far as possible, with that

our young readers, if they will suitably imsin,—a sin against which he has prayed prove thee. Will any of theyh miss the opfor a quarter of a century.
oe
ely
portunity to acquire that much .capital ? It
We can not speak of this matter as the
only
needs that they put off all idleness,
ordinary secular speech goes. To us schism
isa sin. We can not speak lightly even of practice no folly, take themselves in hand
what must be a poor, futile and ridiculous and resolutely shape their destiny to noble
effort on the part of an unbalanced and un- ends.
:
t
learned man. His soul and the souls of
But
does
one
say
that
that
is
easier
writthose he seeks to mislead are at risk. To
him and them the issue is a solemn one. ten than accomplished P—that young blood
We think it solemn enough to justify the will assert itself in its own fresh and often
House of Bishops in setting Spar a day of staptling way ?—that they are really doing
humiliation and prayer,
when
we
all, the useless thing who spend their time in
“High” and “Low,” but all Joyal Churchmen together may plead with God for the urging the. young to !‘practice. no folly”?
repentance and pardon of an unhappy soul But let us see what we mean by our injuncwho has trampled on its high and
awful tions.
:
calling in the Church of God—an apostate
To begin, we would n't have vou forsake
Bishop! Once before we have had
the
trial. © Should we not humble ourselves as a single honorable sport. Stick to your
a Church, before the Great Bishop, for our skating, to your coasting, to your hunting,
to your evening social gatherings, and to
own sins, and pray for him ?
the
various amusements which so befit
There is certainly more strength than
sweetness in that, and the censure exceeds young life. All these have their place in
the charity. Here and there the religious fashioning human beings for a large place
tory of his wretched

it for the hand of time to Pa

pleasanter to believe thatit would,—it is a
means of investigation that is nat in Jkeep-

respqnsibilitics and

points out of which they sprang are almost
wholly ignored, and neither the Independent on one side nor the Christian Union on

a full

new sect, we reprint it as a part of the

tongue ‘spoiled - his articulation, he would
most fervently harangue the passers-by,
urging them to repentance, and trying to
picture the blessedness of a Christian life,
—generally winding up his exhortation with
the blubbered

Christian

its

trusts? Could we reasonably expect that
such a committee would not so frequently

But even if this committee

churdh, in the interest of orthodoxy, and way safely guard it. “Friend,” said the
church order is already more than hinted at. companion of Mahomet,as they pitched their

of the SERAppY man’s attempt to es-

(in his love of

have betrayed

few chances of meeting?

State legislatures are doing, the course of
religion in Germany and Italy, of politics
in France and Spaih, and the status of the

erally ran straight to religion about the

would lean against a lamp-post, and, while

to inform

events,

"Ing of the secession.
They seem to believe,
heal thyself.”
lesson is an obvious one. Whoever like Jonah, that they do well to be angry.
preach virtue successfully must prac- A blow at the authority and unity of the the other enters into the discussion; and
faithfully. The word goes for little church is deplored and resented by them as even the Golden Age, for ounce,is especially
when the deed contradicts it. A bad life though it were struck at the Bible or the reticent. That there is much in the perwill neutralize the best sermon. A man Messiah. It is spoken of as though it were sonal procedure, mutual relations and
may pray like a saint, talk like an inspired a horrible thing, and they who deal it are knowledge of the three men especially repprophet, and sing hymns like an angel, but treated to stern talk. Here is an extract resented by these papers, which the public
if he acts like a self-seeker and leaves the from the Church Journal, the organ of the does mot know and which is full of deep
rights and interests of others'tv be sacrifie- more exclusive and pronounced,—that is, significance, seems obvious enough. The
ed, his power to profit will be gone, and the great body,—of Episcopalians. It pub- mystery may go with them to their graves,
his most pious utterances will soon awaken lishes the circaflar of Dr. Cummins, as the but sowe day the real truth is almost sure
impatience aud disgust. We knew a poor basis of the very decided denunciation and to appear, and displace injurious suspicions
miserable drunkard once, whose talk gen- appeal that follow. This extract will ex- by judgments that are really just.
hibit the drift and the animus of the whole

article:
:
Desiring to lay before our readers

rebuke those who

as tobacco fuctories. From the souside
th of
Libby still swings the old and weather-beaten
ne
dbiy Prison; put up by the Confedera
ar
e war,
itis
4

provided their moral tone be unmistakable,
should find a much stronger stimulus to
should not be excluded, nor should the faith in reflecting that true men are quick to
miscellanous works of some acknowledged
expose and rebuke the false, than it should
literary artist. Of course the fundamental sin having all such falseness kept from its
gducational branches will be studied in knowledge. Rome once imagined herself
Ifnot, give them their place in the secure even while the enemy was underThese points seem to us well taken, and, on school.
If possible, let a course of mining her walls and possessing her gates.
the score of logic and good faith, we do not evening's work.
see why Plymouth church is not bound to lyceum lectures have th¢ needed number of Let us prevent and remove all possible octhe wintér’s evenings. /No one who aims at casions of investigating official conduct, but
assent to them.
What is to come of the collisions that ap- honor and usefulness will fail to attend re- let us not prevent nor too varrowly limit
pear between the Brboklyn churches, and of ligious worship and the Sabbath school on the investigation when there is sufficient
the consequent controversies, does not yet Sunday. Therefore, let an evening in each reason for it,
clearly appear. Statements do not agree. week be given to the preparatory study of
One reporter, claiming to know the facts, the lesson and the general and critical readIruNors Sunday school workers are resays there will be a council of the Congre- ing of the Bible. Among all your books quested to observe the communication of
gationalist magnates called to investigate give this the first place. Its study alone their Agent in another column.
and ‘pronounce upon the questions thus may lead you to the highest usefulness.

sician,
The
would
tive it

time that his ceurse along the street beeame crooked through his indulgence. He

proposed committee.

win-

by his feet, while he firmly grasped his pine
torch in one hand and bent himself to the
perusal of the book or paper which he held
in the other.
\
But probably thé majority of the young
people whose eyes may happen to catch this,
tay wy! she laudable desire to better
themselv
without really fixing upon
‘their sphe
of effort. Then should they

the powerful influence and large work of
this church furnish no good reason for
(grampling down or quietly ignoring the
bonds which it was glad to recognize in its
feebleness, and that it can consistently
maintain its presentiattitude only by openly
renouncing the church polity which it has
heretofore really even if indirectly endorsed.

pre-announcement

Its mouthpieces,

those

labor question in England and America.
These
are the issues in each of those countook and imposed obligations such as it can
tries
to-day.
Then each should become
not now properly ignare.
tis urged that
outh

are not a few, use strong language in speak-

fatal taunt carried in the words, ¢* Phy-

prisons in Richmond, stan
just asdthey _
did at the clos
of ethe war. They are.both uséd

Has not the past year’s record shown-us
that only the voice of the publi will efféct-

son knows the man,—began his military
maneuvers with bis toy blocks on the veranda at Corsica. Washington laid the

of intended opposifon we can not say;
Other reporters just as confideutly assert
but while this p
re against it is sure to
that Plymouth church will stand by its pasmake the seceddrs¥more resolute, it will altor almost to a man,—even those who know
so render their growth in numbers and inand care little for the principles involved
fluence a result much harder to attain. At deeming it sufficient for them that the minispresent, the movement does not seem to be
ter and man whom they love and revere has
a strong one, and irs prospects do not ap- bas chosen his ground, and they will rally
pear very bright; but one can not foresee
about and stand by him to the (last, scarcely
what is in store for it. Dr. Cheney decides
asking a question over the platform he octo accept his bishopric,—a fact that shows
cupies. And these reporters predict that Mr.
how thoroughly the leadersin this new de- Beecher and his church will finally win,
parlure mean active work, and how resthrough the shrewdness, the magnetism,
clutely bent they are on taking time by
the pluck and the popular power which they
the forelock and risking nothing by need- have long carried ‘and which were never
less hesitation and delay.
larger than to-day.
The larger and more High Church party
It is a significant fact that, while these
in the Episcopal body, as was anticipated,
questions are thus:stRring thé church and

substantially the same thing. And
sg the
‘tables were turned upon him; his g

litical life.

in that direction should lie his work, and
his’ highest service, both to himself and
the world, will be rendered if he carefully

from constituting the

inferpreted to mean tacit approval. And
raised ; that the decision is almost sure to
they ate quite ready to predict for it
go against Mr.Beecher ; that there are not a
disasters, obvious weakness, the brief life of
few able and influential members of his own
a struggling and desperate faction, and a
church who will not support him in his rédishonorable end at no distant day. How
cent attitnde,and that a secession from that
fag the wish thus expressed may be father

and unsparing in his condemnation of the
men who lately voted themselves back pay,
and then took itfrom the treasury to fill

gress

one has a decided mental bent for certain
pursuits,be it mechanical,literary or artistic,

ardS
and illustrated by past and current
usage, is by no means the same thing as absolute Independency ; and that, by putting
itself into the Congregationalist circle,Plym-

than wisdom,:nd more ambition than chari-

only one of them, and to this

ask to

before pro-

alist, ast has been defined

promoters as opén to well grounded ecriticism and decided censure. They thiuk the

the framer.

naturdlly

presented

Congregation-

Do this,

. fore that date; but ‘intend to hasten off sagesyf to deliver.
the Chromosto their destination, so that
The New Church Movement.
those ordering them shall suffer neither
—
PO
disappointment nor delay. Those ordering
As might have been expected, the action
the whole number offered, may well be glad of Bishop Cummins and his associates in
forming a new EpiScopal church excites
over their bargains.
much attention and calls out strong expressimply say again, that, while we
We
ions of dissent from the Episcopal circle.
shall send the mounted Flordl Chromo to Even the Low Church party generally prodistant subscribers, by express, at their @® nounces against it with great emphasis and
pense, when requested, yet our suggestion strong feeling. Men represented by the

very

put, that

t pumber of remittances be- and the lips will surely have effective mesa large
expec

is, that, for economy’s

1. * —LIn
Prison uY
and Castle Thunder, the old
mijitary

eyes of foreign courts as a great company
But can we afford to risk the
results of concealing these official failures?
For this is what would practically result

especially devote themselves to a course of disposing of that gecount. The remedy
general reading and study. Such a course properly lies back of any investigation; and
speech and his” brothers labored logic are will as surely bring its reward as the stn that is in removing all possible occasions of
necegsary to afford. a proper reply. The brings light. No boy or gir! of to-day, entering upon them. The wrench in the

Support preaching by prac-

deeds

would

other side

nouncing.an opinion.
That other side is most ably and effectively
brought out in the Boston Congregation
alist,—so ably indeed that something more
Plymouth pastor's magnetic
than
the

paper and the Premiums, and each end us at send it straight to the target.
* Jeast the name of one new subscriber before
the year expires? They will thus serve

church, as warranted by Congre-

gational usage and authority. This last is a
piece of special pleading that has its force

really walks. trustfully with God and purely before men, is not likely to be unheeded

or forgotten.

who would

ways, indeed, to rascals who would buy
ter eveningsin hisgnother’s presence; and their own acquittal, but often to those who
the pastor’s brother, comes forward in an elab- Horace Greeley would allow himself, as a would purchase the conviction of honest
will orate effort, to justify the procedure ,of boy, to be dragged about the old kitchen men, so that the ends of justice would stand

On the other hand, the true heart and

Our. offer of Preniiums to subscribers will

* a small outlay of effort.

He only becomes a drudge

oppose nature in his choice of a career.. If of swindlers.

The attitude assumed by Plymouth church,
Brooklyn, in view of the protest and appeal
a serious blow of sickness or a near vision of its sister churches in the same city, has
of death scaresus into a nervous terror and called general attention both to itself as a
makes our chamber
a dreadful place. All special organization and to the real princiour preaching of this sort, when there is ples that are involved in the Congregational
a real. lack of religious life and character church polity.
The proceedings of the
behind the words, is likely to be recogniz- meeting at which the fraternal document
ed as sounding brass and a tinkling cym- was received and acted on were fully rebal; and we need not wonder if the ré ported in the Christian Unton,—the paper
proof comes back in silent look or spoken of which Mr. Beecher is editor,—and widely
word, ¢ Physician, heal thyself.”
circulated; and Dre Edward Beecher, the

17, 1873.

DECEMBER

Congregationalism.

half the hours are crowded with fuss and
worry ; “to sing rapturously of heaven when

A

WEDNESDAY,

Explaining

peace brought by the gospel while our own.
brows are knit into a chronic scowl and

preaching.

thoroughly

Does

converted

or completely sanctified preacher would use
notes?
~PROF. AGASSIZ wus to furnish the “Atlantic
a series of papers next year, on the origin of
species. Will the recent sale of that magazine
prevent their appearing? We had hoped to see
if tbis famous Naturalist would be able to prove
the human race of nobler origin than Mr. Dar!
win attributes to if.

The Freewill Baptist Home Mission Society met for its thirty-ninth annual meeting in Farmington, N.

H.,

Oct.

8,

1878.

The President, Rev. 8. Curtis, was inthe
chair. The 845th hymn was sung, and
prayer was offered by Rev. A. H. Morrell.

The

Executive

Committee

Report, which was approved.

made

their

Voted

that

the Reports of ‘the Treasurer and Corresponding Secretary be made in the Anniversary meeting.
5
The following officers were
for the ensuing year:

duly

elected
;

Rev. Silas Curtis, President ; Vice

Presi-

dents :—F. W. Straight, J. Mariner, J. 8.
Manning, E.: W. Porter, D. G. Holmes;
L. B. Tasker, Recording Secretary; A. H.

Chase,

Corresponding Seeretary;

I.

D,

Stewart, Auditor ; Executive Committee :—
A. H. Chase, L. B. Tasker, I. D. Stewart,

D. T. Rice, Silas Curtis, J. 8. Burgess, 0.

D. Patch, J. A. Lowell," E. W. Page, L.
W. Anthony, C. H. Latham,
®
Adjourned to 7 o'clock, Pp. a.
The Society met according to adjonrnment for the anniversary exercises, Prayer was offered by Rev. II. Quinby.

The Treasurer made the following Re-

port, which was accepted’

Report of the Treasurer of the

Freewill

Bap-

tist Home Mission Society for the year ending
A;
' —BOSTON has elected four ladies to serve on Aug. 81, 1873:
«
;
RECEIPTS.
"
its school committee, Ten counties In a western |
State have elected female superintendents of Contributions,
$4977.66
common schools, Bul, what is chiéfly remarka- Bequests,’
2045.95
ble about it, they are paid the same that men Sale of property in Cairo, IIL,
1461.00
have been for doing the same work. Tt should Advertisements in Annual Report,
68.00
be mentioned in Mrs. Livermore’s lecture.
Permanent Fund,
!
600.00
7
r
84.00 .
~THE ship Cromwell, just sailed from Boston Interest,
for the East Indies, has a clause in its papers

Lo

which forbids all profaniton
y board, and. if any

liquor or sheath knives are found among officers

or crew, they are

the captain,

to be

at once. disposed

of by

If such a rule could be enforced in

all our marine, Jack’s lot would soon bé a better
one than it is,

0am

' EXPENDITURES.

‘Balance due Treasurer,
Paid Appropriations,
~~
» Mission Shenandoah Valley,
»

»

Cairo,

.

$39.93
8204.38
94.72
926.02

Bd

_
o

$1847.96
450.26

Interest on loans,
:
Expenses Ex, Committee,

, +
©?

Lal
for services,
for Services,
Treasurer

“4

5 D. G.

Holmes, balance

or

Ae

ut

4

.

te

:

a.

40.77

Borrowed for church in Lynn,

8260.00

Interest
due July 1, 1873,
Due on Appropriations, &c.,
Oct. 1, 1873,

"141.72

» M. H. Tarbox,

property,

to call
school
record
it will

The Corresponding Secretary made his
Report, authorized by the Executive Board.
be adepted, and
be printed for

gratuitous circulation.
Listenedto a song by the 8, 8. children,
*¢ Unfurl the Banner.”
Mich., ad-

Secretary

took the oath

clair, Justice of the Peace

throughout

7

enlarge it.

to pay. They have
for the past mouth,
conversion of a
Twelve were added

This suggested the

economy,

the debt

able

been haviag a revival
resulting in the hopeful
considerable
number.
to the church.

Charleston has also been blest with a re-

Amelira Co.,Va.,where Bro. John H. Ward,
formerly of New York, has for. years past
3
been quietly sowing the good seed.

We are likely soon to have a flourishing
Quarterly Meeting in that vicinity, growing
out of Bro. Ward's labor.
N. C. BRACKETT.
. Harper's Ferry, W. Va., Dec. 10, 1873.

ME.

God

has

been

in nearly every week, for the last-&ix or eight,
some have dome to Christ, and the work before
us is promising.
G. M.P.
Pray for us.

We

The Bates Student.
of our

zine has, during the short time it has been published, attained a high rank amoung college jour-

nals. It brings to its readers every month interesting articles of literary and educational in-

our

terest, also poems, stories and college news.
All interested in the college should subscribe
for this paper. Terms, $1.00 per year. The

‘Sabbath school scholars in this place. Nine
young ladies, aged from 12 to 18, and my

« manager” of the Student will furnish the
Student and Old and New, with its premium,

little son, aged 12, followed their Saviour

in baptism Nov. 23, and others are waiting
the opportunity to do the same.
:
H. PREBLE.

Old and
New is conducted by Edward E. Hale, and is
one of the best magazines published in America.

to subscribers for 1874, both for $4.00.

Or the Scientific American
Rev. J. 0. GrrLaNp, Home Missionary in
the state of Tllinols, reports that he attended the
Jast session of the Looney Spring Q. M., and that
church reported

18

conversions

and

and

Student

the

J. H.
Maine.

Creek

and accepted
. Rev. A.J. DUTTON has received
a all to the pastorate of the Second F. Baptist
chareh in Corinth, Vt., and commenced his labors the first Sabbath in Dec.

Bates

Quarterly

20 acces-

sions. A Ministers’ Institute isto be organized
at the next session of this Q. M. A good collcetion for the Home Mission was taken at this
session.

HurcHINs,

CUMBERLAND

College,

Meet

Q. M.—Held

the
after a satisfactory examination, met with
the
to
ded
procee
and
2,
Dec.
,
church
Pittsford

‘ordimation of L. A. Crandall.

The exercises

were as follows:—Sermon, by Prof.R. Dunn;
Prayer and Obarge, Db: L. Rice; Welcome,

its last session

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Geo. R. Holt; Charge to the church,
Prescott; Benediotion, ‘by the candidate,

B.

L.

' Glemeral.
Sunday evening

concerts, forIn Portland,
are now callmerly known as Sacred Concerts,
gs.
Meetin
ed Praise

Dr.

Armitage,

of the

~

Va,

balance

n,

Rev Ro oan

Ter

that

they

are

able

to make in missionary work.
They report their
receipts from Ontario and Quebec at” $5,280, and
claim to have already taken a position in the foreign work in advance of twenty-five of our states,
They sustain two of the missionaries of the Teloogoo Mission.

The Old Catholics in Switzerland number over
fifty congregations, of which five are settled parishes, with their own priests, eleven are congregations not having. their own priests, but
forming parts of missionary circuits, five are
church districts, and thirty-one are Vereins. The
cause is impeded by some difficulty which exists
in Germany of finding priests who will venture
to join the movement.
WANTED. An energetic, judicious.and reliable
man, to work a Nebraska farm,150 acres under cultivatio.
I will find everything and rent it on
shares, or will hire by the month. It will be a good
opening for

some one

who

wishes to

Address

come

west.

A. D. WILLIAMS.

Kenesaw,

Neb.

REGISTERS for 1874 now

published.

See Notice.

Rufus Chapman of Liberty, Maine, had a stiff leg
bent at the knee, limbered and strengthened by the

use of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
The proprietors of Joknson’s Anodyne Liniment,
Parsons’ Purgative Pills, and Sheridan’s Cavalry
Condition Powders, have published a readable and
instructive pamphlet, which may be had free by mail.

Dover, N. H.

c.6

Fifth .Avenue

Baptist

d his 26th year
Chureh, New York, has complete
.
them
g
amon
of pastoral labor

i

Hyery dollar of this is securely invested in

SECURITIES,

may,

cious loans to hide, no great

KEEP

MILLER’S
your

Legitimate

BABY SYRUP

children will

never

cure sour stomach,

in the bowels, wind colic,

be sick.

It

mg

it to sleep, as

its

dysentery, griping

&c.

Gives relief

restored

health

growth will soon indicate.

in

and

Sold by druggists.

teeth-

thrifty

Price

MADAME DE ROSSA’S
|
ANTHEO
is the best'preparation m the world for beautifying
the complexion.

It

imparts

smoothness, transpar-

ency and rosy freshness to the skin. Cures all eruptions*of the
face. 1s not injurious. Sold by Druggists, or sent by Mail. Price 50 cents per box.
Address
MILLER BROS.,
24630

+

LESSON PAPERS. The price of the 8. 8. Lesson
Papers will be one cent each per month, or 75 cents
per hundred.
.
i
Postage :—In packages to one address, not weighing over four ounces, one cent, or, three cents a

In this city, Oct. 30, by

Rev. A. Caverno, Mr. Ed-

llen G. Hayes.

In East Tilton, Nov. 4, by

Elexander

Simpson

Rev.J.

and Miss

G. Munsey,

all of M.
In Chepachet, R. I., Dee. 3, by Rev. J. M. Purkis,
Mr. Ezra Rounds, of Gloucester, and Mrs. Almira
Burdick. of Providence.
In Phipsburg, Dec. 9, bv Rev. A. H. Milliken,
r. Loring C. Gilman, of Bath, and Miss Vilora J.
Sprague, of P.

TAKES on sight.
ives

pat

Last and Best
combination

for

Canvassers,

WARD BEECHER’S

family newspaper

subscriber“4 PAIR

of the

largest

and

nest
OLEOGRAPHS—two most attractive subjects that ‘“ take” on sight,—painted by Mrs. Anderson,

as

contrasts

and

companions

for

her

‘ Wide

that

any conCo—————

Take a Policy in the United States Life=
Insurance Company,
and
secure a
certain provision for your family.

Simplest, Strongest, Easiest Working

Mg. C. H. WEBSTER. of Concord, is the Agent
for this State, who will receive applications for poli.

cies and Agencies.
AGENTS
Agencies

m

;

WANTED.

N. E. outside

Applications

this

State

must

.

for

be

ad-

IT

&

NO

be

EQUAL!

in vy

Household.”

And satisfy yourself that it is the BEST.
:
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Bailey Washing & Wringing Machine Co,
dteow4s]

106 Chambers 8t., New York.

OUR HOME

HAMPSHIRE,

MAGAZINE =

And Mothers’ Journal. No Jaaiazine
is better adapted to please and instruct the
house-

containing a correct list of all {lie business men in
the State, at the time of going to press. And the,
also , publish a work of the same
kind for Vermont,

hold.

39th

vol.

commences

Jannary

|

pages monthly, beautifully illust
advance, with a new, elegant Chromo,

3

Souq for Specimen

Register,

Jud

Terms.

5s

:

o

.00
“ The Little

Sisters,” 14 by 17. AGENTS WANTED

WALTON’S

Patine

your

tert

ry, and put in stam
. CA
Mrs. Mary G. Clarke, 130 Nachan er New, York.

Ll}

thick is now in the 57th year of its age!
Any person can have a copy of N. H. sent to
him by mail for Twenty-five Cents, Vt. for
Twenty, or both for Forty Cents.
48350

If You Want A Superior Gold Watch,
Buy a Ladd Patent Stiffened
CASE,||
Watch
GOLD

right. You will thus SAVE A HANDSOME SUM OF
MONEY and your movement will have a Case of unexcelled elegance and durability. For sale by dealers
in watches generally.

The
MENT

Household

qu

aE

B72 do movhsk

yr

any one to subserioe

they ars to get. hey
ow what
self.
Priceonly $1
year. The
18 8 work of 64
Smail Fruit Instructor,

'* FREE.

or market. Price 25.018. post-paid.
451
A.M.
PURDY,
Paimyva, N. X.

Send for full descriptive cir-

culars to the Manufacturers.
i
J. A. BROWN
& CO,
11 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

Awake” and * Fast Asleep.”
Agents have IMMENSE SUCC®88; call
it the ‘‘best business
ever offered canvassers.” ‘We furnish the lightest

The Fruit Recorder and Cottage Gardener

language
tells In simplefor home
PP. htin abundance
suit, and and you are ro all al || y,5 how em)
suit,
to grow fruits
use

toto
movement
fitted e with aa fine fine movement

Panacea

ig the best remedy

and

Family

Lini-

in the world for the follow-

MURPHY’S

CRITICAL

COMMENTARY

on EXODUS,

One Volume, Crown Svo., at $2.25.
UNIFORM WITH OUR EDITION OF GENESIS, at $2.50.
The clergy of all denominations unite in pronouncing Morp y's Commentaries on the Oid
ent

ing complaints, viz.: Cramp in the Limbs and Stomach, Pain in the Stomach, Bowels or Side, Rheuma00KS8
a
tism in all its forms, Bilious Colic, Neuralgia, Choltwo beautiful pictures, which are ready for IMMETHE BEST IN THE WORLD.
DIATE DELIVERY.
The
paper itself stands era, Dysentery, Colds, Fresh Wounds, Burns, Sore
“Thus far nothing has appeared in this country
rless among family journals, being so
popular that throat, Spina Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,
, for a half century, on the first two books of the Penof its class it has the largest circulation in the world! Chills and Fever. Purely Vegetable and All-he
tateuch, so valuable as the
present two volumes.
Employs the best literary talent. Edward
Eggleston’s For Internal and External use. Prepared by CURTIS
& BROWN, No. 215 Fulton street, New York, and for [On Genesis and Exodus.”—
Methodist Quarterly.
serial story is just beginning; back chapters sup13t27e4thw
plied to each subscriber. Mrs. Stowe’s long expect- sale by all druggists.
“The most valuable contribution that has for a
ed sequel to “ My
cand I” begins in the new
long time been made to the many aids for the study
, Any one wishing a good salary, or an indeof
the Old Testament is Dr. Murphy's Commentary
FOR THE HOUSEWIFE.
ndent business, should
send for
on Genesis.”—Congregationalist.
:
Hofman’s London
(London)
Washing
GENTS
Pours and terms to J.B. FORD
“Rev. ALVAH HOVEY, D. D,, President of Newton
Chrystal
saves time
labor, money,
and soap.
& CO., New York, Boston, Chicago, £- WANTED.
Theological
Seminary,
says:
—There
is
scarcely
an
Makes hard water soft. Kor washing linen and
Cincinnati or San Francisco.
ho
40f
heavy goods it is unonualed, Washes flannels and opscule &sentence Ri the hole book. It beds one
along
from
pare
to
page
with
ever,
2
colored
goods perfectly, without injury to colors.
It is of inestimable advantage dn
por
Try it. Samples sent
freeby mail.
One gross (144
teachers and scholars.”
pikazen
. Address
HOFMAN & Co.. general
gents, 41 Cedar St., New York.
15t44
FOR SALE BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.
Published by ESTES & LAURIAT,

and handsomest outfit, and pay very high commis"sions. Each subscriber receives WITHOUT DELAY

A

NEW

IDEA.

2teowbl

a8 will be seen

RURAL NEW-YORKER,

pe

TRY THE “ NOVELTY,"

Register and Business Directory

Vermont

HAS

¢ Should

The Claremont Man’f’g Co., Claremont,
N. HL., wish to announce to the public that they
publish, annually, a

call

°

SAVES LABOR, TIME AND CLOTHES.

Directories!

OF NEW

AND

Most Durable Wringer.

:

dressed to JOHN B. POWELL,
Manager N. E.
D’p’t, 216 Main St., Hartford, Conn.
4149

Mr.

Maria Clark. ~ Nov.

8, Mr. Frank R. Bucklin and Miss
Abbie M.Rollins,
both of T. Nov.22, Mr.Joéseph W. Gile, of Tilton.
and Mrs. Pamelia C. Maloun, of Meredith.
In Manchester, Nov. 2, by Rev. N. Brooks, Mr.

Business.

vulsion can shake or impair its credit.

ble Juatierly or yearly in advance, at the office where
received.
;
tf

MARRIED sg -

Life-Insurance

to security alone, and it is imgzossible

quarter or twelve cents a year; over four ounces and
not over eight ounces, double this rate, and so on.
‘On 50 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, paya

gar A. Frost and Miss

|’

in the hands

Every dollar of its funds are invested with reference

113 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

——

‘ balances

of agents,’ which may never reach the home-office.”
THE TOLEDO BLADE, and all the other leading
papers of the country, endorse the United
States,
ana urge their readers to avail themselves of the advantages it offers. It dees only a

MOTHERS, READ THIS!
on hand, and

DEPOSITED IN BANK,

6.00 | where it draws interest, and is payable on demand.
3.00
THX NEW YORK TRIBUNE, of January 7th, .in
spesking of this matter, made u¥e of the following
age :
358
“The fact shows also the entire solvency of the
Company, and tne integrity of its management. It
has no wild-cat investments to cover up, no suspi-

Special Notices.

men!—~HENRY

MOORE'S

NO. VELTY'
ASK FOR THE

"%

Int.,

John H. Orrill and Miss Emma S. Pinney. Also,
Nov. 27, Mr. Erastus B. Davis and Miss Susan Cate,

3t50

lyeowds

elder in the United States

-Ins
noe
Company
hasaguarwhich oan Lot Be questioned
>
" Ee
or ev
ol ar
of present or prospective lia
10 an pid reg the Compan
ne HA
A ly
| one dollar and forty cents ($1.38 62-100).

hr 4 8 Willams, °° 350

‘Warren, Ill,
A C
Rev
J Baldwin, perHillsdale,
Mick,n,
Rochester, Wis, per G H Hub

85 cents per bottle,

showing

po

sold by Druggists and Medicine Dealers generally.

ASSETS..............$3,940,999.

FIRST-CLASS

!

Prepared by Walter Clarke & Son, Minot, Me., and

$50 | such as Government and State bonds, and bonds

institution by raising $300,000 for a building and
$500,000 for an endowment.
The Canada Baptists
are very
much grat-

the

have néver known it to fail in any case.

Wheatland. 1% per © M Sewall,
5.00 and mortgages, except such small amount as it 18
W ash. 8t Dover, N H,
per W B Foss,
12.00 | Recessary to keep in cash to meet current demands,
Revd Ss Wiliams, D
ey, 1.00 each: 8 Sprigs,
and this, instead of lying idle, 18

will instantly

over

have known it to cure- some of the worst cases of
Rheumatism and Neuralgia I have ever seen, and

terms favorable to the insured,

anty

Estite
of Dea J Morse. N day. Me, per £ H Morse, 100.00

ing. Pleasant
to take. Contains no opium or morphine. Relieves your child by curing, not by caus-

ified

Mr. Z. J. Frank, Poland, Me., says: 1 have sold

Mr. Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir, very extensively, and

Count

40.00

Lt

;
1, Tels

twelve years, was was cured
by y a fewfew bottles ofof Clarke’s
Cl
cu

Surplus «occovcieniirinsicnecnnnees.TH1,558.9

policy

en.

resident, | matic Elixir..

condition, January 1, 1873:

$43.24
SILAS CURTIS, Treas,

bottles of which

+ Becretary;

+

2.
1

CASH

ti

Gardiner, Me, suffered from Sclation mare Shamt

Presid

iy
—
the Citizens of Strafford
on

by advice of Rev. J. Fuller, be Tried

Rh

,/ iv. Hopkian, buggage waste on the P:

So many companies have sprung into existence
within
last
years, for ‘whose solvency the
ublic
have no guaranty, that the United

.

Dla

~

YORK,
.
.
-

PA NY

tates submits the following statement of its

i Education Society.
Boston Q M, per D R Wallace,

N, H.

:

a
i

Clarke's

and safe for the Company.

SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

W

De

W | to do anything
|

aan

Bos d

Lifednsurance

$.

Belknap
M, per 8 C Kimball,
Rev A
orrell, Harper’s Ferry,
:
of ** ten years note”,

"OF

B PEASE.

Offers

1000

starting a new Presbyterian institution of young

143 Washington

St., Boéton.

by reference to advertisement in this paper, not
only “still lives,” but purposes to furnish a better

paper during the ensuing year than
has long been the leading combined
and Family Weekly of America, and
ture prosperity will equal its past
re
reer.

ever before. It
Rural, Literary
we trust its furemarkable oca-

Notices and Appointments.
Q.

WATERVILLE
with the

M.

will

hold

its next

at West Waterville, commencing
. 24, at 10 o'clock, A. M.

church

S. BOWDEN, Cler:.

Weduseday, Des

Q., Q. M. will hold its next session
Sh church, Dec. 18—21. Conference

UNION, P.
with Or Cr

Y
k, A. M. A: A. WOODMAY,
the 20th, at 9 o’clock,

Q. M. will hold
HILLSDALE
the Jackson xh Jan. 10.
evening previous by Rev. B.
day evening to be devoted to

b2t23

»

NOTHING!

session

Clerk

its next session with
Opening sermon the
L. Prescott, saturSabbath school work.

in Jackson will
The basement of their new church
be ready for occupancy by this time,

MERCHANTS,

FARMERS,

ME-

CHANICS, EVERYBODY! Send your

name and Post Office address to us, and

receive circulars
i

giving full Jatticlots for

WORLD

a

NOWNED

- R

ING MAFOR
DE for it. NEEDLES
CHINE ihon sayaying
each.
0
ALL SEWING MACH ES for sale. cents
Wilson Sewing Machine Co. SoRTORN MARS.
18t51

undoubtedly
n. A full atand will be dedicated’ on Lhis occasio
GEO. R. HoLT, Clerk.
tendance is requested.

$75 to $250 per month, go

here.

male,

MA-

to introduce the

COMMON
CHINE,

This

Machine will stitch,

than ours.

1t51

ke
-

Sarah MestorS Marshall=i
L

Mrs

L

A Vaughan—0 way AHW
W
R n-Mrs
H walltee—M
Henrye
——
13 Peas
AW:
Winslow—H

W H Yeoman—~T

without.

Moore

;

"BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

Til, or St. Louis Mo.

19th, 1874, and continue SIXTEEN WEEKS.
Circulars soutaining full fuformation ma be ob- |
tained on application to the Registrar, D. F. Lt 18,
Roorotary:
M.D, orto
ALFRED MITCHELL, M. D., Secretory.
6151
Brunswick, Me., Dee, 1, 1873.

Books ¥ 'rwaraed,
Lo MAIL,

Magazine of Amerion is OLIVIR OPTICS
for Old and Young, 80 pagec and beautifully Illastrated. “The Coming Wave,” an ele:
gant PASTELLE, sige 16 x 29, is given to every
send
subscriber. Now is the time to subscroribe
15 cents for specimen number. Agents wanted in
every oity and town to canyass for it and three speolal Holiday Books, Just published, containing
over 100 full page engravings each, gilt edged, and
Iuminated covers of various colors. For full particulars apply to or address
DURKEE & FOXCROFT, Publishers,

13t39

Boston,Mass,

151 Washingon 6t,,

Pages,

500

Engravings

and

Col-

ored Plate.

ATWOOD'S
UININE TONIC

BITTERS

13440

Is the Best Aromatic Tonic
and Stomachic ever offered to
;
the public.
1t will IMPROVE
»
our APPETITE, FACILITATE DIGESTION, GIVE
TONE to the NERKOU,
YSTEM, VIGOR
T0 EVERY ORGAN OF THE BRODY, thereby
imparting HEALTH and STRENGTH. . There
is ho remedy so good for

in Wall St

bunkers

and

BEAUTIFUL

12

TUMBRIDGE

& CO.

Brokers, 39 Wall st.,, N. Y.

and

CHROMOS

OIL

Satis.

a Book of 48 pages, mailed for 5v cents.

faction guaranteed or monev refunded. Address
C.%» RILEY, Holland, N. X,
448
PEARL'S

LANGUOR

GIVES A

Permanently

JAUNDICE,

WHITE GLYCERINE

BEAUTIFUL
Complexion.

it

TAKE

Freckles,

Impurities

and

Discolorations, either within or
upon
Skin, leaving it
smooth,
soft and pliable
For
happed Hands, Rough or
hafed Skin, i¢ is the best
thing
tide world. Ask your Druggist
or It.

NO

OTHER.

acute disease. The
DYSPEPSIA,

NERVOUS

DISEASES.

% to Price $1.00, Sold by all Druggists.
ILMAN BROTHERS, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

Tan, Moth-patches,

Black Worms,

& DEBILITY,

whether gonotal or following
Medical Faculty indorse it,

enelrates the skin without
njury, eradicates all Spots,

course of Lectures at the Medical
FEBRUARY
Maine, will commence

~“The Queen”
Mrs RP

lobbo

Medical Department.
3 annual
School of

Hi P vartin ~Mrs

200

It makes the ‘ Elastic Logkntitch.”

to $100 invested

No Library complete

AJ Dutton-l, W Eilis—C Everett—E J

nard-—
Mary Mouton

hem, fell,

Every second stitch can be cut, and still the
cloth can not b pulled apart without tearing it.
We pay Agents from $75 to $250 per mouth, and
expenses, or a commisgion from which twice
that amount can be made. Address SKCOMB
& CO.. Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh,
Pa., Chicago,
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IMPROVED

often leads to a Fortune. No
‘isk. 32-page pamphlet free.

. A. J. Dutton,
i Rowell, Biddeford, Me. Lac, Wis.
«A.B, Taylor, Box 970, Fond du

Reve

GENUINE

~ENSE FAMILY SEWING

tuck, qui t, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
wv,
most superior manner. Price only $15. Full
Published Quarterly, at 25 cents a
on at
licensed
and warranted for five years. We will First No. for 1874 just 1sseed. A German
;
{
pay $100 for any machine that will sew a | same price, Address
stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam
Wo
JAMES VICK, Rochester, N.Y.

Corinth, Vermont.
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Resolved, That ds members, and as alt Q symwarmest and most heartfe
p
ar dear. Bro, Bailey and family in
pathy.
I to our
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recent
‘
their
all things for
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sation of Providence
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dispen
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Our
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¥+' Harmr
;
increase. good,
of
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the
elie
Morrell
presented
«¢harch in this city is somewhat on the
Bro.
g
evenin
was raised.
$51.00
Sunday
our
Storer College, for whic
This is-especially true of
bap- Collection for Rev’ A. Hobson, $4 7.00
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ibe held at Mechanic Falls
h.
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to
added
four
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Mr. Knowles,of Brunswick, Me., suffered severely

Office, 261 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

Sol

Concord,N. H.

Concord,

ie

lad es in that city, and has united in recommending that the effort be made to establish such'an

Lewiston,

The frequent Sea~
with the church in Casco.
and
sons of prayer,couthinatod to its interestcondospirituality. The followin resolution of
nce
Confere
lence was ado ted by vote of the
and congregation :

Ordination.

BO
eo)

Mich,

E

Post Office Addresses, :

Subscriptions should be sent to

The Camp

has

The Philadelphia Presbyterian Ministerial Association has been discussing the necessity for

will be sent for $3.50 per year.

~ Ministers and Churches.

it was un interesting session.

which

ple are charmed by Mr. Moody’s directnéss and
“ great good sense,” and utter absence of cant.

readers

would invite the attention

to the magazine published by the Junior class of
Bates College, The Batés Student. This maga-

Revivals, &c.
ALva,

of union meetings

if we

vival, and ten are to be baptized next Sabbath.
;
The call bas come to us from some of our
hundred members in Pittsburg to go there and united with us in church relation. And as
and organize a church. Bro. Vemey has {'a reward for our past summer's work, God is
just returned (rom a visit to Richmond, and now manifesting his presence in our midst, and

saving

campaign

JOIN THE PROCESSION! If you have a cough or
were ever to have a steeple upon our church, of
cold, join the crowds that are hurrying to the drug
putting it on then, while enlarging the tower.
stores for Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar, It is
We called a meeting and voted a sum for that
agreeable, quick to cure, and absolutely infallible.
purpose, and chose a committee to do the work.
t Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.
They went on and placed a steeple upon the
Pike’s Toothache Drqps cure in 1 minute.
church, which is 139 feet in hight and symmetriWhen
the
work
was
comcal in appearance.
A dose of VEGETINE, taken just before going to
pleted, we found ourselves in need of $830 more
bed, will ensure a comfortable night’s rest to the
than we had raised. For this we started a sub- nervous sufferer.
a
scription paper, and in two days raised the
amount within ourselves.
«QO mamma, what shall Ido?” says ten-year old
Annie, with a plaintive voice.
Thus we have expended
during the three
« Mamma, ‘muse me,” adds curly-headed Harry,
years and a little over, some $3,500, besides payand the patient, loving mother. looks with wistful
ing ministerial,
and incidental expenses,and doing
eye for something:to satisfy her bright, restless
something for missions, the poor of our ,church
¢hildren.
and community. Besides this, God has’ blessed
If she had now Avilude, or Game of Birds, it would
us with more or less of revival spirit much of
for seventy-five
be just the thing. Sent post-paid,
the time. Many have found Christ precious, cents, by West & Lee, Worcester, Mase.
2t51

this new church, which is worth fall $6000.
and

furnace,

$1500.
When we came to place the organ in the
church we found the recess of the tower too
small to receive it, hence we were obliged to

Every department of our work is in a
prosperous
condition.
Storer
Normal
School is larger than at any previous time
before Christmas.
The Martinsburg brethren have dedicated
finished,

what

relighted and furnished it at, #n expense of some
$3200. Last winter our choir started up for a
new Pipe Organ. For this they raised some

Shenandoah Mission.

is only $200, which they are well

a new

Mr. McClellan, from Manchester, Eng-

are eminently fitted to give a start to freshened
religious activity.
Mr. D. L. Moody, of Chicago, has been * carrying coals to Newcastle,”—but coals from the
altar, English papers speak with surprise of
the interest which has been awakened there.
‘Mr. Moody is greatly aided in conducting his
‘somewhat peculiar meetings by the singing of
hr. Sankey, who went out with higf.
“The peo-

&c., at an expense of some $1500. The next
summer
we enlarged our house by putting in
24 more pews, making 84 in all; frescoed the
church; newly painted the inside, recarpeted,

L. B. Tasker, Rec. Sec.

is

that we

to show

to call the people together, and

Total,
«$168.78
‘Children again sang, ** Jesus loyes me.”
Benediction by Rev. Dr. Fullouton.

church

the

vw

iy!

RA NC
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NEW'3.50 | JOHN BE. DEOFWITT,

81

Mound A) mem

| Yarvondaie,i. gu
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|

©

Cale Rock Ji inn, Ror

during the three years past.
They have put a 2,500 pound bell in its place,

28.78

to be blessings to

dro

.

people.
The meetings continue only two days
in a place, Like the * fellowship meetings” that
have been held in many places in this state, they

work would da,
For this same reason, and as a stimulus to
home work, I will give a brief account of what
our church at Farmington have aecomplished

Rev. G. T. Day gave an interesting address, followed by remarks from A. H.
Chase, the Cor. Secretary.
Amount of pledges and cash,
$145.00

The

schools

couragement for other churches,

children, * Pull for the

Necro
E Hopkins,
J 8 Manning,
Ky, perper
cusbury, MRL

6.00 |
:

Churck"Work.
Some one of late writing for ‘the Star an ace
count of church work said, they wrote as an en-

the

ws

NKenyon, HinesbiFeh A Pilitps,
Kingfield, Me, per E Winslow,

Paloma, Adams Co., Ill.

‘of office in open meeting before J. L. Sin-

Adjourned.

The

Bram

Sciation, Was entirely cuted by

| from
RW
usa inflammation
off
nfiputmaiioe: unable
itt swelviug
Wlicumatisus.
he wasand helpless;
Seven months
5 S the wsjoints.

LIFE
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from

Bheumutic : Biz:

)

Vila

boul Suing ou this month in Iowa, is reported to
be
¢verywhere warmly welcomed by pastors and

lieve we can if our brethren will send “in their
+ J. 8. DINSMORE,
State Agent.
reports.
[

dressed the assembly.

37 Meta,

E

©

eB

e)

Turner, Hebron, Me., after years of intense sylferi;
:
X
EI : Bela

:

THB

:

2

13.55

whose hands they may come, to fill out and return them to me at once.
It is only by promptness on your part that your Agent can have the
means by which he can make a report, of which
we need not be ashamed.
Should any schools
be overlooked, and you do not get your circulars by January 1st, please notify me gt Paloma,
Adams Co, Ill, and I will see that you are
supplied,
Our work has increased in interest, and profit
to ourselves, for the lust three years, and we
ought to be able in our next circular, to report
four thousand on our roll, and I confidently be-

22, 1873.

Norihaei,

:

in

§ Berwick, Me, per A Lov

fore Jan. 1st, and I earnestly request siyinto

be correctly added.
;
L. R. BURLINGAME, Auditor.

‘Collection,

It

wish to hear from are, 1st. All schools under:
the patronage
of Freewill Baptist churches,
2nd. All schools known as Union schools, where
Free Baptist workers are employed.
I shall mail circulars to Pastors, Supt’s or
other 8. 8. workers, as far as known to me, be-

This may certify that I bave examined the
within accounts of the Treasurer of the Freewill
Baptist Home Mission Society, and find them to

of Hillsdale,

The

attention of all Pastors, Supt’s and 8.
workers,
to the fact that, If we make a
which shall be creditable and profitab¥,
take us all to do the work. Your Agent

bounds of the TIl. Y. M.

‘Conoord, Oct. 6, 1873.

State.
Singing by the
Shore.”

+B.

M.,

was appointed to gather the statistics within

$7666.77

The Recording

There has been an increasing in-

now becomes your Agent for the Stat®™®r Illinois,’

SiLas Curtis, Treasurer.

”

This one,has
of course heen
%

Ba

A Rev.

much

and I am reminded that the time is at hand when
circulars should be sent on their mission,in order

1366.77

Ne

land, is in this country in pursuit of money to
help found an out-and-out close communion Baptist theological school in England, which shall
send out ministers uncontaminated with * the
plague” of open communion,

Another year has nearly run its course,

900.00

Balance,

noe

path should put him in'the Lyceum Bureau,

DEAR FELLOW-WORKERS :~

100.00
100.00
100.00

nae, |

——

nl .

o%
200

;
CE.

- IN SURAN

FT
:

ss

dew of NThH, ie Dun ? sown
Sang More,
0 humber _ || iw”Mrs Louisa
Kidder, Concord,

Folly of getting Mad,” and * Yoo
the Pulpit,
and who put it thete.,” The enterprising Red-

Sabbath School Reports.

100.00

Rev. R. Dunn,

Patt,

that our strength and work may be known.

” J. Baldwin,
»
PD, M. Graham,
” H. K. Snow,
” Due from sale of Cairo

Voted that the Report
that the wsyal number

Though Rev. Wm.

and by letter.

$6000.00

per AJL

elerzyman has been lecturing the Philade!- | Bovina, Io, per'd L Lesher,
H K Hazleton, New Haven,
phians on *“ Money-making for Churches,” “The
-

terest in this church for a number of months,
and several bave been added both by baptism

$7,006.77

Dover, N. H., Oct

doing a good |

and

ment,”

were very good, and his labors

appreciated.

ASSETS,
Note from ch, in Lynn, secured

tobe

Rev. L. W. Manning,now | sistent efforts #4 the memb.rs

In the providence of God, ‘Rev, G. W. Wal
alone with us at Georgiaville, but the

1438.76

by mortgage,

LIFE

;

|matism. Read the following ‘evidence: Mr, E.

"CHEAP!

ERTAIN!

:

J

Gerard ht

chbman

‘davhi

Rev E N Fernald, Auburn, Me

number | Belknap Q M,N H, per 8 C'Kimball,

E

a

:

qo

:

Sally Holmes, Gilberts Mills, N Y.
EXPREDS,

Mills and Georgiaville,R. R..have been attend- | greatly and variously blessed through the per- | Dr Austin, Ind,

meetings
$4478.30

of a large

or

To the People of Strafford County.

1

Me, 0)

r

)

.

A

oT

:

* | clent grace and sanctified grit to keep ults dai- | Aningtot chy Wich. per dM Kayier, 4%

who was appointed with the writer to meet
with that church, was not there, the meetings
wére interesting and we trust profitable.

2836.80

$2836.30

the conversion

| sin where a Y, M. c. a.

Revival Meetings.

work in that place,

1642.00 |

.
LIABILITIES,
“Io the permanent fund,

i

ro

Fullonton, Lewiston, Me.
* "4 AT

developed into a revival which appears to have

ore | resulted in

The series of revival meetings held at Caroli- | ly prayer meeting.

of the *“ New

1000.00

Due from H. M. Society,

ad wit
visit

located at Carolina Mills, is an able fliinister | others.

$3478.30

* ¥ivested In Savings Bunk,

donation

-

ed with good results.

$10,126.61

Added by Bequests,

A. J. Duley

a pleasant

"

0.20

ANENT FUND.

Amt per last report,

m

210.92

Pt

LE

14 Hodve.WD,Wankon, Towa,

reported from RichA remarkable revival is hzeporie
mond,
Ind, where ‘a series of general religious

1s mid
persons."
leavingthelr old fed of labor in; Tunbridge,21 | of Maneovile

1642.00

¢

Balance in Treasury,
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ing Iriebs of av.
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for

AD Jones,
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G

-
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Ee
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Tho pastor, Rey. G. 8. Weaver; of the Univer-

be

—_—

UHM

Gro. R. HOLT, Clerk. | meting held at the Whitewater meeting-house
quia Xiamen,
IF Randan,
Yiopet
Barton,
South
Indi~
the
of
committee
a
of
auspices
the
under
.
BR
RT.
ovidence.
hh
Boson
|
Friends,
ina ‘Yearly Meoting of Orthodox’
onation,

26.00
© 800.00

Q. OJ Libby, traveling expenses,
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J

ry be. may
geWw rls biudies.

pris
’ iil

+ 80.00
136.87

Invested in Permanent Fudd,

DF

June, to good acceptance, and is now evgaged | out by him in the shops und stores of that eity.

Balance due Treasurer Oct. 1,1872,}
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a8 | salist Sunday School of Lawrence, has a‘“Berean |
been supplying the church in Pittsford sibee | Class” of forty young men who have been sought

49.90

Postage, Stationery; &e.,

=

=

7
»

al

INC

EE

Suter Iu. the Tia:

wing a

He Jo

88.96
a

New Orleans,

sy
I

‘Bro. Crandall is a son of Rev, J. M. Crandall, | * Dow't try to know everything, lestitendin |
gradunte of the class of 73, Hillsdale College. | colored Baptist students of Washington, D. C.

06.13
‘» for postage, 1873, Stationery, &c.,
+ 28.50
Printing, =
»
» ° General traveling expenses,
»
Traveling expenses to

¢

of the Whitestown Q. M., and 1s u classiéal | your knowing nothing,” said Dr. Angus to the

i

Services, expenses, printing, &e.,
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An Invaluable Companion.

WEBSTER'S POCKET DICTIONARY
OF

THE

ENGLISH

LANGUAGE.

o

Abridged
from Webster’s Quarto, illustrated with
O HUNDRED Engravings on Wood. This
WANTED, AGENTS.—Worthy the special attention nearly
Engraving,
Celebrated
volume
embraces
a careful selection of more than
of old canvassers.—Cole’s
Youth, 18,000 of the most important words of the language.
“ The Voyage of Life,” represents Ci
to
offered
the
Manhood, and Old Age, nothing like it ever
the American public--rare chance.
1llustrations, . Tables of
49
B B. RusseLyL, Boston.
Measure,
Abbreviations,
Proverbs, &o., from the Greek. the
.
Modern Foreign Languages, Rules for
U2 NOW KS
y
&O0.3
Mi
)
on Ou
MENCE
and
use:
©
!
EA masTORY.R FERENCE DICTION
beauitfully p nted on tinted paper,
and
boundin
BAN KS (4 new feature.) Dest, Morocco,
= ARY
Tucks,
gilt
,
$1.
For
sale
everywhere. .
8 in Sent by mail on receipt of the
Cheapest and Lar est Bibles for
A
[=] America. #$ioe to toe per month clearedon
TAYLOR & 00.,
Bibles and . ur N *w Cyclopos+ia of the IVISON, BLAKEMAN,
#8 orne ; reon mendod a necessity for all horse
PUBLISHERS,
ol
and
Charts
Ma
best
080
.
and 140-Grand Street, NewA York,psi!
| 138 dteowdd
Pictures : RpY at once to D. L. GUERNSEY.
1344
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3
as grieved at her present

oetty

EE Oe

MORNING
;
tone.

fretful

So | pines

‘

=|her smiling’ face

——
Well, gather yourselves ’round my knee ;

And Dll tell you a wonderful story,

* -

As true as a story can be.

I have such a beautiful kitten,

helped both ways so much better."

+ With stripes running down on his tail;

“ Not better, Mamie; bécause God's
ways are always best. I hoped my -little
daughter had learned to trust her heavenly
Father”—
:
“ Yes, mamma ; but that isn’t just, now.
Ido love him dearly. It isn’t that; it's
because it's such hard werk,—the shoving,

It looks like a great ostrich feather,
Standing up in the air for a sail!
And his paws—they’re just like soft velvet,
His eyes aré the brightest of green;
And, in short, he really resembles A miniature tiger I've seen..
One day, Mr. Cat took a fancy

you know.

He'd like to explore for himself;
And see what vast treasuré was hidden

N

In the cupboard and up on the shelf.

N

You see, after the tableaux, all

the nice things Mrs. Judd and Celia let
have

were

all

scattered

about;

us

and

mo-

body never thinks to pick ’em up at such
times. Amd they all ran off down stairs

Now P’ve always said * Jack, my good kitty,”
(Tn a mildly remonstrative way),
If you only will mind what I say.”

But Jack, like a great many children,
Couldn’t bear to be told what to do;
80 he set up a doleful lamenting,
Beginning and ending with mew.

I’m sure youw’d have laughed if you’d heard him,
« His song was §o disinal and sad:
Like a cat in the deepest afliction,
‘Who’d lost every friend that he had.

the

tables;

and

Densey

So, in spite of his mistress’ injunctions.
And spite of his wish to be geod,

He boldly climbed up on a barrel

I

bug.”

*‘ And

it's

and I never

Mamie’s
always

saw

sobs

so,

came

mamma,—

not.”
“ God minds, Mamie.”

“1 try to think

you

do,
yon

know, + when you're—shoving, and don’t
want to. I know you like to have me kind
and obliging, and that helps along; so,
perhaps, if I just knew what God thought
—but itdoesn’t seem as if he'd let some
have all the fun, and some do nothing but

Took hold of his dear little toes!
———

The pitcher was broken in two;

shove, if he

‘While round and. about in that closet

really, did

mind.

Maybe

he

thinks being good ought to make us happy

The cat like a maniac flew.

enough; but it don’t me; I can’t help
wanting a little more comfort,—one teenty,
tonty crumb, mamma.”

Pm sure that the mice were all laughing,

And peeping to witness the fun;

While Jack, like a little tetotum,

Continued to scream as he spun.

¢« Hear

And I thought, as'T rescued the pussy
(Such asight as he was to behold!)
That the children might find out 8 moral,
If the story of Jackey were told.

For children, like cats, when they're
Fall into disgrace or mishap;

naughty,

And find, when too late to avoid it,

Mamie,”

(Mrs.

Carr

had

§ —ee—r
Mamie's eyes were brimful of tears when
she came home from the little 'tea-party
which the children had been allowed to
have at the school-house in honor of Washington’s birthday.
she

¢ ¢ Even as the Son of man came

not to

the good

times

for

the disciples’ feet ? And then he said, ‘I
have given you an example, that ye should
do as I have done.” You may be sure he
minds who tries to be most like him,
Mamie.”
y
¢¢ But I never thought he cared so much
as that,” said Mamie, softly. ‘To be a
servant his very own self, so asto show us
how
; because somebody must shove, you
know.

[think 1'd rather

Mamie was just as handy, and that I was
a little dear. And I'm so tired, I can’t
stay still a minute.” And away ran Flo
through the ball, down the steps, and out of

sight.

:

;

‘¢ What wasn’t nice,

little

Mamie?”

in-

quired Mrs. Carr, kissing the tear-stained
cheek laid upon her lap.
“0 mamma! it's the being handy; I
don’t like it one bit; and Flo always to be
everybody’s ‘little dear,” and do all the

pretty parts.”

Mamma looked grave.
* 1 know just what you are thinking,”

said Mamie, leaning her chin on her

and winking

away

hand,

the tears,—*‘‘ that it’s

mean and selfish for me to want the good
times, and not mind because Flo is handsome, and I ain’t. But that isn't it,

mamma,—not

really; it's because,

¢ anything goes along,—plays

when

or anything,

you know,—somebody’s got to shove; and

1 don't like—to shove—all—the time.”
‘A faint smile crept into

but she
on:

said

nothing.

mamma's

eyes;

So Mamie
:

went

of the

there'll

country

always

than

not,

now;

towns

be comfort

of

New

England,

there stands a great forest. The ground is
covered with a thick carpet of soft moss

Mrs.

Carr

kissed

the

upturned

ret

by a ranaway

horse, and the dis-

never take the trouble to correct it.

and

precise

is his

intormation;

and

them.

The heavy frosts grew heavier,

I will

like
:

the

Run,

reaches the er

and

see them both

in their public character and relations and their
personal qualities and private intercourse. The

amount of information crowded nto the volume,
both general and specific,Is a matter of surprise,

hupdreds of the most

is never the husband's mother,

but

always.

the wife’s mother, that gets the blow.
It is time to pause and inquire into the
justice of this. Is there anything in the

nature of the félationship to necessitate an

mever

grows

weary

or surfeited.

way as to justify these hits?
large majority of instances,

In a very

so far as the

husband is concerned, he has to thank his
mother-in-law for what is beautiful, attract:

‘As they saw the slender maples shrink-

ive and profitable for him in hi§ wife: the
man married the girl whom this woman

raised.

Now

if mothers-in-law are

hideous things—so base,

pertinent—that
dreaded, how is
mothers of such
fol women have
women to be so

prayed the wind to blow less keenly.

‘“ Forgive us, forgive us!” sobbed the repentant trees, ‘‘ and love us again.”

echoed

the pines, and thé tall firs and hemlocks

Whenever,

so mean,

im-

a visit from them is to be
it that such hags are the
houris, and that such hatebeen able to train other
charming ?

therefore,

a man

slurs

bent down and whispered so tenderly that

mother-in-law simply in virtae of her

the trembling birches

ing that relation to him, it would

to look

such
so

his

hold-

seem

to

ap.
:
imply something wrong in his own characAt last the pitying snow. wrapped them ter or conduct. No true gentleman would
in its soft, white mantle, and they forgot give his wife any treatment he would not
the bitter wind and the cold in their sound be perfectly willing to have her mother witwinter sleep.
| ness. - Ordinary delicacy should cause a
The pines whisper in low tones to each gentleman to be as careful im speaking of
other, and wait patiently for the coming of his wife’s mother as of his own.
spring to wake the new-made friends once
As human nature is constituted, it is almore, happy in the vision of a joy to come, ways safer that when a yung couple marwhen the gleeful music of the rustling ry, the wife be taken to a distance from her
leaves shall blend harmoniously with the home, and not to that of the husband's pardeep undertones of the solemn pines.
ents. Then they cling to each other, each
This is all a true story, for a little bird looking to the other for help and pleasure.
told me.— Christian Union.
It is the wife who is more in danger of

they are embodied in this volume, into words that

exageerste

the simple

volume, sure to be at

truth.
once and

widely popular,

and an authority with chronicl ers gnd historians
for many years to come.
And the Publishers
have given to it such mechanical excellences as
render the book a thing of beauty to the eye. Tts
type and paper are superb.and the large number
of illustrations, in heliotype and engravings on
wood, add not a little to its attractiveness as oné
only glances over the pages, and help the text

secuted for the
D

religion of Christ.

McCabe. Jr., author

By James

of ** The Great Repub-

lic.” &e. With illustrations hy Sartain & Illman. Phila. : Jones Brothers & Co. 1878. oclavo. pp. 619.

W¢ believe

this is one

of the subscription

books, and it certainly and

strikingly illustrates

means of subscription

agencies.

r and

engaged in
books by
This volume is

one to arrest the eye at a single glance and
prompt an inspection in detail. As seen in its
covers, it is a thing of rare richness and beauty.
Gilt and morocco are so gombined as to challenge admiration.
And the paper, the type, and

the numerous illustrations on steel, chiefly mez- i
zotint, are all abundant in merit. But it is the
réal substance of the

value.

book

that holds

the chief

The compilation and the record are both

deserving

of

high

commendation.

The

noble

army of the martyrs is well represented by the
list of brave souls, faithful unto death, that is
here drawn out before us, and their thrilling
and touching stories are told with the historian’s

fidelity and the Christian’s enthusiastic sympathy. Itisa wide field from which these examples are drawn, and they are tepresentative as
well as individually
striking, The Vaudols

chureh is first sketched in outline, and then the
martyrs of Val Louise, Louis Paschal, Martin
Goniv, Bartholomew Hector,Joan Mathurin, and
Sabastian Bazan are shown us in detail. Then we
have the story of the Huguenots, followed by an
account of several eminent examples of the martyr spirit among them; and finally the English

martyrs

are ‘dealt with in & similar way.

work is written

in full sympathy

The

with the he-

roic, faith which thus finds embodime#t, and in a

style that happily blends the dignity aud the vivacity* of authorship. It isa book of unusual
value, every way, that these publishers are sending out, an ornament to any center table, and
a strong and grateful stimulant to any appreciative heart.
:

x

in the nursery, that he and his friends may

than one who 1s hardened in wrong-doing.

have his wife’s company in the parlor or at
the place of public amusement. A thou-

The latter usually has a face ready made up

to suit any occasion.

gentleman once

sand touching stories of devotiqn

looked scornfully at the dark evergreens’ said that the most guilty-Iooking person he
around ; for the firs and hemlocks
had only ever say was a man arrested for stealing a

mean to associate

with

such

stupid,

old-

have left this in the grapeweather.”
\
are
plenty of other .losingDid you have on that jacket

od cheek and
itly-deformed shoulould tell the sad story through all shaking out her clusters of scaglet,, fi Le) . | (last evening P”
of course they know no better. They
y life.
But she bad been ‘but
~ “No, mother; I believe I had on my gray

thank God for making her well are as old as the hills," 14.
‘1

rh

don't see how we can practice our

glees and

choruses “with (hese solemn
'

one; but then

I know

pocket-book.®

"7"

“Don’t say you

I pat it into

my

"vl
know,

my

dear,

for

it

but

we do not intend to be pathetic,
Whenever we hear a man making a dis‘paraging insinuation with regard to his

horse which afterward proved to be his
own."
:
“But what bas become of my money,
mother ? It is gone—tha is certain.”
“I believe you lost a fine top once, that
it was supposed a little neighbor had stolen, saith mother with a smile,
bi

“But I can't
fashioned trees. I wisl that they didn't
‘vine
arbor this
live so vear us. How preity the forest
‘‘But there
would look without them !””
;
* Indeed it would,” said the maple, places about,

upon the

part of the wife’s mother could be told,

mother-in-law, we always feel like saying
to him, *‘Sir, you never would have been:
anywhere if your father had never
mother-in-law."— Harper's Bazar.

|

It is impossible to
tianity without

speak

anger,

or

had

against

a

Chris-

to speak

for

without love.—.Joubert.

it

Those people whom we do kngw flatter
our pride less than those whom we pretend

to know.

Grad

:

Who so keepeth his mouth and his tongue
keepeth his soul from troubles.—Solomon.

oy

are commonplace in substance

while being fresh

x

3

know whom

intimately was a rare privilege,

and whose returned sympathy would be sSomething to cherish as a choice possession. We do
not discuss the theology which the preacher has

put into his volume, for it seems to us to have

borrowed more or less from every sysiem,~from
that
of Calvin to thatof Frothingham; and the

til points lie side by side as if never dream-

ing of unfriendly

relations.

We

greatly

prize

the book, and shall turn.to it |
‘and again, alwiys sure of finding on every page something to

gratify and kindle, if not something that stirs us
into surprise and admiration. Dr. Bartol is in
no danger of coming before the reading public

too often so long as he can appear with products
like this,
"vo.

COMMON SENSE IN RELIGION: A Series of Bs
James Freeman Clarke. Boston:
ames R. Os
& Co. 1874. 12mo.
443,
Sold
by E. J. Lane & Co."
pe.
Dr. Clarke never writes what is not worth
reading. A man of strength and culture, with

definite religious, opinions but eminently catholic

In spirit, ready to find truth in all creedsand
good in all youls, with devotion to principle coupled with strong sympathy for men, an openly
avowed Unitarian but held by no specific theological confession, prizing his Bible as a special
revelation but interpreting it in the spirit of a
large liberty, at home amid the themes that occupy profound thinkers but able to put his deepest thought into language simple enough for

y.

calls it, more than

peals to common sense, as he

Very much, most perhaps, of

| what he says seems to us forcible and true.

But

more or less of bis statements and opinions and
inferences need modifying before we can endorse
them, They seem to us at times both extrascriptural and anti-scriptural, and so, in the best
s/gnification they
do not sem to us to em-

body common sense. Bat it is an interesting and

‘Suggestive book,

underlafh! by

high motives,

even when it is in danger of unsettling the faith
the author hopes to

THE POETICAL WORKS OF

HENRY WADSWORTH

LoNGFELLOW. Household Edition. Boston :
James R.
& Co. 1873, 12mo. pp. 363.
Sold by K. J. Lane & Co.
With the exception of Christus, about every-

thingin the form of poetry which Longfellow
has ever sent out is put into this single volume,
the type and paperof which are very good,
and

the price such as challenges
the most chronic of
fault-finders
to complain if hecan. It is a won-

derful equivalent for the sma?! outlay,
and this
Household Edition
of the poets tan hardly
fail to
win a grateful admirsti ~ +5 2 8 wide patronage.
To praite Longfellow’ s .eefy is an impertinence
of which we shall not be guilty,
CHRISTOPHER CARSON. familiarly known as
Kit Carson. By John 8, C. Abbott. With [Ilustrationsby Eleanor Greatorex, New York:
Dodd
& Mead. 1873, 123mo.
pp. 342.

With Kit Carson

for a subject, and Mr. Ab-

bott for a biographer,
one might be sure
in advance that this velume wou Id prove the mest at-

tractve installment of the stories devoted to
American Pioneers and Patriots that bas yet
been issued. It is thus distinguished; and one
will flod reasons for an intelligent and sober ad-

miration of the great hunter's character, as well
ae au enthusiasm over his adventures. We have
heretofore commended this series of books. We
endorse the earlier words now and emphasize
them.
RA]

INTERNATIONAL SERIES OF UNIFORM 8. 8. LesSONS. 1874. No. 1 for advanced elasses. No.
2 for ‘youth. Boston: H. A. Young & Co.
24mo.

pp. 98. T1.

i

Two good question books, implying laber and
painstaking in preparing them, and adapted to
induce

wholesome

were to offer any

and

practical study.

criticism,

effect, that the juvenile book is

enough,

If we

it would be to the
hardly

But both are good.

juvenile

:

Two other Question Books, with the same basis and aim, are issued by Henry Hoyt,of Boston, containing respectively 103 and 168 pages.
On the whole, they seem to us very
and well adapted to their purpose.

excellent
Possibly

there are too many questions in the smaller book,
and some of them may be too old. But both

are very valuable,

:

THE ALDINE for December is all ablage with
artistic glory. Six full-page illustrations amd
twenty of less size, with not a poor or indifferent product from beginning to end, with Literary offerings worthy of their company,—
all this makes a number that, even for the Aldine, is something little less than marvelous. One

turns the leaves forward and

backward, again

and again, finding it bard to satisfy the eye with
seeing beautyof this quality. It deserves the
largest patronage from

ate real art; and

we

those

who

cam appreci-

trust the publishers
may

soon double their list of subscribers.
lars a yearis a small

sum

Five dol--

to pay

for sucha

monthly as this; and, besides the Aldine, each

subscriber receives a pair of landscape chromos,
enlitled The East and The West, which have
been very highly commended.—~New York:
James Sutton & Co.
:

THE HOUSE ON TRE HiGHTS.

+

By Harriet B.

McLean, author of * Twice Crowned,” etc.
Phila.: H. N. McKenney & Co. 12mo. pp. 873.
The author of this book always propeses to
herselfa definite and worthy object when she
writes, her aim is steady, her conscientiousness
and fidelity never cease to be factorsim her ef-

.fort, and she does not miss her target.
ry, whose

This sto.

scene is chiefly laid in Germany,is

excellent even for her, and realizes a bigh lite~
rary and moral ideal. Tf the genius is not especially brilliant, there is abundance of charac
ter, and there is no commonplace dullness that
wearies,

in form, and here and there will be found one
that appears in the directest antagonism with
what was read on a preceding page, and it js

ZoA RODMAN; or, The Broken Engagement.
By Mrs. E. J. Richmond, author of “The Jeweled Serpent,” etc. New York: National
likely to have half a score of indirect challenges'{' RP Society & Pub. House. 1874. 18mo. pp.

and denials that come along later in the voluniesd:
One can’ hardly help asking whether the book’ WORK

has not been made up as an afterthought,~by
taking the sententious utterances of varied oocasions and many studious and thoughtful years, numerous enough to fill a book, and putting them
i not. wholly at-hap=hazard to be sure, but yet

throwingin more or less here and there to
fill
out the space, when it was seen that they had
|
no special relation to any one of the topics that

had been decided on, Dr, B. not only possesses
and ‘uses a strong imagination and very discurs=
ive reasoning powers, but they seem at times
quite as much to possess and use him. And
hence bis frequent failure to stick {0 his theme

and follow a line of consecutive

thought,

AND REWARD.
B Mrs. M. A. Holt.
Same Publishers, &ec.
, 18mo. pp. 183.
Two excellent juvenile books, 80 dealing with

intemperanceas to warn ‘foreibly against tam-

pering with the cup, and-encourage even the
young to active effort against the
indulgence in the use of liquors.
sued by this House are atflong
ought to go into families ana 8, 8.
erally.

MAN

traffic and the
The books is:
the best, and
libraries geu-

;

AND Wirn.—A Novel.

dha

or

4

By Wilkie Collivs.

With illustrations. New York:
Brothers. 1878. 12mo. pp. 562.

Harper

&

Another installment of the excellent edition of
It | this author's works, heretofore mentioned, and:

would seem almost as impertinent to ask,
** What does it prove?” at the end of an essay
or when the last leaf of the book has been turn-

ed, as to ask that question on laying down Para

one of his most effective products.

HER FACE WAS HER FORTUNE, by 'F, #W.

Robinsen, is. No, 308 in the Library of Select

issued by the same House. Mr. Robin‘set Lést.—But we do not speak thus by way of Novels
son is neyer feeble axd does no poor work,
.

\

would be sure, from the testimony of the book it-

self, that the author was a devout, a genial,
a
friendly, an elevated and pure-hearted man,
to

It is a charming.) to the Scriptures.

tronble from her mother-in-law. A man has

apt to look guilty when accused of a crime

He Is a philosopher, poet and artistas well.
One

Mr. Drake has a clear apprehension of what is
wanted by the reader; he knows when and children,—one never reads him but with a large
where to stop as well as when and where to be- gratification, even if compelled to meet many of
gin; and he seems to put himself thoroughly into - his statements with an emphate dissent. These
the reader’s place and so decides what to do and
essays are very good examples of his way of
how
to do it. It would not be easy to put a state- looking at and dealing with religious questions,
ment touching his industry, fidelity and skill, as The title of the book suggests his method. He ap-

antagonism between a woman and her the fact, that men of the highest e
daughters husband ? or, in point of fact, do the truest enterprise are more or less
these women eonduct themselves in such a this work of issuing and circulating

waves of the

courage

institutions; we

self-sacrificing)
of our women, must give
them pain,
use it is an unnecessary and
unjust aspersion of their whole class. Some- to make a clear and strong impression.
times the form of the joke is to pat into the
mouth of the son-in-law some severe hit at CROSS AND CROWN; or, The sonniil Triumphs of the men and women who
‘were perhis wife's mother. It is noticeable that it

ing and bending before the storm that passed over their own heads so lightly, their
great, kind hearts were touched, and they
spread out their branches protectingly, and

took

those places and

now, and tell Susan that you

Our current light Titerkitare in 411 its departments furnishes hits at mothers-in-law.
The fashion had its origin in England. The
American witticisms are mere imitations.
What foundation there may be for these
slurs on a large class of English women we
do not kmow,
That they are unjust in
America we are sure. And yet every week
one reads something which the writer manifestly thought to be smart, which, as it

warm, green

‘“ Love us again, love us again I”

distinguished men who have figured in the life of

“and yet one

answered back the rushing

music

Charlestown and its Navy Yard, Bunker Hill, its
battle and its monument, Cambridge and Harvard University, Mount
Auburn, Lexington,

never correct a bad habit until you pray

the dropping,ef nuts -could be distinctly
heard on th€ frozen ground.
;
At last came a sharper, fiercer blast than
any before, rushing down from the bleak
mountain tops, filling the air with snowflakes and stripping the last leaves from the
proud trees.
The brave old pines, in their

are associated with them render their study a
constant delight and a frequent surprise. We
are treated to most interesting talks about

pray for you, my dear boy, that you may Concord, &e., &c. And, 1m connection with
learn to correct this sinful habit; and I each of these localities and objects, we have
hope you will pray with me. You will reminiscences, of the most pleasant sert, of the

the shadow.
;
The wind tried to comfort them by praising the sweet music, and he is a capital
judge, to be sure! But nothing could console them for the loss of the little songsters
who used to build their nests among the
swaying branches. The birds were sorry
after it was too late; for there were no
cradles like the pine bough, and the little
nestlings missed the soft lullaby that always
sung them to sleep.
By and by the days grew shorter and the
nights colder.
The bright colors of the
oaks and maples turned to a dull Brown,
and they shivered in their thin dresses, and
the wind whistled
mournfully
through

—r——

face ‘have worn all winter! For my part, I don’t

sear across one cheek; for, when very
, Mamie had been thrown down in

the course
of ingan or.
dinary life, thereby proves+i himsel
f someth
far
more than an ordinury thinker and rbetorician.

RISING FaiTH.
By C. A. Bartol, author
to dread trouble more from Lis own mother THE
of *‘ Radical
Problems.” Boston: Roberts.
Be Slow to Accuse.
hunter might listen in vain for a footfall of
Brothers, 1874. 16mo. pp. 386. Sold by E. J.
than from his wife’s, and yet we have to
Lane & Co.
fox or rabbit, if it were not for the dry
see the first arrow of witticism shot from a
‘‘Mother, I cau’t find my séventeen -eents woman's bow against her mother-in-law who
The only way in which we could clearly and
Jeaves and crackling cones that might hap- |
anywhere,” said Arthur, coming into his “#8 apt to torment the young wife with inti- adequately set forth the character and animus
pen to lie in the way.
It is far away from any houses, so that mother’s room with quite an anxious face. mations of how she did when she first mar- of Dr. Bartol’s volume, to one who knew nothing of him, would be to reproduce one of these
the village children seldom visit it in search ‘I put it right here iu my overcoat pocket. ried.
sixteen striking and somewhat unique essays.
of nuts or berries; but ‘there are all the It had been hangifg up in the hall all day,
But none of these disagreeable things We have no room for that, and so, with a few as
more left for the bright-eyed rabbits that and I do believe that new girl has taken it happen where a man truly marries a wom- clear and defining words as we can use,we must
peep out from beneath the fallen trees, ard out. She saw me have it last night and put an, and she truly marries him, and the par- send the reader to the book itself. It is very
like Radical Problems, and both strongly and
the saucy little chipmunks that scold and it away.”
ents on both sides have correct ideas of the
“Look in your pockets, Arthur.
A little sanctity which belongs to this unity. Even frequently suggest Emerson; though,in saying
chatter up in the branches.
this, we do not mean that the author does nothboy who is so apt to forget things must not as things are in society, how many a mar- ing but reproduce
The forest was once all pine, fir, and
himself while echoing the
be too positive that he put his money in his ried man is indebted to his mother-in-law thoughts and words of “a stronger, fresher and
hemlock, and, where these old trees have
not been molested, their branches have pceket-book.© And never accuse anybody for
taking a thousand burdens from more unique thinker. Dr. Bartol is no willing
grown together so thickly that the bright- of stealing without a shadow of, evidence. his wife's shoulders and his own!
It copyist. He utters no thought till it hag become
est and most inquisitive stars can not peer This is very sinful as well as uskind. What is the mother-in-law who assists in securing inthoroughly his own, and he always turhs with
instead of going abroad for
through; but in some places these oldest if Susan should Jose her money and accuse the new house, procuring the furniture, ar- in which to clothe his teeming the forcible terms
ideas and fancies.
inbabitauts have been cut down for timber you of stealing it? Remember the gelden ranging it in its place, suggesting many an ‘Phe titles of his essays are such as ‘these: The
;
and a new growth of another sort has sprung rule.”
expedient for comfort from her own expe- Seeker; The Beer; The Secret Power; Sex;
“But, mother, she looked very guilty rience, and
putting the machinery of the Forms; Values; Personality ; Pray 'r; Signs ; {de| "P
In one of these sunny spots of the forest when I said I had lost it, and that I knew household in working order. To her the as. He perhaps never quite fory ts under what
head
stood a group of young oaks, maples and that some ene had taken it out of my pock- husband owes many an bour of his wife's reader he is writing, though it often seems to the
as thongh not a little that is found might
.
:
birches, bowing low, as the wind passed by, et.”
society which otherwise would be absorbed Just as fittingly have appeared anywhere else in
“But
very
likely
she
did
look
confused
on
and gaily fluttering their fresh leaves in
by domestic drudgery ; and when the little the volume as where it is put ;—what is set down
hearing you make such an unkind speech. children come, it is the wife's mother to under the head of Prayer might as well have
the sunshine.
:
It was in the merry spring time, and She knew very well there was no one in the whom they seem nearest and dearest. Tt is been written under the caption Sex. Each topic
is little else than a. thread on which the writer
they were all arrayed in delicate suits of house you could suspect of taking it but she’that nurges them most tenderly in the strings a marvelous
collection of epigrams, most
herself.
You
might
as
well
have
said
so
in
pale green, some of them fringed, tasseled
most trying portion of their lives. It is of which are brilliant, more or less are profound,
and embroidered in the most fanciful man- plain words. An innecent person is more she who spends so many a wearisome hour some are paradoxical, a few seem forced, and

a few green buds in. their hair, and the
pines not even these.
:
others
fix, and running to fetch. this and
* Look!" cried a gay young birch to its
that; and I was so tired, and Flo looked so neighbor, the red maple, *‘ look at those
pretty, mamma, I”
old Puritan pines in the dull dresses they

again,
the little plain face with the ugly

abundant

5
SEES
It is explunation rather. A

man who can write as many really brilliant,
Pithy: suggestive, prof
: nd sod incisive senten-

SEX. By Samuel Adams Drake, Ulustrated.
Boston : James R. Osgood & Co. 1874. Crown
octavo. pp. 442. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Mr. Drake has given us another admirable

Though you contradict the story afterward,
it would never undo the mischief. Many
will ‘repeat an injurious story, who will

and fallen leaves, so soft that hound and

* You know, to-day we had tableaux. ' 1 ner imaginable.
wish you copld have seen them, mamma!
Not content with being simply gay and
Densey Deésne and I made most all the
glad in the beautiful spring, these newpictures
; and 1 hke to, only nobody ever comers tossed their graceful heads and

- once asked me to be in em; and, of course,
1 didn’t go and ask TE
80 I had
to stay all the time in that
closet
fall of barrels and things, helping
the

:

VIR,

HISTORIC FIELDS
AND MANSIONS OF MIDDLE~

another place, it might be a difficult matter.

winds with
sea.

way
sobbed, dropping down on the floor beside
her mother in the pleasant bay-window, down under the ache.”—Christian Leadwhere the ivies and nasturtiums and tea- er.
roses were smiling and nodding at the February hreezes outside.
A Story of Leaves.
“ Why, I thought it was splendid !" cried |
,.
Flo, dancing up and down, her cheeks rosyNot
many
thousand
miles away, in one
red, her eyes black and shiny, and her
kinks and curls which those same February breezes had been twisting in her soft
brown hair. ‘“ We had just the nicest
time ; and we played the nicest plays; and
nobody wasn’t cross; an’ Miss Drew said

chose different shadesef yellow, varying

snow-flakes,and

:

*{

| vary

ago against an innocent person. What if then he works up his material into a form that
summer dressés foy' more gorgeous robes of you had mentioned it among your school- is unusually attractive; for the book is as full of
scarlet and gold, and flame-color. . The mates? It would be told all about—*Su- animation and zest as it is distinguished for the
grages of a finished
literary culture. The localoaks followed, with their.glowing crimson ; san, at Mr. Reynolds’s, steals. I wonder
ities that are in
-with special significance
then the birches aiiti’popis
and beeches they keep her.’ If she ever wanted to get are many, and the events and personages that

your servant:

:

1

y

Tr
disparagement.

:

make such charges as you. did a moment

soever will be chief among you, let him be

because

dimpled fingers trying to smooth out the

them that the little ones would die for want
of sunshine.
‘
Thus the summer passed by, and the
glorious autumn days came,
with their clear
skies and bright sunsets, wrapping the
mountains in purple haze, and throwing
a softer light into the old forest. The maples were, the first to throw off their green

cloaks, felt not the icy breath, but stretched
out glad arms of welcome to the fluttering

himself, Mamie ; he chose rather to serve
.| others.”
“Does it mean so, really, mamma ?”
“ Don’t you remember he even washed

of Comfort.

the

been turning the leaves of her little Testament) : * * Whosoever
will be great among
you, let him be your minister; and who-

““¢ Jesus didn’t take

Che Family Circle,

mamma,”

this,

be ministered unto, but to minister.’

That there is such a thing as a trap.
:
— Churchman.

all,

so because

mamma ; but it isn’t so much comfort,

Of course, there-were screams and confusion,

in

telling

Mothers-in-Law. |

and

“ Nobody will know that I took it,”

And another machine quite as sudden

do,

and only seemed tp draw back farther into

asked me to help wipe dishes,

always; and nobody ever says ‘ Thank
you,’ nor minds one bit whether 1 like it or

A trap fastened firm on his nose,

their nests

build

thick branches, as they used to

coaxed

have found your money; and try to make
amends for your injustice by being more
than usually thoughtful and objiging.”

* Blindman’s Buff; and Miss’

It looked so delicious and creamy—
Of course it was waiting for him!

‘When lo! with a snap quite surprising,

the birds not

to

even

'

:

All these things made the pines feel very
sad, and their song was low and mournful ;
sometimes it sounded like sobbirg, but
they never said any harsh things in return,

faster.

Said Jackey, quite sgre, to himself;
So. he put in his head in a minute,
The prying, inquisitive elf!

They

pd

:

Mother comprehended it all at a glance,
and smiled as she said :—
specimen of his work as an explorer, historian
* “I wonder who looks guilty this
fime."
and mental photographer, in these amplé, va“0 mother! I am sorry, but I"did not ried and significant memerials of the localities
mean to acchise Susan so wrongly.
[ re- in the neighborhood of Boston, He evidently
member now, just as plainly as can be, carries to his work an interest and a special
adaptation that are rarely found
bined in the
wrapping up these three five-cent pieces same man and to the same degree, One may
and two pennies in that bit of paper, and naturally infer that he traces out every line of
putting them into my jacket- pocket.”
inquiry and searches out facts and details with
“It is a very” serious thing, Arthur, to the patient industry of the veriest plodder, so

again to play

only one little

Stood a pitcher, quite full to the brim;

at

your

over it.

an’ Mrs. Drew asked me;

And sniffed at the coveted food.
And there—oh, alas! thé temptation—

ed them in every way.

room again.

said,

do hate it so, mamma! But Densey told
‘em I was handy! And then Mr. Drew
brought over his microscope to show us;
and I wanted to see it so! Ard Densey’s:
little sister pinched her finger, and wanted
to go home; and she wouldn't go alone;

And nab up a goody or two.

nice

Please bring me

but he walked FA still and, looked very
foolish when Je came into his mother’s

So all the new trees put their heads together, agreed to slight the poor pines as
much as possible. They ridiculed and vex-

"ye

”

we were done eating, they all ran upstairs [only dresses they will ever have.”
Drew

For kittens are never contented,
And all he could think of or do,
Was
ish he could get in that closet,

wasn’t

a silver | may be an untruth.

from straw-color to<tawry
gold. Still the
¢ Pick ’em up, Mamie, that's a. good girl.’ pines and hemlocks kept their ‘modest
And she ran off too. And, when I gol green, in spite of scornful laughter and undown stairs, they had begun to eat; and _kind speeches.
*“ No wonder,” said the shining heech, in
every thing was mussed round ;’and I had
n't seen the tables at all. And nobedy ask- a tone loud enough for all to hear, * that
ed me to help pass things, because there they have been so afraid of the sunshine all
was Flo and Densey first. * And then, when summer. They could not afford to fade the
to help set’

“ You shall have all the goodies in plenty

“It

;

and dancing feet, and | nothing else.”

Mamie with these useful hands and busy
brain ?"
“J know, mamma; but that last way
isn't.so nice., And if he'd only given me
curly hair and a pretty face, and then not
let me get homely and humpy, I could have

A story you want, little children?

Crumb

for neighbors!”

17, 1873.

she said, ‘as if agking a question,
leal poplar. *‘ They will drown all our{ gray jacket.”
i
« Suppose G&d meant Flo to help with | voices with their psalm tunes, for they sing | Arthur walked slowly up to his room,
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Atlantic Monthly.
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"80
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Thisiat any rate Seah oi in 00 him for Fl

ple natur

ly skepticalas

to the reality of Shai, = Weélcote, Senthi

people of the more | have not seen them.
than wes

hy wealth and

OSS

the church directs that they |
MAT notbecause
households of friends.it is the festivityof | shall
cohabit without marriage. Their I"

happy anniversaries, the anion of families
the cherishing of Jong acquaintnew ties,
inance.
So far
Butin Washington—-e¥oept

.s

“Fall.”

a plow, and a man complacently holding the

|

- battles,

pes, meh

have sailed

priests who

may

yet

and women who are

settin’ an’ whisper

in

blessed precepts

:§

out of this bondage, ‘and over thatis
written
¢ prostitution: » Who dares blame the

with a

say this boldly, for, whatever“$he

and avoiding and overlooking,

in thelight and skillful skating over dangerous surfaces, while a rare freedom unites
otle even if politic courtesy, which

it is delightful to meet to-night and which
allures you to seek it to-morrow.
Society
without a conscience, it is, possibly, but for
all that sufficiently fascinating.
It is like an Aztec revel lor its flowers:
the great stairways, leading

up

and

the

branch

and

down

blossom;

doors are arched with palms and long
nana leaves ; lowers swing from lintel

priests

of Austria

baand

Capt. Burton and
*

and

alone.

up her wicked min’ to’ tice Adam

toder one.

wearing

to eat

hetween
80 and 90 years of age.
chard was born in Boston, Erie

ter work fur

eat

dat

der. livin.’ . But

ar

apple

Adam

‘cept Eve

law, aged 89 years and

of this notice

gone

women, she make him b’lieve
white.”— Atlantic Monthly.

- A

brack

intricate design, over the pale shimmer of

perfectly tinted silk berfeath; repre-

sents
laces

labor of a life-time, wearing neckand tiaras of diamonds,. Yhete the

the then wilds

is

with a spirit of their own.

There of course is the President;

yonder is

the Chief-Justice; here again the
general
of all our armies; here flash the pips

¢“ Tell him,” said he, “that

I

will

bring

fire from heaven into his pipe.”
The chieftain received the announcement
of diplomats; down one vista the dancers with a look of incredulity, but, neverthefloat through their mazes, down another less, dropped his flint and steel, and suffered
shines the Seyuial and gold and silver of the Captain to proceed. Burton drew from
the tables
with burgundy and bordeaux,
pocket a small sun glass and magnifying
tempting with terrapin and truffle, with: his
lens, and concealing it in his hand,
bade
spiced meats and salads,
pastries, confecthe chief to smoke away, and at the same
tions and fruits; and close by is the punch- time he turned the bowl of the pipe toward
room. You have your choice of the frozen the san; and brought the focal point of the

insignia of soldiers, here the fantastic array

article, or of that claret concoction
»

to hold

whose glowing ruby a bowl has been holjowed in the ice itself, or of the champague
punch, whereto every

litre of the

on

his

. Disraeli

eral of whom lived in this state.

French
indeed,
groups
you are

If anybody desires to know what a wife
ray be to her husband, with what pure unselfishness and dévotion she can give up
Sveryibing thai, she has to his service, and
find a noble happiness in doing it; what a
support and comfort she can be to him under the inevitable sorrows and misfortunes
of life; how magnificently she can inspire
him to fresh exertions, and stand as a bulwark between the adverse world and himgelf,—any one who wishes to comprehend
all this need only read the story of
Mr. Disraeli’s married life. It will be found that in
such a case;the devotion is not all on one
side.
The affection of a good woman
¥indles the nobler qualities of a man, and
he will repay her devotion with lofty fidelity.
If Mr.Disraeli had,as he once said,the ** best
proved the best
of wives,” he, on his part,
of husbands. Till the last day of her life he

paid.to his wife those attentions which are

100 often associated rather with the romance
of youthful intercourse than with she routine
of married life. When he rose to the highest. point of his ambition, the only favor he

would accept of the Queen was a coronet

for his wife, He was scarcely ever absent
from ber side until the dark day when the

She knew

that sha was dying, but refrained from tell-

ing him so, in order that he might be spared
the pain of bidding her farewell.” He also

at bund, but
distress -her.

Thus they parted, each anxious to avoid
striking a blow at the other's heart. The

properly

-heldto be beyond the rangeof public com

that spiral.

thy

You:

and

of sci-

who

to

H.

and

[.

tridge, died in Chelsea, Vt., May 22,

TaOMAS W.
SECOR
Nov. 20, of apoplexy,
Bro. Secor was born in

She was married to

which brought him in contact with

L.

cal, sensible;

Though

Edward

Its reading
taining.

to

brothers.
He embraced religion in early life,
and united with the F. Baptist church in West

Brookfield, his residence through

wf

life. and for

many years was a very active, earnest worker,
and was widely known by many of the brethren

and ministers of the denomination to which he
was ardently attached. He was to me a dear
brother, we having been much and often togeth-

er in religious meetings, and he was

always

ready to supplement, by ms testimony, my humble endeavors to preach the gospel of our Lord

Jesus Christ. For about 20 years he was partially blind, and for the last five totally #0, and for
two.years his mind was greatly impaired, and
he died in that wandering and bewildered state,
Although on almost all other subjects his memo-

defection.

The

name

but

the

slight

of Jesus

of

subject

indications

to

seemed

in his mind precious memories and
awaken
glorious hopes. - He leaves a wife and daughter

to mourn their loss.

JEHIEL CLAFLIN.

N.
WirL1AM EDWIN CHASE died in Laconia,
more than

H., Oct. 12, 1878,

three years Edwin

aged 24 years.

For

had been wasting away

its

character;

with

sprightly

enter-

LAPHAM

It gives

Address,

dteowis]
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Specimen copies

Place, Boston,
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MOZART

-

-

-

.

-

GEMS OF STRAUSS « - Cloth, $8.00; Gilt,
ORGAN AT HOME “
00;
4
MUSICAL TREASURE
- - “ot
be
EATH OF GEMS
MOORES IRISH MELODIES o“
GEMS OF GERMAN SONG
‘“
OPERATIC PEARLS
SILVER CHORD
. &
SHOWEROF PEARLS, Duets *
PIANOFORTE GEMS
.
OLIVER
2w50

DITSON
:

French,

STL onl

“hg

woe

i

$7

LYNDON

E. MOREY, Music.

.

CALENDAR:

TUITION :
Primary Studies,
.
.
$5.00
Common Xoglish, .
.
7.00
Higher English
.
7.50
Latin and
Greek,
8.00
Krench (extra), .
.
3.00
+ 1000
.
Instruction on Piano or Organ, Use of Piano or Organ (exira),
12.00
Instruction on Guitar,
8.00
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
.
1.50
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
.
N
1.50
Aa-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received ak reduced tuition.
:
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

LOCATION :

extra.....ecooee

yndon

)

81

just revised

of the General Conference, can

by order

now be ¥ad

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, of
4 cents each for two or more copies.
Orders are solicited
CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM
This little book has been revised by the Aninot ude
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and
a very
comely
appearance. It should be
every
h
and church-mem
newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 ots.; m
covers
extra ; on
e former,
« on the
16 ots.

CALENDAR:

:

2

;

Iatter 2 cents

Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.

MAN :IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY

Spring Term closes Friday, April 10, 1874.

r
B.C. LEWIS, Sec. Trusteds,
New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 18%.

|

TREATISE.

Fall Term begins Monday, August 256, 1878,
Fall Term closes Friday, feb
31, 1878.
Vacation two weeks
Winter Term begins Monday Nov. 17, 1878.
Winter Teri sloses Friday, Jan. 28, 1874.

& CO., Augusta, Maine.

Center. Vt.. 1878.

The New Treatise,

INSTITUTION,

Vacation two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monday, A: ril 27, 1874,
' Summer Term closes Thursday, July 2, 1874.
For further particulars
ly to the Principal,

o

The new, commodions building, Ample in its ar.
rangements,
recently erected-for- the use of th
School, is situated on a gentle éfiinence in the
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenery of
nt; The Lyndonville station, on the Passu
cf ailroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom the In
ion, It is thus
easily accessible from all parts of
the country, and
at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our ities.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or. I.
W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyndonville.
\
¥
|

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
associates,
Six
regular courses for both sexes. Four terms of
:
ten weeks each.

|.

:

Fall Term of 13 weeks,
begins August 26, 1873.
Winter Term of 13 weeks,
begins ecember 2. 1873.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 13, 1874.

Location.

& CO.
IBoston.

”

Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Calendar:
13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.

HAMPTON

4.00

LITERARY INSTITUTION.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Miss MARY

The Building, one of the finest in the State, is romantically
situated amidst the highest mountains
and grandest scenery of Vermont.’
5
Theology.
; A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to
vepare those students who may have the
Gospel
Rintstry in view, by furnishing them every
assistance
in his power towards the prosecution of theological
studies.
:
For further particulars, address the I’rincipal at
88tf
Waterbury Center, Vermont.

NEW

to

Faculty :

INSTITUTE.

Flowers, &c., each extra.

$7.00

$2.00

J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
Miss MARY C. BRADRORD, Associate.

Secretary.

Board ..... “senses tress erenensny Veesrenns

MEN, Girls and Boys wanted, to

P.O. VICKERY

rent, per term, from

Board, per week, in private families,
3.00
“
"he
clubs, about
2.00
EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10.00
Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
1.50
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. . Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term
atthe I
lar rates. vi
'or Catalogue a
0
;
SUS
APPY WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873.

Instrumental Music,....
Use of Piano and Organ

y sell our French and American Jewelry, Books, Games, &c.,in their own localities, No
capital needed. Satan Terms, &c., sent
.

15638

Room

Tuition:

LARGE STEREOSCOPIC VIEW of REV.
FATHER RANDALL'S MONUMENT will be sent by
mail to any one sending 25 cents to Miss M. A
Also pac.
8
DIXON, Box 1129, Portsmouth, N. H.
Bhckase
sent at wholesale.

WOME

EXPENSES.

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

650

Pen-Drawing, InBook-Keeping, Penmanship,
struction in
Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax

.

MOZART’S LETTERS
- .MN DLO
LETIERS
=- . .pe
ES
wt
TTERS ON MUSIC
EHLERT’§
RITTER’S HISTORY OF MUSIC 'MOORE’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC. GARDNER’S MUSIC OF NATURE
CHOPIN’S MAZURKAS AND WALTZES
-

HOME CIRCLE, 8 Vols. each, *¢
All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.

4.

Common English, ..veeiesreseresnncnes
« Latin and Greek, extra,...

BEETHOVEN’S LETTERS
-*'$2.00
IFE OF GOTTSCHALK
=- 1&0
IFE OF BEETHOVEN
=v
LIE 5 CHOPIN
=»
iw
el
wile
TIFEOF HANDEL t" «=
=
=~
=
LIFE OF
1530
wes
ie OL Te
LIF. O!
BSSINE.
«.
'»
o.oo.
ON WEBER, 2 Vols.€ath
LIFE OF SCHUMANN
~-.
ir

March 6, 1874.

CALENDAR FOR 1878-4.

"oe

WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 2, 1873.
SPRING TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Feb. 25, 1874.

Entertaining!

Useful!

Dec. 9,—ends

Fall Term
ins Aug. 26, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.
Spring Term
ins
Mar. 10, and ends May 99, 1874.
(Ret Term
begins June 9, and ends Aug. 2l,

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.

FALL TERM,

opens

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
:

G. T. Swasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss
Abbie Lyon.

Musical Presents!
Finely “Bound!

the

ollege

Faculty:
Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.
Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department.
Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant.

Nass.

TERM

SPRING TERM Sfjens March b4, 1874,—ends June 12.
For tucther particulars, address,
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

Scituate, R. I., Nov. 3, 1873.

GREEN

PERRY MASON & CO.,
Wemple

WINTER

The WINTER TERM, of 1§ weeks, commence on
Wednesday, Dec. 10, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.

Stories of Home and
. Behool Life,
Tales, Poetry,
Selections for Declamation,
Anecdotes, Puzzles,
Facts and Incidents.

Subscription Price; $1.50.
sent free.

8. TASKER,
N. H., Nov. 20, 1873.

young, is |. Northwood,
and

-

JONES, Sec.

SEMINARY,

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beantiful:one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ ©
of
the school, recently enterea into a contract
the
Trustees to condnct it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency.
.
CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.

1y48

-

A.M.

EVANSVILLE

French and Music extra.
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.
:
‘For further Particular address the Principal, or

C. A. Stephens,
Ruth Chesterfield,
M. A. Denison.

is adapted to the old and
in

Classical,

.

:

are invaluable.

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
The winTER TERM of eleven weeks will commence
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 10, 1873.
.
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal, with
competent Assistants.
The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, «ow
$450
Common English,
ere
- 550
Higher English,
CR
et RE

¢ Sophie May,”

ais

t, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Prpcopiicn;

ready achieved.

LATIN SCHOOL.

and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions «

P. O., Center Co., Pa.
The Spring Session of the above mstitution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results al-

9

®

address

COLLEGE,

The special work of this school i8 to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness m doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordi
y found in
(schools where 80 many kinds of work are done, The
sstudents are faithfully drilled in Latin and
Ancient Geography,
Ancient History, Algebra an
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin
A
scanning, &c. The location of the school 80 near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank

COLLEGE

and use of heavier Furniture.
For Catalogue or further information,

Dr. I. I. Hayes,
Louise C.
Moulton,

Stories of Adventure,
Letters of Travel,
Editorials upon Current
Topics,
Historical Articles,
Biographical Sketches,
Religious Articles,

DANIEL CLAFLIN died in West Randolph, Vt.,

of

Comm

to

as gentle-

JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist

ants.

Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fue!

really permanent worth,

Eggleston,

very varied

with

willing

to have

8S. 8. Robbins,

and

blessed

and

Prof. James DeMille,
Louisa M. Alcott,
Rebecca H, Davis,
C. W. Flanders, .

Nov. 17, after a protracted illnes¥, aed T1 years
and 5 months.
He was the second son, and, by
his death, the first to break the circle of six

religion his mind showed

and

En-

VIRGINIA

NICHOLS
LG

and
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty. and freedom from cerrupting influencesa

It is handsomely illustrated, and has for contributors some of the most attractive writers in the country. Among these are:

the. godly .man

ry was almost obliterated, yet ont

Commercial

trom $1.60

as well

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students im
nt and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send far a Circular to
»
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

while it attracts for the hour.
|

leave all to be with Christ.
This is the third
good sister we have been called to part with

be true to themselves and their God. With:
out going back to the hermits of the middle
ages, the Puritans who first came to this
country saw no other means of leading what
they considered a
good life than by cutting
all the ties which bound them to civilized
humanity, and domiciling themselves in a
wilderness. There have been other times
when individual men have found it neeessary
to break with an artificial world which was
growing too oppressive for them. But as the
world goes on, these hermitic retreats become every year less and less reasonable,
because they become more and more impossible. fur te who retires from the world
becomes at once a center of interest. Mngazine editors apply to him for articles;
newspapers send reporters to have .inter-

MASS.

AGRICULTURAL

HE COMPANION aims to be a favorite in every
family—looked for eagerly by the young folks,
and read with interest by the older. Its purpose is
to interest while it amuses; to be judicious, practi-

EMELINE Davis, wife of Dea. J. Chaffee, of
the Phenix church, N. Y.,died of consumption,
Nov. 24, in the 62d year of her age.
Sister
Chaffee experienced religion at the age of 19,
and was baptized by Eld. B. McKoon
at Gil-

could

1861.

|

‘ceaseth,and the faithful fail from among the chil
dren of men.
fori
E. CROWELL.

they

in

Par-

many,

within a few

zation some new life, in which

thews

Presid

R. L. HOWARD.

‘Truly

:

| Miss JANE W. HOYT, A. M., Agricultural

often adversely, he showed the grace of godliness
so practically, that out of every trying circumstance he came with the increased confidence of
his fellow men and the warmer love of his brethven. Prompt, energetic, true, liberal, faithful,
the minister’s friend, the servant of the church
and child of God, he has put off his armor in a
moment and gone to his reward.

There have been times in the history of

D.

than a

cross. His person and purse were ever at the
Master’s service.
Conducting a large business

the world when there has seemed.no alternativeto true and simple men but to abandon
society and seek outside the limits of clvili-

C.

1873, aged

Indian one.— Mr.

Hermits.

J. 8. DINSMORE.

/§ OMPANION

do

politics and every habit he laid at the 10oot of the

months,

WEST

lish branches.
Students received at any time when
here are vacancies. Catalogue and Report for 1873,
furnished on application.
3
Office 554 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
1y32
H. E. HIBBARD, Principal.

Her death was sudden; and unexpected.
She
leaves a husband and five children.
R. COOLEY.

died in Racine, Wis.,
aged 67 years and 20 days.
Blenheim, Scoharie Co.,

witnessed.

of Sway:

varies

For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
/
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

Bryant and Stratton College,
Course

clubs

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

WILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
and granddaughter of Elder Jesse Burnham.
She was
WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., IOWA.
born in Me., but came with her parents when
Commenced its Fall Term September 2. Continues
quite young to Fulton, where she resided until
16 weeks. Vacation during holidays. Winter Term
her
death.
She was baptized
by EIld. Jesse
commences January 5, 1874, and continues 11 weeks,
Burnham about 18 years ago, and united with - followed by Spring term of the same length.
Catalogues sent to icquirers.
PER ORDER.
the F. Baptists in Fulton, and remained a worthy member until the church lost its visibility.’

N. Y., but for 28 ‘years had been a resident of]

ever

Academies, &ec.

Ladies’

rates.

.

BOSTON,

;

men’s are formed,

was the daughter of Hiram Harvey,

Racine.
ln early manhood he embraced rel
jon and united with the Christian church in
N.Y.
Twenty-two years ago he renewed the
vows of his consecration, and united with the
F. B. church in Racine, during a series of meetings conducted by Prof. Dunn, and since that
time has been steadily
ripening for glory. His

Ihave

e price of board, in clubs,

$2.00 per week.

MRS. LORELLA MATHEWS
died in Fulton,
Rock Co., Wis., Nov. 24, azed 36 years.
She

any single

every earthly comfort, she was quite
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Her last days,

insertion.

Not more

entific truth, and yet be variable by fancy,
with quite as much ease as the meaningless
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Normal DeJutimen or
Miss
LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French.
Miss ELLA C. HURD, Teacher of Music.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher.
’
~
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
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‘DR. J. BALLStreet,& NewCO.,York(.0.B
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Verses areinadmissible.
L., daughter of F.

AN

$5 to $10 a day guaranteed.
or Ladies.
sent free. Write immediately, to *
ears

of the dying Christian, she assured her
ends that the prospect was bright and glori-

Thus the godly pass away.

can not better his pawers of design, but you
may make them more civil and useful by
adding knowledge of nature to invention. bert’s Mills in 1831. In 1848, she, with her husSuppose you learn to draw rightly, and, band, united with the Phenix church, and for
therefore, to know correctly the spirals 25 years labored faithfully for the best interests
of springing ferns—not that you may of the church. Though a weakly, timid woman,
she was. emphatically a mother in Israel and a
give ugly names to all the’ species of them pillar
in the house of our God. Some five
—but that you may understand the grace weeks before her death she became convinced
and vitality of every hour of their existence. that her time had come, and very calmly set
Suppose you have sense and
cleverness about making all needful preparations for-her-|
hen she bad
completed her’ ar
enough
to translate the essential character departure.
even to the selecting her bearers
of this beauty into forms expressible by rangements,
and givin directions about her grave and funer-simple lines—therefore expressible by thread al, she calmly waited for the coming of the _mes—you might then have a series of fern pat- senger, and then sweetly fell asleep in Jesus.
terns which would each contain points of | This was the most happy and courageous death
distinctive interest and beauty,

publicly

ous. She leaves twe sons and five daughters,
who feel that they have an other tie in heaven.

b yeaa:
She was the only child of her mother,
who had
preceded her to the better land and
whom she greatly resembled in person and mind.
She was an amiable, lovely child, and home is
sadly desolate without her. But infinite wisdom, and love hath done it, and we will say
Amen.
Com,

The Indian produces beautiful

designs with nothing but

‘|

domestic lives of Jublis men are

MARY

You know, for instance, the pattern which
for centuries has been the basis of ornament
in Indian shawls—the bulging
leaf ending

and his Wife.

knew that her last hour was
kept silence lest he should

obituary.

Training.

she

*
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KINGSBURY BATCHELDER,
A. B., Prin
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and?
Mathematics.

Agents Wanted

and years even, were characterized by much
suffering, 3 et she bore all with Christian resignation, Her last hours were hours of triumph,
and after leaving a testimony which was
wor-

wishing obilStar,

single square can well be afforded

and rich in the elements of true knowledge.

in a spiral.

[ersons

Brevity is specially important.

—

Maine.

missionary in Ill. In May, 1839, she buried the
companion of her youth, since which she has
spent most of her time with her children, sev-

not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash

own

of Illinois, where

#18 50.

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an

making them suggestive of natural forms,

German,
presently
from that
wild with

nothing but a

fast friends were.to be parted.

and

chief's

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

uaries published in the Morning

rightly educated, may render your knots
and spirals. infinitely more interesting, by

shoulder,

bacchante.—Lippincoll's Magazine.

of Art

the

vian worker in iron, or an
old
worker in thread, could produce,
beautiful designs out of nothing but
of knots and spirals; but you, when

disordered,
powder caked, face burning,.
till, pausing an instant for the champagne
in a servant’s hands, your girl with the face

1 seemed

and

York,

Obituaries.

4

_An Indian worker in gold,or a Scandina-

the abandon of the figure, hair flying, dress

as pure as a

from

a,

and drinking in the supperher partner's arm was round
was

The dusky chieftain

Value

delicate toilette and her face as pure as a
pearl ; you saw her later, warm from the
head

the smoke came forth.

case of instruments
hands.

coolly as though she had not her three wines

.at dinver that
day,and had not had,in half the
houses of her dozen morning calls, fipped
her sh
or set down her little punch glass
empty
of its delicious mixture of old spirits
and
fermenting fruit juices.
Perhaps that
sight sets you to thinking. You oi have
been attracted earlier in the night
by her

her waist, her

took,

the bow] of his pipe, and then knelt in awe
before the pale-faced Captain.
He would
not tempt the wonderful
power of the great
medicine man farther.
Burton obtained his

pagne, a litre of brandy, a litre of red rum,

-and she was plunging into the
whirling to maddening measures,
caught in a new embrace, flying
man’s arms to another’, growing

The fire

puffed out a fragrant cloud, then looked at

cham-

.a litre of green tea, are given, and where
you see a flushed and fevered damsel dipping the ladle and tossing off her jorum as

nce, eating
so0m ; then

rays upon the tobacco.

at Old

Subject

baptized by Rev. C. MySewell, who was a F. B.

Blush.

a moral certainty.

declared that he

born

Ooples,

our Illustra=
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AND
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THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,

professed faith in Christ. Although choosing
the Methodist church for her home, she nevertheless. followed her Master’s example and was

Bn
1

could have nothing more to say upon the
subject; and to give seeming weight to his
assertion he drew forth his pipe, and having
filled it with tobacco, he commenced to
strike fire on a piece of punkwood with a
flint and steel. Capt. Burton told the interpreter to bid him stop.

great stones set in a frosty floral splendor

seem to throb

chieftain

was

2 months.

Por dozen
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A Gem worth Reading!—-A Diamond worth Seeing

Although of& religious turn of mind, she did not
make an open profession ui] after she, with
husband (Mr.
Jabez Whitney), had removed to

‘tice hin; an’ he didn’t do it dew ’less he
love her, an’ she such a tongue, Itke all de

ber of the savages, with the chief of the
island at their head, had been on board, and

Upon this, the

grant
8. WwW.

MRS. ABIGAIL M. WHITNEY died Oct. 20,1873,
in Columbus, Ill, at the residence of her son-in-

neber

dome

;
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virtues.

great loss.
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rates.

’ 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston.

ABBA

by all who knew her best. She leaves a deeply
afflicted husband and friends to mourn over a

teasin

him, an’ final-

ly he's’ticed, an’ eatsdat bad apple,an’den de
angel Gabriel fly long dar’ an’ druy em
oof outen de garden, an’say dey
bof hav

Savage.

God

him, an’ sayin’ how she love

the

oo

her

ter of our ‘beloved Rev. Chester Chaffee,

So she cum 'longside one time

But Adam say he won't an’ she keep

:

fortunate

Early in lite she obtained a good hope
in the
Saviour. She lived respected and died lamented

During one of Capt. Burtou’s voyages in
the Essex he was becalmed off an island of
the Society group, in the South Pacific, and
one day a valuable case of surgical instruments was stolen from his cabin. A num-

lace whose

seme

were

MRS. RHODA W. CHAFFEE, wife of Levi
Blanchard, died in Sardinia,
N. Y., Aug, 23,
1878, aged 53 years. The deceased was
daugh-

What is more mysterious than a blush,
that
a single word, or look, or thought
he
knew
that
the
thief
was
of
their
number.
window and bracket, stream from the pictshould send that inimitable carnation over
On
the
following
day;‘he
pulled
on
shore,
ures, crown the statues; sprays of droop- with the best part of his crew, and found the | the cheek like the soft tints of summer suning vines wreathe the chandeliers that shed
Strange it is, also, thoughthe human
the soft brilliance of wax lights around chief, in company with several of his prin- qta ce ? is capable
bi of blushing, the hand or foot
Burthem; mantels “are covered with mess; cipal warriors, sitting before his hut.
does not turn. red with modesty or shame
ton
made
known
his
errand
through
his
intables are bedded with violets; tall vases
whereupon the sable monarch ex- any more than the glove or sock that covers
overflow with roses and heliotropes, with terpreter,
them. It is the face in heaven. The blush
«cold camelias and burning
niums ; the pressed ‘unbounded®urprise. Not only was of modesty that tinted woman's face when
that none of his people had stolen
orchestra is hidden with latticed bloom and thee sure
articles, but he could assure his ‘ milk- she awoke in Eden’s sunny land still lingers
bud; and yellow acacias and scarlet passion
with her fair daughters. They caught it
flowers and a great white orchid with a skinned brother” that his people would not from
the rose, for all roses were first
steal
under
any
circamstances.
honied breath encircle the fern-filled basin
The Captain assumed a confident attitude, white ; but when Eve plucked one, the bud,
where
a fountain plays.
The murmur of
begged to inform his swart majesty that seeing her own fair face—more fair than
musie, the wealth of perfume, make the at- and
where the missing prop- the flowers—blushed, and cast its reflex on
mosphere an enchantment.
A crowd of he—Burton—knew
erty was. He had the power to discover her velvet cheek. The face is the tablet of
gorgeous hues and tissues, bare bosoms and
the soul, wherein it writes its actions.
‘blazing jewels, ascend and descend the such things. Tt might save the chief a vast There may be traced all the intellectual
deal
of
trouble
if
he
would
at
once
produce
slairs; here are women the fam® of whose the lost property.
phenomena with confidence amounting to
beauty is world-wide,

by the few who

felt

when she seen him settin’ under de tree, an’
say, * Adam, eat dis yer,—he’s berry nice.’

just what I
.

the

let um’

self, ¢ she made muss dat ar garden Eden,’
an’ she kinder: hear what he tink, an’ make

church of

teach,

jeople of Austria understand,
ave said.—Independent.

resound with the notes of flute and violin,
are wound with shrubs where art conceuls
but

and enjoyed

Soon’s she done eat it de Debil say to his-

Rome may teach on this subject, 1 know

that the

between the rooms that glow with light and

everything

it ef de Lord hisself tell her

thousands of young women in the humbler
stations of Austrian life for having chosen
this gate to an easier existence, when a
priest stands by and declares that he can,
y virtue of his holy office, insure immuni
from punishment in the world
to come ?

In such a society of course all asperities are
softened; this man’s daughter
dances with
the son of his arch enemy; deference is
accorded to the opinion of a woman on public matters
as if she already possessed her
right of suffrage; there is an exhilaration

in meeting

shedding forth a rich and fragrant influence,

Eve got enoughto come in contact with
women, the hewers of wood and drawers of trary ev'ry time dey can, an’ when
rests, with the pure, in peace.
water are women. There is but one
gate her min’ made up to eat dat apple, she's eat She
us one to fill her place.

all the accompanying roar and sweep in
which they are the lay figures for aspirants
to measure, aud the property
of reporters,

BIBLE WAREHOUSE AND BOOKSTORE,

AMANDA TILLOTSON died at Sherburne, N.
Y., Nov. 18,1878,in the 42d year of her age. Sister T. was one of those rare flowers of purity
that bloom in the secluded pathways of life,

figures of
the century
will telb you the romance harnessed side by side to a cart. The hod- Women is mighty hard creeturs to do anyconare ting sensible wid,—dey jus’ done
of their travel, the heart-beat of their suc- bearers are women, the street sweepers

cesses, and you will contrive to hear it for

an accept-

Hott

she wantijt. De
Debil so pleased to see she
fooled
easy ‘he like to larf out loud.

same. In the streets of Vienna it is not an
uncommon thingto see a woman and do

She‘was

- member of the Free Baptist church
in
her ear able
Paw Paw, and we deeply feel her loss.
an she’s |
i
:
G. P. LINDERMAN.

an
she’s mighty nice gal;
so tickled wid his
fine speeches dat she jus’
say guv her de apple when he ask her don’t

I have seen four women yoked like mules to

in her life.
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was a woman to be made, an’ so he just
hove oul de anchoran'waited fur de woman.
When Eve cum’long he knew he'd got sire
ting on dat ar apple; an’ he hove ’lopgside

women en,
in the host «menial occupations of agriculture, such as the spreadin

Ta

80) |

Instrumental Music (20 lessons),

BEA

ried, when about 20 years of age, to Mr. John = [ries, 4 vols., each.. 25 Myths and Heroes. ...150
Ramsey, with whom she lived to the time of his
"Any book sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of
death, In 1844, she was married to Mr. David
rice.
Woodman, with whom she lived until she was
called to the other world, She embraced religfon when young, and tried to exemplify its
PUBLISHERS & IMPORTERS,

fo'e de

knew dar

fk

I have seen, often enough,

of manure and the herding of cattle, with
their little ones swathed in a stoutcloth and
bound to their shoulders or their breasts.

intellect and beauty of the continent.
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ling of enthusjasm, are not absent from it;
ou the contrary, there is more of that than
elsewhere, for it is sustained by the chosen

of existence.
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On

Monday,

in

the

Senate,

Mr.

bills

Wright

Towa made a speech in favor of the repeal of the
salary bill. James R. Young was elected exegntive.clerk and the Rev. Mr. Sunderland chapli
In the House of Representatives much new’ husi-

ness was introduced, embracing a bill from

Details ‘of
Spain, show
the buildings
batteries are

Pierce to remit the duties on goods Gestrovedp

“Yor “strengthening the works and armanent.

the relief of sufferers by the same

A

The dense fog in London on Tuesday , was at-

coms

tended
by numerous accidents, . Thre
lives
were lost by collisions in the Thames.
A fog
prevailed yesterday, also, in consequenge of

general amnesty bill was reported

by

' mittee on rules and passed—141to

20.

and

minority

bills‘

special commitiee

were

the

Majority

reported

on the repeal

from

the

which a railroad collision occurred

of the salary

ing. Mr.
explained

ginius without further

in the Senate, considerable more
was introduced, including a bill
of Vermont, providing for the
specie payments and for free bank-

general,

the committee

on

towed into port by the

beld in

at

Havre

on

resolution

was

offered

by

There are 8,262 granges in
and 619,660 grangers.

the

8600 men to 10,000, and for a special appropriation of $4,000,000 for the department. “The former bill was passed, amended so as to authorize

ro, Egypt.

Four English

the benefits

derived

from

of the

franking privilege are equal to the loss of seeds

The

The feature of the debate was

a speech by Alexander Stephens.
On Friday, the Senate was not in

the House, the salary

question

session.

was

In

discussed

further, and Mr. Orth’s proposition was adopted.
The select committee is thereby instructed to
report a bill repealing the whole salary act, so

fir as it can be done under the Constitution, excepting the judges
establishing
the

of the Supreme Court, and
compensation
of senators,

representatives and delegates in Congress

were before the passage of the salary act. The
bill granting an extra appropriation of $4,000,000
to the Navy department was passed after con-

The communication from : the
of the

late freedmen’s bureau was referred'to the committee op military affairs.
:

The

prize

weighed 156

Street newsboys were introduced into London
in 1842, by Mr. Isaac Pray, an American, who
started a cheap newspaper, called the Evenicg
Star, in that year.
Some

Chinese

officials

are

examining

the,

American schools in the Atlantic States, with an
idea of reforming the educational system of the

Crystal Palace this year, has been purchased for
A semi-official note has appeared in the North
German Gazette explaining: why the government does not publish the second letter of the
Pope to Emperor William, and inviting the Ger-

Representatives

a

has sent to

a

the House

communication

setting

forth the irregularities in the accounts of the late
{reedmen’s bureau, for such action as the House
may see fitto take upon the matter.
The New Hampshire prohibitory State
vention was held Wednesday in Concord.

conDr.

John Blackmer of Sandwich was nominated for
governor and David Heald of Milford for railroad commissioner.

A cold-blooded murder was committed in St.
Louis,

on

Tuesday,

being killed by

a

an

expectant

brother

of the

bridegroom

bride.

cause of the crime was opposition -to
. riage on the part of the bride's family.

the
"

The
mar-

The second serew-steamer Canandaigua, carrying ten guns, and commanded by Captain
Lowry, sailed from New York, Thursday, for
Havana to receive

the

Virginius,

and

Captain

Braine will receive the prisoners at Santiago

the Juniata.

on

Rear-Adniiral Scott at Key West

will have .the strongest naval force under his
command:that has been coflected by the govern‘ment at any American

tion of the war.

port

since

the

termina-

at Washington,

mania; the clerical

organ, to give

it. The Ger-

mania, in its tarn, challenges the ministry to
publish the letter,and taunts it with being afraid
of the consequences.
Santiago Cancio Bello, for many years Professor of the Spanish Language in Harvard University, has been arrested in Havana on a charge of
conspiring against the Spanish Government. He
left Boston, where his wife and children still
are, on the 1st of the present month,to see about
his property in Havana, which had been sequestrated, and was arrested immediately on his arrival in the latter place.
An Indian maiden of 14 years, named Minnie
Emuneeska, or the *‘ White Feather,” died on
Sunday in Boston. She was the sole survivor of
the Cheyenne- Indians massacred some years
ago at Sand
River by orders of an officer who
was dismissed from the service for the barbarous
acts She was adopted by a Boston family, and

great $ttention was given to her education.

The

United Stutes authorities settled upon her 640
acres of land, which now reverts to the nation.
The oldest known rosebush in the world covers one of the walls of the Hildesheim cathedral.!
_Itis over one thousand years old. The main

stem is one foot thick in diameter, and separates

into six large branches, fifteen feet from the
The Treasury department is advised that the ground. Some seven hundred years ago it was
collector of customs at New York received from | put under cover to guard it against the ravages
Gibraltar sixteen packages, containing the ef- of the weather. It still sends forth, every year,
‘fectsof B, 8. Briggs, master of the missing brig an immense crop of roses,

Mary Celeste, and his wife and child,

The ves

- sel was found derelict on the high seas, uninjur-

ed and with her effects all on board, apparently
. undisturbed, on ber voyage from New York to
Genoa, the master, his wife and

child

and

the

erew all having mysteriously disappeared, leav-

Ingno trace. They

in

were never heard from,

gh every effort was made by the government

the

it is not
classes of

stock.
jr J
3
- First-class thoroughbred sheep are never to be
bought at low prices, although breeders

will sell

When
that

it is

a good

must depend upon the price of the. carcasses for
his profits. On the other hand, when his sheepwalk is at such a distance as to preclude a revenue greater or less from the sale of mutton, this

must be taken into account,and the breeder must
be guided in this by the relative price of wool
and mutton.
So it is not strange that farmers

living near cities throng aroutid
middle wools ‘and long-wools,
distance favor those

the pens of the
while those at a

classes the fleeces of which

The lessons taught at our

fairs, this season as

heretofore, are, that all the prominent breeds are

just in proportion to the locality

profitable

where kept, and

that the farmer must use the same'business judgment in selecting his stock as any other business
man would in laying in a stock of the wares
that would seem to promise the largest return

in profits on the investment.— Western Rural.

amount expérted by $80,070,037.

Now

for the

last seven years, France, Prussia and Austria
have sent abroad no money for sugar, but have
supplied themselves from beets.
example
is being rapidly followed by Russia, Holland
England, and even
by Scandinaviuns.
The

are

shead

of the

times. Will they remain behind them, as they
clearly are,in the matter of sugar?
If sugar
beets thrive all over Europe, will they not do
well in America? Experiments in beet sugar, as
at Northampton
(Mass.), Fond du Lac and
Black Hawk, (Wis.), haye proved failures, but
ten times as many uusuccessful trials abroad

final

success,

and

Americans

Prince Lucien Murat, during’ his residence in
New Jersey, acquired a great and somew hat unenviable reputation as a horse-jockey.
It was
said he wonld start off for a journey upon the
back of a sorry RBosinante, and return, after an
absence of several weeks, driving a stylish pair
of horses before an elegant carriage, the whole

beets daily, and a million and a half pounds

of

Ne

Ek

mass meeting was held in New York, Friday

Ang,

to express sympathy with’ the Cuban
, Bpeechies were made by the

Rev,

one word needed correction, and it was printed
that evening and
sung the following day in

Wrexham church.

The printer is still living

who set tip thé Lypes when a boy, |
Fd

|

Mr. Hawkins, who has conducted the case in
the prosecution of the Tichborne claimant, will

probably be raised to the English bench - in the
early part of next year, and

ment, commanding the greatest prices.
the salmon, a fish of remarkable agility

will’ be one of the

youngest men that have éver received such a
promotion, His reputation has been entirely
won during the present trial ; his opening speech.
in the case is said to have been one.of the most

brilliant rhetorical efforts ota duy.

Thus,
in its

relative, the trout,

are among the most expensive of the varieties in
our market, whi
e less active kinds command
but inferipr—priees.
But an exception to this
rule, due only to ignorance or prejudice, 18 exemplified in the New England farmers of the
Just century, who were often bound by legal obligations not to feed their apprentices more than
thrée meals a week upon salmon, as it was exceedingly plenty, and,therefore, fit only for those

were

too poor

to

obtain

anything

else.

The same worthy farmers were wont to consider
oysters a mere Juxury for the epicure, and they
were generally associated with champagne, late
suppers, and high living generally.
But in our

undoubtedly

among the

recently

seen it

asserted thut they contain ‘no nutriment.
We
have also seen-philosophers who contended that
cheese was only a luxury, and contained none of
the elements of nutrition, being ignorant of the
chemical fact that the casein of the cheese and
the fibrin of meats are almost the same, and are
both resolved by constructive assimilation into
muscle.
d
:

Those nations who

eat fish with

one

up in a generation. Nor is it unlikely that he
who reads these lines may live to see Nebraska
seli-supplied with sugar from its own beet beds,
and then that he may
live a good while after
that.—B.
:

—

The imperial Pekin duck is a new importation
from China,in the spring of 1873. The stock was
sclected with great care, and is remarkabie for

its snowy

white

plumage,

and. it# great

They were at first mistaken by
small sized geese. They have
long necks, and carried their
started, A large number were
ard, mostly young birds, but

ed

the passage.

size.

the importers for
long bodies, quite
tails erect when
brought on shiponly a very few

The’ importer sived a

drake and three ducks, and has bred frony a few
bandsome birds. As they arrived in poor condition, he has no fair opportunity to test the
weight of a full-grown pair. They are, without
much doubt,
a larger bird than the Rouen, and

for their beauty und size promise to be a great
acquisition to our poultry stock.

The bill is yel-

low, and the legs are
low.

or

a

reddish

The wings are short, and as they

oramge

can

yel-

not fy

well,it will be quite easy to keep them in small
inclosures. They are very prolific. Two of the

I have ever raised. The eggsiare about the size
of the Rouen, and much lighter color,
When

the young first come out of the shell, they look a
third larger than the Rouen, and have steadily

kept ahead of them for two months. I have today weighed individunls of the two flocks hatched the same day, and now just two months old.
One of the best Pekins weighed four pounds,and
the Rouen three and a halt pounds. They bave
just had good ordinary care, had the run of a

large yard for the most of the time.

More fre-

quent feeding would probably have pushed them

along fuster, but the growth bas been very satis.
’
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The new effort succeeds a course of experiments that have been »uccessful, and so much so
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Lb)

Potatoes

for

cussion of such Timely Topics as are f paramount
interest to Producing
People, it em 1,ys the ablest
talent in the land, and furnishes the 1.1 iT PAPER for

Cows.

when the
o‘her feed
year, just
best time,

be fed.

1fthe

cow

should
be partially

scours

badly,

or wholly

paper indispensable to the Rural and industrial
opulation of the Country, and a welcome guest at
every
fireside it may visit. The Reading for the
Family and Young People, with appropriate Illustra

the potatoes

withheld

tions, will receive

till she

lated by the condition of the

bowels, may be

ted.

for

Potatoes

are

also

good

a small feed of

and

carry off the

them will loosen the bowels
heat.

261

fatten,

the

perfection

of

their

giving them advantages over all others as beef

cattle, No animal of any other breed can ‘so
rapidly transform the ‘stock of any section 21tf
around him as these bulls of the improved short- |
horned species. One of the characteristics of this

indisposition to break through confinement. This

|

Yours truly,
A
8, M. PETTENGILL

& CO.

JobBUSINESS
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accounts in part for their great popularity among
those who keep them, and also for their increase |.

in the market,

New York City.

procuring adverttsements for our paper (name mentioned)
in the above cities, and authorized to oontract for advertiging at our lowest rates.

form and the smallness of their bony structure,

‘breed is also their remarkable docility, and their

&c.

a8. MM. PETTENGILL & C0., 10 State
Street, Boston, 37 Park Row, New York, and 701
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are our Agents for

Short-horn cattle ire valuable for their remarkable aptitudeto
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beef, having

when

care

STYLE, TERMS,

a tendency to make a dry cow fatten, and a
milch cow to increase her milk. They are good
foi horses in limited quanties, more especially
in time of spring plowing,

increased

while none of the Practical Departments will be neglected—our vo being to EXCEL in every
and all features, and to
furnish the Lest combined RURAL, LiTERARY and FAMILY NEWSPAPER obtainable.

recovers. A large feed in vergmcold weather
wounid caase the ' cow to shiver, and would do
atm,
Any reasonable quantity, to be regu~

Kegs

New ¥h....

The Housewife, &c.
In the future no pains will be spared to render the

weather is moderate or warm, and
is dry and tough.
The spring of the
before the new grass comes,
is the
and when the greatest quantity should

T.

_. MAPLE SUGAR,

The Farmer,
—W—
The Horticulturist,
Irish potatoes are good to feed milch cows, as
The Stock Grower,
we can certify, after feeding some thousands of
The Dairyman,
bushels in course of fifty years. Feed any time
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them best and cheapest for Nebraska factories.
The refuse pulp is everywhere worth for stock
feeding one-half as much as the original beets.
European beet-sugar manufacture has all grown
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lect, and the most capable of brain labor without exhaustion or fatigue. Even those savage

not a few of them attracted to the Burlington &
by ten years’ credit, with nothing‘of principal
payable for four years, many having raised beets
for foreign factories, will know how to furnish
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day, are undoubtedly the most active in intel-

solid margarin and stearin and fluid olein, of
which about ninety per cent. is procured. These
are parted and placed in bags in an oil press,

Missouri River Railroad lands on the three Blues
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sugar were turned out last year in California.
The prospects of all three establishments are
good. Let them prove a success, and beet factories will multiply.
The farmers of Nebraska
will learn new trick in dodging high freights.
Among 40,000 immigrants already planted there,

being the result of a series of successful swaps.
imported ducks laid about one hundred and
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unfavorable condition of the nation- ing in the old vicarage house of his father-in-law,
have watched the growth of the young birds
finances. The public debt,he states, will be Dean Shirley, who needed it for a special oceafrom their birth
to the age of two months, and
rease
by $12,000,000 during the present sion. He composed it in a very short time, only
am more pleased with them than with any duck
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Then remove to the fruit-house
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should hold a

good lambs at from $20%o $30 each.

Let

at the tree.

or cellar.
Sweating commences at once, and
the barrels should therefore be left open, or at
least partly,so as to give chance for evapo.
tion.
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learn by the errors of generations.
Three notable beet-sugar factories are now
.| making full proofof an industry as yet new in
An imperial ukase has been issued in Russia America; one in Illinois, and two in California.
The Illinois establishment is in Freeport, those
requiring six men-out of every thousand inbabit~
on the Pacific slope are in Sacramento and Alants of Russia, including the Polish provinces,
varado. The two latter have been at work two
to be drafted into the army.
years, the other only one.
The
smallest of
The celebrated picture of * The Drought in
them has a capacity for working fifty tons of
Egypt,” whick obtained the gold medal at the
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the museum

killed twenty-four rpersons, mostly - herdsmen,
and drove off many horses. A party of citizens
are in pursuit.
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On Saturday, Congress was not in session,

raid along the Nueces River, Texas, recently,
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trunk of which, fer a ‘space of three feet, was one

collection of pictures, and they will
of in the coming season.

expenses, and restoring all other salaries as they

made

that particular breeders

preserving

contin-

thereof,

needed,
all are useful, and that all are

The trustees of the estate of the late Sir Edwin
Landseer have decided to sell the whole of his

here-

Secretary of War respecting the accounts

** white” does

Celestial Empire.

after, at the rates, as near as practicable, of the
© forty-first Congress, with necessary traveling

siderable debate.

which the word

A man in Indiana felled a tree

majority

the value

they

the point of

move the barrels to an out building, and leave
there till the sweating operation has passed and

bring a sure source of revenue.

school. board.

bill was practically defeated by the rejection of a
motion for the previous question, but no other

action was taken.

in Cai-

Canon Kingley is making speeches in London
in behalf of thé lady candidates for the London

and documentary matter formerly sent to the
people through the mails. The time of the other
branch of Congress was occupied mainly by the

discussion of the salary question.

strange

An innovation in Friends’ meetings was made
in Brooklyn on Sunday, where, for the first time,
the sexes sat together.

whether

the abolition

is twenty-one

The mercantile marine of Great Britain num~
bers 7,850,472 steam and sailing vessels; America has but 2,680,163.
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it then be done but once,”and

ram will get, the investment is a good one.
Locality, also, has a great influence on the net
profits of sheep farming.
When the shepherd is
near to good markets for the sale of mutton, he

in the world.

ed providing for the appointment of a commission to investigate the subject of the liquor
the. question

be

The Sandwieh ‘Islanders are more regular in
their attendance at school than any otber people

introduc-

to

4 gencies in the feeding and general

United States

female dentists practice

anew code, in
not appear.

On Thursday, in the Senate, Mr. Carpenter
was elected president pro tem. Mr. Sumner
spoke on his bill substituting compound interest
notes for legal tenders, and the bill was referred

subject

winter

To gather sooner will deprive some-

Sheep, especially, are ‘inclined to
since the fleece is the chief article

of value, and, being

Kentucky will begin the new political year with

the increase only until January 1, 1875,

for information to decide

will

and great care to keepup any given

of animals.
deteriorate,

Minnesota lumbermen, who two weeks ago
refused $26 a month, now off’ r to work for $16.
Emperor William’s war-horse
years old, and is called Sadowa.

These

It must bb remembered tf it requires constant

beld in mind the number of lambs

evidence of fraud on the revenue or for any
other purposes. The ‘naval committee reported
bills to increase the strength of the navy from
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an aid to its keeping. Have the harrels at the
tree, and transfer from the basket, putting in the
best, such as are wished (0 be kept. Eac)
sort~

first-class sheep of the
various predominent
breeds, aiid yet these prices are not so large,relatively, as those of first-class short-horn cattle.
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Utah bas a quarter of a million sheep.

Mr.
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ago,in which
actual fleece.
length of the

therein.

fruit,

are quite ripe, orjust as they reach

whiteness thereof,

rather than the yolk contained

The Japanese have begun to eat bec.

Dawes, and adopted, for an inquiry as to whether correspondence in the New York or Boston
post-offices has been tampered with to obtain

to the finance committee.

fleece, and the fineness and

Paragraphs.

tion of redemption and specie resumption, and
they were specially assigned to Monday for cemsideration. In the House of Representatives,the
discussion of the salary: bill was continued at
much length.
Mr.
Dawes was
amiong
the
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and long-wools shown. Again, the
not the greasy-fleeced ones of years
the yolk predominated over the
(Exhibitors now call attention to the

All

well into spring, should be

the South-s ripening.

shown, and

spot.

Apples to be kept through

)

downs are only one among the classes

time
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mittee to test the sense of the Senate on the ques-

a little
dry tough

Now,all this is
’

er long-wools are freely

was

Subscriptions

humiliating

pre-

tended to keep, must ‘have a sqund
A worm-hole invites rot.
Ns

Marshal Bazaine’s sentence is commuted to
twenty years’ seclusion , and althoug!: he is to be

the

and the mold germs enter at once and rot the
fruit. Hence the head of a barrel may be press-

they were regarded as a curiosity, to be gazed at as one would look curiously at any abnor-

the state of Mexico asked for aid, and it was im-

$44,000,000 reserve as a part of the permanent
degraded
circulation. Two
resolutions,
majority
and |
omitted.
minority, were reported from the finunce com-

the

her

The Indians of Zinacantepee, Mexico, revolted
against the authorities a few days ago, and mur
dered three govenment employes. The Indians
were 2000 strong, but Tunon Canedo attacked
and dispersed them, and the following day executed eleven of the prisoners.
The governor of
mediately given.

French
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considerable

Then

Apples,

dominated.
There were but comparatively few
long-wooled and mutton sheep shown, indeed,

ways | the sut¥ivors have been raised in France to the

On ‘Wednesday, in the Senate, petitions were
received for the regulation of the traffic in alcoholic liquors.
A bill was reported from the
finance committee to authorize the organization
of national banks without circulation.
A bill
was introduced authorizing the issue of the

speakers.

Saturday.

since.

cargo i ‘wool, while the quality seems not to have been
sacrificed.
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We have heard some complaint at the price of
who lost

and

Keeping

An apple may be bruised, and so long as the
skin is whole it will not rot. But break the skin,

Now, Cotswolds, Leicesters, Lincolns and oth-

more

A grand funeral service for those
their lives on board,of the Ville du“ Havre

The discussion of the salary

bill was opened ahd continued
length, but no vote wus taken.
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as compared
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grows more

nothing
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mity in the animal kingdom.

near Bir-

saved.

and means the bill for the redemption of the loan
of 1868, which was passed, after discussion, in

an amended form.

Jouvellar will remain,

difference

oily-fleeced Merino, Spanish, dnd

The New
Bedford whaling barque Courser
was lost October 26, off Chili, by a collision with
the British steamer Italia. The Courser was

Wilson gave notice of his intention to be absent
several
weeks.
Consequently
caucuses were
beld, the republicans nominating Mr. Carpenter
and the democrats Mr. Thurman for president
protem.
In the House of Representatiyes,Mr.

from

discussion

the

with the shows of some

being heard of his reported resignation.

Buckingham of Connecticut briefly
his financial bill, Vice-President

Dawes reported

Indiana,to notice

ee

in visiting the various

Fairs, especiully those held east of Michigan and

mingham.
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The Cuban complication is still in a favorable
condition.
The island remains tranquil and the

bill, and sevepal amendments were offered. The
discussion was deferred until to-day.
A reselution to recognize the Cuban insurgents as belligerents was voted down.
a) .| disposition to permit the surrender
On Tuesday,
new business
by Mr. Morrill
resumption of

1t is somewhat curious;

the bombardment of Cartagena,
that the principal damige was to
within the walls, The' forts and
almost intact. The insurgents are

the Boston fire, and a bill from Mr. Butler

}

bat. |

President MacMahon.

Mr.

disaster.
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his judges united in an appeal for mercy, which
Due d’Aumale conveyed immediately to
the
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era tite and tonghe coated, you are suffering from
Torpid Liver or * Biliousness,” and nothing will
cure you so speedily and permanently as. Dr.
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If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have fre.
quent headache, mouth tastes badly, poor appe-
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The Spanish minister of war reports that the
reserve recently culled out numbers 40,000.
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